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Prologue 

Meet Me in the Comic Skyway 

 

Hovering above the streets of downtown Minneapolis, the city skyway system is the largest connected skyway 

in the world, boasting over 8.1 miles of privately owned and maintained corridors that connect various 

buildings in a somewhat haphazard manner, forming a network that allows anyone, during the posted hours, to 

explore the buildings and streets of the city without ever setting foot on the ground.  Offering a modicum of 

protection against the harsh Minnesota winters, the skyway first enchanted suburbanites coming back to the 

city from shopping locations such as the Southdale Mall, the first enclosed shopping center in the USA, 

working as a “you have to see this!” attraction. 

The constant presence of the skyway system has made it the object of local lore, ranging from music 

to, in 2013, a comic from Polish-born and Minneapolis-based artist Tom Kaczynski.  Appearing initially in a 

collected edition of stories based around the Twin Cities, Skyway Sleepless makes for a strange addition to noir-

themed stories of murder, seduction, and intrigue based around the various nooks and crannies of the 

Midwestern metropolis.  The structure of the 

short comic, as well as its obsession with both 

the future and the construction of an “endless 

skyway”, highlight the intersection between 

works of architecture and the comic form itself 

as media collide in pathways in the sky. 

The story involves a nameless 

protagonist who lives in the skyways and is 

going to meet an old acquaintance of his, 

Professor Ecke.  Soon after their encounter, the 

protagonist begins to encounter groups of 

people who have mysteriously fallen to sleep in 

the skyway, and is soon afflicted with a similar 

inability to stay awake – often finding himself waking up in another unknown, yet all the time exactly the same, 

corner of the skyways.  The mystery reaches a tipping point when the protagonist, who was walking the 

Figure 1 
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skyways with Ecke’s assistant, Anita, finds himself trapped in the skyway – unable to progress any further.  

Upon waking the next day, he finds himself in an endless skyway corridor – just as Professor Ecke had told 

him about before. 

At which point he 

again loses consciousness – 

only to wake up and discover 

that the skyway sleepers were 

part of a massive art 

installation, and that the only 

real victim of the hoax was 

Professor Ecke, who tripped 

and perished after hearing 

about the affliction hitting his 

assistant.  However, the new 

interest in the skyways, as well 

as Ecke’s designs, pushes 

construction on Ecke’s new 

diagonal skyway forward, and 

the narrative ends on a noir 

note as the protagonist wanders off towards the endless corners of the skyway.  

As the protagonist begins to experience the endlessness of the skyway – his own home – he is 

simultaneously exploring the dual media on the page of architecture and comics.  The interweaving of these 

two media, of these two systems, is apparent almost from the start – the grid-like structure of many comics 

shares uncanny similarities with the windows of a skyscraper, or even a bird’s-eye view of a city grid.  

Simultaneously, architecture (and many architects) have seen comics as an opportunity to use the medium to 

showcase new ideas – presenting the interior of a potential new building from different angles, and 

representing how the “flow” of a new project might function upon completion – allowing clients to “see” the 

finished project on a flat page.  Yet each medium is hesitant to see itself in the other, as it were, with the 

tendency for only a tepid acknowledgement of the role that each plays within the other.   

Figure 2 
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Will Eisner, a pioneer of comics, described comics as “sequential art”, focusing on the transition from 

panel to panel, page to page that allows for a narrative to unfold.  This definition brought all of comics together 

under a single roof, yet, as Scott McCloud would later explain, “..this definition is strictly neutral  on matters of 

style, quality or subject matter1.”  McCloud is interested in the narrative capabilities of comics, while only 

interested in the structural component on a separate level. 

Architecture is based around the organization of space – what space is used for, how space works 

together, or how space determines the interaction between us and what is around us.  “We appear to ourselves 

only through an experience of spacing which is already marked by architecture.  What happens through 

architecture both constructs and instructs this us.  The latter finds itself engaged by architecture before it 

becomes the subject of it: master and professor2.”  Architecture forms us through our interaction with this 

marked space – space that we do not recognized in a marked manner because it has always been that way.  

Even when a plaza or street undergoes re-design, the past is nearly impossible to couple with the present 

moment – wasn’t it always this way?  I cannot even remember how it was before.   

McCloud understands the space of comics in the area in-between individual panels, an area known as 

“the gutter.”  This transitional space from one panel to the next affords the reader the opportunity to interpret 

the change in action, and put together the narrative in a way that makes sense.  The structure of the panel itself 

means that there does not have to be a coherent connection from one panel to the next – comics rely on the 

reader to insert her or his own thoughts into this space – to imagine what has progressed in the gutter and how 

this forms the narrative.  “Comic panels fracture both time and space, offering a jagged staccato rhythm of unconnected 

moments.  But closure allows us to connect thee moments and mentally construct a continuous, unified reality.3”  What 

McCloud attributes to closure, an almost inherent system of recognition that allows us to insert meaning into 

the space between the panels, is in fact much more complex – it is something that we have seen before, and 

know to be around us all the time, yet due to its nature of closing off and defining space, the full effect of 

architecture is taken for granted. 

What both comics and architecture have to offer to each other is both a sense of space and a sense of 

purpose – that is, comics help architecture to tell a story about the moment, what has brought this space to its 

                                                                 
1 McCloud, Scott.  Understanding Comics.  (New York: Harper Perennial, 1993). pp 5 
2 Derrida, Jacques. Point de Folie: Maintenant l’architecture. In N. Leach (ed) (ed.).  Rethinking 
Architecture: A Reader in Cultural Theory.  (London: Routledge, 1986)  pp. 305-317 
3 McCloud 67 
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current configuration, and architecture helps comics to identify space, that is – how the comic panel contains 

limitless possibilities within the panel, and furthermore, how the construction of the comic itself – the 

materiality of the pulp pages, the different configurations that are possible when it comes to producing the final 

product of comics.  The materiality of the object of comics, recently challenged by digitalization, and in the past 

challenged by the cheapness of the pulp stock on which the newspapers and comic books were printed, is 

never given due consideration – both Eisner and McCloud concern themselves with a history of the narrative 

medium and almost completely ignore the materiality – how the interaction with the physical pages of a comic, 

whether in the contemporary glossy, expensively produced pages or the cheap pulp of the earliest comic books, 

is an essential part of the interaction with the medium – even as many comics move towards the digital or 

appear exclusively on the internet.   

Architecture has also become increasingly focused on materiality as governmental funded works have 

moved away from the practical and increasingly towards the monumental, in an effort to improve the “brand” 

of the city.  Yet these fascinating structures have increasingly come at a larger cost – not just in terms of 

money, but in terms of the narrative of the city.  Consider the vitra Feuerwehrhaus in Baden-Württemberg, 

designed by star architect Zaha Hadid. 

 

Figure 3 
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The sharp angles, industrial design, and odd shape might deceive a viewer at first glance who might be 

expecting a more traditional shape for a Feuerwehr, one that houses large fire trucks and provides space for the 

fire department to go about their business.  Vitra describes the space as: 

“Das Feuerwehrhaus ist das erste Gesamtbauwerk von Zaha Hadid überhaupt. Es besteht aus 

Räumen für Feuerwehrautos, Duschen und Umkleideräume der Feuerwehrmänner sowie einem 

Besprechungsraum mit Küchenabteil. Das Feuerwehrhaus ist eine vor Ort in Beton gegossene 

Skulptur, die mit der rechtwinkligen Ordnung der benachbarten Hallen wie eine erstarrte Explosion 

kontrastiert. Durch den Verzicht auf Farben und rechte Winkel erleben Besucher im Gebäude 

ungewöhnliche Raumeindrücke4.“ 

A fire department modeled as an explosion frozen in time, filled with colorless corridors and a distinct lack of 

right angles proved not to be the sort of prime conditions to conduct fire department business, and the high 

costs of maintaining the structure proved to be too much, as the fire house was abandoned by the fire 

department and now serves as a museum for vitra. 

Structures similar to the vitra Feuerwehrhaus demonstrate the increasingly chaotic nature of 

contemporary architecture, as public spaces are increasingly re-defined and re-organized in a matter that 

removes the public element and replaces it with attempts to brand the city as an eternally forward-thinking 

location, one that functions by not just ignoring the past, but by re-shaping the narrative to match the new 

structures.  “Perhaps it is the fire department that is outdated, and not ready for the structures of the future?” 

comes the question, as the answer arrives in the form of a Feuerwehrhaus without a Feuerwehr, its colorless 

rooms serving as a museum for the bold vision of the architecture firm. 

What do comics have to offer architecture and architectural design such as this?  Both comics and 

architecture are mass media – that is, they both have the potential to reach a very large audience – yet the 

function of each is decidedly different.  Strolling through a park is, by its very nature, a different activity than 

reading a comic or unfolding the funnies from the local newspaper, yet reading, and reading a comic especially, 

has to be done somewhere – a place that was designed, most likely, with a purpose in mind, such as a reading 

room, or office, or even a park bench.  The connection between reading and architecture is clear, and to take it 

a step further, and explore the relationship between comics and architecture – the nature of architectural space, 

                                                                 
4 https://www.vitra.com/de-de/campus/architecture/architecture-fire-station 
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time, and materiality when seen as part of the paneled pages of the comic strip, comic book, and graphic novel, 

is what preoccupies this dissertation.  Viewing architecture and comics as extensions of one another, each 

remaining a distinct medium while interweaving the forms of each as part of their defining characteristics, this 

is where both architecture and comics find their strengths. 

The paneled page of the comic forms a pattern, a grid that narrates while being broken apart through 

time and space, relying on the reader to fill in the gaps.  These purposeful gaps, or gutters5, create a 

permeability6 in the medium, an essential empty space that has to be filled by the reader – to fill in these gaps 

would remove the very essence of what makes comics work.  To view this grid architecturally makes sense – 

rooms and spaces are separated by walls, like viewing a blueprint from a bird’s eye point of view, yet this 

comparison only captures part of the interweaving between the media. 

The uninhabitable of architecture – “step, threshold, staircase labyrinth, hotel, hospital, wall, 

enclosure, edges, room….7” contributes to the madness of architecture, and approaches the interweaving that 

happens between comics and architecture.  Among these key uninhabitable spaces are the hotel and the 

hospital, two places that are specifically designed to house people, but not necessarily, where people live, what is 

referred to as “the madness of architecture.”  Spaces like the Feuerwehrhaus are designed with a similar 

purpose in mind, but move towards failure once actual living, breathing people enter the equation.  Rooms may 

have to be suddenly re-purposed in an emergency, or lose their original function with the passage of time – 

who still has a room devoted to the radio, the phonograph, or even to a hifi system?   

Yet the gutters of comics are the places where this madness finds its purpose, where readers are able 

to insert their own experiences into an understanding of the situation.  The pages of the comic begin to move 

with us, pushing us forward even when stuck in the past, forcing the reader to consider the interactions 

between the panels, how the architectural structure of the page, despite its two-dimensional appearance, can 

contain universes.     

 Walking through the Minneapolis skyways and the different possibilities for routes, encounters, and 

viewing the chaos on the streets from above through the windowed safety of the climate-controlled system.  

Professor Ecke, whose name exposes his fanatical devotion to the crisp corners of the skyways, is keenly aware 

                                                                 
5 McCloud 7 
6 “The meaning of “grid” does not achieve assembled totality.  It crosses through.  To establish a grid is to 
cross through, to go through a channel.  It is the experience of a permability.”  Derrida 578 
7 Derrida 581 
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of the role his inventions play as a vital part of the city’s anatomy.  Creating pathways between two different 

buildings, two different worlds, re-enforces the connection between comics and architecture.  Comic 

architecture allows us to see the people walking through the skyway from below, and give these faceless figures 

a story, to know where they are going without having to seen it.  Comic architecture is both familiar and 

foreign, showing us what we already know to be true while simultaneously putting the possibility of the past or 

future into perspective.   

 Architecture’s concern with space and comics concern with narrative allow their fusion work 

seamlessly.  Both media are hyper-aware of the other, yet even when comics concern themselves with 

architecture, or vice-versa, there is a sense that one media is trying to dominate the other.  What is most 

informative is when the two are working together but do not even know it.  The sharp corners of the comic 

panel, the rough corners of the comic page, and the sharp lines of architecture feed off of and into each other, 

exploring new possibilities and making new discoveries.  The endless passages of Professor Ecke’s skyways are 

no mystery – they are an integral part of the system, making it possible for buildings to touch and creating new 

perspectives from all angles.  Worlds within worlds, always just within reach, as long as you know how to get 

there. 

 

Figure 4 
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Introduction 
Building the Comic City 

Die Römer have begun their next attack on our Gallic heroes – Asterix and Obelix -  and this time, this 

time, the old tricks won’t cut it.  The Romans are prepared for the same eventualities that have 

plagued them for years in the form of the village’s mystical Zaubertrank, the magic potion that turns 

the pint-sized Asterix into an unstoppable fighting machine, and Caesar’s forces have hatched a new 

plan that will completely nullify the unstoppable heroes, and all this without firing a single shot.  

Instead of attacking the village with soldiers and battering rams, or even using intrigue and spycraft 

to infiltrate the private homes of the villagers, the Roman plan calls for one of the more 

underhanded forms of warfare yet –– gentrification. 

 
Figure 1 (Die Trabantenstadt) 

 

 

The new plan unfolds in this image, a brochure handed out to the audience at the Coliseum.  

The Romans have elected to fore-go the battle and construct a new village, Die Trabantenstadt, directly 

next to the hidden village of the titular duo.  Boasting new buildings, full amenities, the ability to 

drain economic resources from the decidedly non-Roman village, and, most importantly, coming 
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with the bonus of being a perpetual thorn in the side of the heroes.  Die Trabantenstadt steht euch offen!  

The brochure operates as a siren’s call, promising untold fortune and luxury beckons average Roman 

citizens to ascend Olympus and become part of the ultimate ruling class - immortals.  Caesar’s 

cunning plan is to overrun the Gallians with superior Roman culture, absorbing the villagers into the 

latest Roman expansion while creating something more splendid out of mere wilderness.  After all, 

what use is a forest compared to the luxurious view from the top of the world?  All that it requires is 

a quick move to your new luxury surroundings and soon enough the ambrosia will flow and a life 

once confined only to myth can finally become reality. 

Yet something else is at play in this image.  Not only are the boasts of a new real estate 

development being put on full display, but, curiously, a pair of hands is clearly visible holding the 

brochure on either side.  There is no discernible reason for these hands to appear, and they play no 

role in the overall narrative.  The panels leading up to the splash page8 showing the realtor’s 

advertisement over a full two pages of the European tabloid-sized comic bring the audience in closer 

to the perspective of the Roman citizen from the previous page, who has been handed this brochure 

while, what else, watching the games at the coliseum.  The reader is given the vantage point of this 

singular character, suggesting that we are now looking at this creation through his own eyes. 

The plans include not only the new apartment complex that will serve as the primary force 

of the new city, but the planned expansions that will make it into a thriving metropolis, including a 

shopping center, thermal baths and sports center, and its very own Galliseum, the stadium as an ever-

prescient marker of a city having succeeded.  In the upper-right corner of the splash page, Quadratus, 

the aptly named architect of the city, presents a birds-eye vision of what will become your new home, 

complete with street layouts and the innermost workings of your new apartment.  Across the bottom 

there are four images that are unmistakably contemporary in their approach to advertising - images of 

the ideal daily life available to you, the reader, if you become part of die Trabantenstadt: a slew of 

                                                                 
8 A “splash page” denotes when one or two pages are drawn without any panels, or simply as one page-
sized panel, for a dramatic, ‘splash’ effect. 
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servants to take care of the family’s daily needs within the home; the best schools for the children; 

and, of course, no Roman city could be complete without a slave market and the possibilities of a 

fully-stocked orgy palace.  Truly a place where all dreams become reality, Ein glückliches und gesundes 

Leben, ein Leben wie ein Gott! 

Yet the splash page on its own gives no indication that the character in the comic is at all 

invested in what is taking place on the page.  The jarring change from a third to first person 

perspective is hinting at something different at play within the image: these hands that are so 

interested in this advertisement are our own, that is, they are the hands of the reader, being inserted 

into the text as a mirror image of ourselves holding the same comic during reading.  As the reader 

finds slowly discovers that they play an intricate role within the text, the true dimensions of Die 

Trabantenstadt start to take shape.  These structures within the comic are already part of the familiar 

vocabulary of our daily lives – we live in our homes, go out to the various shops to take care of our 

needs, leave for work in the morning so that we can earn money, and return home to our families or 

return to the city for our social lives in the evening.  The city, or village in this scenario, is already 

familiar to us because it already exists right where we are.  We have always been moving to a new 

Trabantenstadt. 

By turning the reader into an active character in the story, one smitten by the possibilities of 

this new city, the team of René Goscinny as writer and Albert Uderzo as illustrator9 are telling a 

relatable story of growth and renewal, where we, the readers, are invited to take part in the 

proceedings.  As functional participants in the narrative, one where we can both read the proceedings 

as well as follow how they unfold through picture and onomatopoeia, these hands point us towards 

some of the more basic functions of comics, that is, the combination of word and image on the page. 

Vitruvius Pollio, a Roman architect in the age of Caesar Augustus, assigned great importance 

to this separation of daily tasks, with a special emphasis on the design and function of the city and 

                                                                 
9 The Team of Goscinny and Uderzo would continue their partnership until Goscinny’s death in 1977, at 
which point Uderzo continued writing and illustrating the series on his own, until selling the character 
rights in 2009. 
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standard buildings within, when he wrote his treatise Ten Books on Architecture.  Dedicated to 

preserving the principles of architecture first laid out by the Greeks and then (naturally) perfected by 

the Romans, Vitrivius’ ten books explain, with remarkable detail, all of the necessary steps to be 

taken for not only building a proper structure, but how each part of the city is to function separately 

while simultaneously being part of an overall, wholly planned entity.  Cities need to be built at the 

proper location to preserve the health of citizens, to provide an adequate defense against invading 

armies, and also to ensure that the temples align with the stars in a way that the gods will find 

pleasing.  The bricks for buildings need to be made of clay mined from the appropriate river bed, and 

kilned at the right time of year, to ensure that they form evenly and are capable of becoming proper 

load-bearing fundaments.  A proper source of water must be procured, one that is both sweet and 

that has the proper current to power different machinery.  The city in all of its forms was no 

accident, and Vitruvius’ detailed plans make it clear that architecture was among the noblest pursuits 

of Rome. 

“The architect should be equipped with knowledge of many branches of study and varied 

kinds of learning, for it is by his judgement that all work done by the other arts is put to the 

test.  This knowledge is the child of practice and theory.  Practice is the continuous and 

regular exercise of employment where manual work is done with any necessary material 

according to the design of a drawing.  Theory, on the other hand, is the ability to 

demonstrate and explain the productions of dexterity on the principles of proportion.10” 

The interdisciplinary function of the architect ensured that a solid building structure was not 

only essential to proper city planning, but an integral part of culture.  Temples needed to be 

constructed according to the wishes of the gods for maximum efficacy, necessitating not only 

knowledge of monumental building techniques, but also of varying gods and cities that paid tribute 

to them.  Theatre was seen as integral to city life, which in turn meant that the architect needed to 

                                                                 
10 Pollo, Vitruvius.  The Ten Books on Architecture.  Trans. Morris Hicky Morgan, Ph.D, LL.A.  New York: 
Dover Publications, Inc., 1960,  pp. 5.  Print 
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place the theatre in a place of both prominence and acoustic effect, ensuring that the cultural life of 

the city was both visible and easily audible.   

Within Quadratus’ plans for the 

Trabantenstadt, all of these elements are on 

full display: the city layout, the cultural 

refinements, the time spent at the market or 

for leisure.  The architectural plan on the page 

embodies a sense of space; a sense of the city 

that is to be.  By involving the reader in the 

act of viewing the city, Goscinny and Uderzo 

have revealed the temporal and spatial 

possibilities that the comic medium is able to 

offer - the audience is forced out of time into 

a place that is familiar yet which does not 

actually exist.    

“Comics are, at their essence, a series 

of composed iconic pictograms organized in 

such a way as to allow a third party to 

mentally construct a narrative. It is the purposeful 

sequential arrangement of these drawings that allows us, as readers, to decipher the cartoonist’s 

intent11.”  Comics have to make sense – we have to be able to read them somehow, to put them 

together in a logical order.  This is why architecture has often been used as a method of 

understanding how comics work – of trying to make sense of the images arranged on the page.  

“Architectural drawings are usually very rigid, very accurate, whereas strips present utopias and 

                                                                 
11 Costain, Aaron.  “Reading Drawings: Architecture and Comics.”  The Hooded Utilitarian (website).  30.f 
September 2010.  Accessed 19 May 2016.  http://www.hoodedutilitarian.com/2010/09/reading-drawings-
architecture-and-comics/ 

Figure 2 (Forum at Pompeii) 
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fiction12.”  We look at plans for a house because the space will soon be inhabited in some way or 

another – we look at a comic book page in a similar fashion – to imagine how a space functions as 

part of a narrative, whether it be a simple device to move the story along or an integral function of a 

character.  The architectural plan and the comic both function as a fantasy of a space; even the 

finished architectural product is a reflection of the original idea, of what was dreamed up in 

someone’s head.  François Schuiten, a Belgian comic artist, remembers the ease with which his 

father, an architect, could appeal to a potential client.  “He drew their dreams, he opened a window 

on what could be their future13.”  The architecture of the comic must go beyond the page and 

involve the physicality of the comic or comic strip, the very medium where the panels are combined 

into narrative.  Comics deserve more than just a byline – they must be observed in their own right as 

art. 

Comics, the “ninth art”14, exist as a medium where the hybridity between written text and 

drawings serves as a source of introspection that requires a constant dialog not only with the past, 

but with other media, such as film and novels, that continue to influence the content as well as the 

structure of comics.  Attempts have been made to tell stories in comics without words, but without 

images, the words on the page would lose much of their inherent meaning.  Comics’ existence as a 

unique combination of other media have established them as a unique art form.  The art and the 

written word must work together in comics if the medium is able to effectively tell the stories only 

capable of being understood in this new, unique language. 

Comics are undoubtedly an urban medium.  The building blocks that helped to establish the 

medium are to be found in the European, North American, and Asian metropolises where they first 

gained notoriety and began their triumphant march to one of the dominant modes of narration in the 

20th and 21st centuries.  Rodolphe Töpffer, a Swiss cartoonist often called the first comic artist, 

                                                                 
12 Jochen Gerner.  Quoted in: Van der Hoorn, Mélanie.  “Architecture in Comic-Strip Form.” Bricks and 
Balloons: Architecture in Comic Strip Form, (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2012) pp.10 
13 Schuiten.  Quoted in: ibid.  pp. 13 
14 The other arts being: architecture; sculpture painting; dance; music; poetry; cinema; and television. 
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“invented” the medium in the late 19th century when he began to add text to his newspaper 

illustrations while working in Geneva.  One of Goethe’s favorite writers, Töpffer’s comics are vastly 

different from the glossy paged, professionally drawn, inked, and colored productions that we know 

today, but the seeds of the medium were already apparent in some of his drawings, as well as the 

stories that were being told. 

 

Figure 3 (Töpffer) 

European comics continued in a similar style to Töpffer and became something more akin 

what is the contemporary North American political cartoon tradition.  The extreme detail of the 

cartoons allowed for subtle puns and mocking tones to completely avoid censors, helping the 

medium to forge a different tone at its onset.  Instead of being forced to submit to rigid stylistic 

means, avoiding the censor’s untrained eye became something of a sport, and the detail and “insider” 

jabs that emerged became an integral part of the comic tradition.  The sky was not yet the limit, but 

the sharpness of the artist’s pen and the keen eye of the reader allowed japes and jokes to fly under 

the radar, or at least the red pen, and the medium became a popular mainstay of late 19th and early 

20th Century newspapers. 
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The earliest connections to newspapers meant that comics were a medium of continual 

disappearance.  As I will discuss further in Chapter 4, the newspaper itself, designed to do nothing 

more than to carry the day’s news and be discarded, was not an ideal medium for preservation.  Yet 

the daily cycle of the newspaper does have the advantage of keeping a cadre of artists employed, or at 

the very least, a single artist who can churn out daily cartoons to keep up with daily news events, 

ensuring that there are new illustrations being printed constantly.  The comic was part of the daily 

ritual, the day’s events taking place side-by-side with commentary contained within the comics. 

Early American newspaper strips are a sign of this – the comic as it is most commonly understood 

today, a series of panels that are read (at least in the West) in a left to right order, each subsequent 

panel somehow showing a shift in time and a new step in the narrative. 

 

Figure 4 (McCloud) 

 

Figure 5 (McCloud) 
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As Scott McCloud makes clear in these two strips, the placement, size, spacing, and amount 

of panels can be manipulated to create varying senses of time, space, and emotion.   

The order has become familiar for a reason – many early experiments with panel 

arrangement took a much different turn, clumsily attempting to use arrows and directions to point 

the reader in the proper direction, which led to confusion and odd mistakes in the narrative. 

Newspaper strips, however, avoided this entirely at their start by existing mostly as an extension of 

earlier political cartoons – all the action took place within a single panel.  Strips like The Yellow Kid 

were very much drawn according to the same standards as political cartoons, with the imminent 

focus on artistic detail, as opposed to narration.  They also were drawn to similar size as their 

European counterparts, which allowed readerships ample space to pore over every detail that they 

encountered, whether they could actually read the words or not. 

 

Figure 6 (The Yellow Kid) 
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Soon enough, though, the panels that contemporary readers are more accustomed to started 

to appear more regularly, with newer strips of the 1920’s employing them for the sake of clarity and 

to better define the space that they were to take up on the newspaper page.  Strips like George 

Herriman’s Krazy Kat and Winsor McCay’s Little Nemo in Slumberland introduced new possibilities into 

the medium by exploring how these panels interacted with each other, and, perhaps spurred by the 

recent innovation of the cinema, began to experiment with the more dreamlike aspects of these 

newspaper strips.  The adventures that characters could undertake, in any case, were only limited by 

imagination, and certainly not by any sort of budget other than the paper, pens and ink that the 

artists required. 

Throughout these early developments, comic 

strips maintained a link to the urban areas that helped 

to develop and, eventually, to print them in 

newspapers that could then travel across the country.  

Aided by the fierce competition between Joseph 

Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst, the newspaper 

strip industry was, briefly, one of the most popular 

forms of mass media in the United States.  The steel 

beams and impossibly tall towers of metropolises like 

New York and Chicago enabled cities to spread 

beyond their natural boundaries and stand side-by-side 

with the bizarre desert landscapes and Great Plains, 

normally just beyond the reach of urbanity.  As 

newspapers were aided in their spread across the 

region by the technology of transportation and 

advanced printing techniques, comics became a truly 

mass medium, one that had a steady readership among 

Figure 7 (Krazy Kat.  Ignatius Mouse demonstrates 
his wicked curve) 
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illiterates, and among the first media that managed to find an audience in all classes.  Newspapers and 

comic strips found themselves essential to one another.  

The gleaming towers and their endless rows of windows, when combined with the grid-like 

city streets of American cities, may have, in some small way, contributed to the proliferation of the 

panel configuration of the page15.  As cities grew in size, the shape was managed for convenience, 

but, unlike in the old world, for the convenience of commerce and navigability.  Streets were built no 

longer on the configuration of the land around the, but were bent to the will of man, who deemed 

wide and straight much more convenient and quick than the narrow, winding passages that had been 

left behind.  The old secrets of the city, known only to its inhabitants or those brave enough to 

venture into the unknown, gave way to lamp-lighted avenues and clearly marked designators.  The 

insider knowledge of the past gave way to the map, the grid, and to the very readable comic book 

panel. 

The metropolitan influence also extended beyond pen 

and paper, as comic artists began to experiment with different 

artistic media to try and tell stories with pictures.  Frans 

Masereel, a Flemish artist of the early 20th Century, used 

woodcuts to tell his comic stories, focusing on a single panel at a 

time to focus on his own environment –– The City. 

Masereel was born in Belgium in 1889 and, after 

studying in Antwerp, London, and various German cities, found 

himself barred from returning to his home in Belgium after the 

first World War due to his pacifism – his refusal to fight in the 

army had cost him his country.  Unwilling to allow this setback to affect his art, he quickly left for 

new opportunities in the one place that was taking all comers – Paris.  In the new metropolis, he 

                                                                 
15 See: Schuiten, Francois, Pierre Puttemans, Diane Hennebert, Dominique Maricq.  Tintin et la ville.  
(Brussels: Éditions Moulinsart, 2004)   

Figure 8 (Masereel) 
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established himself as an artist working beyond L’art pour l’art, dedicated to developing his craft in 

simple woodcuts and furthering his latest experiment - which he began to call “novels without 

words.” 

Masereel’s woodcuts are truly fascinating examples of art in their own right, but his focus on 

using them to tell a proper narrative, often of great length, begins to demonstrate the flexibility of the 

comics as an emerging, urban medium.  Without words, each detail of the woodcuts takes on 

enhanced importance, as it is alone being tasked with conveying meaning as well as emotion.  The 

look on a lover’s face, the sneer of a customer leering at scantily clad servers in a bar, or the painful 

laugh on a poster advertising a night’s entertainment are all portrayed by Masereel with keen 

attention to detail, and full reliance on his readers to decipher the emotions of his characters and 

follow the ebb and flow of his narratives. 

 

The City, or as its original German publishers called 

it, simply Die Stadt,  carries the subtitle A Vision in Woodcuts 

and tells a story not of any single person or group, but the 

story of a singular city, familiar in its structures but somehow 

different at the same time.  Undoubtedly influenced by the 

architecture of the great European cities that he called home, 

Massereel’s The City could be almost anywhere.  The only 

words that occasionally peek through are the advertisements 

beckoning young men to take part in the pleasures of the 

evening, usually followed by their leering gazes as they watch 

a line of chorus girls perform a titillating dance maneuver.  

Masereel’s decision to choose Die Stadt, nameless but never faceless, as his protagonist, is of 

vital importance to the development of the comic medium.  The bourgeois influence of the landed 

gentry began to be supplanted by the urban dwelling cosmopolitan, the new man that emerged in the 

Figure 9 (Masereel) 
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interim between World Wars.  The city offered the ability to mingle with like-minded people, all of 

whom shared some similar experience due to the war, and were searching for a way to reconnect.  

Masereel, orphaned by his own country and a strict pacifist, used his wordless comics to forge new 

bonds with those around him, observing and reporting on the daily activities of metropolitan 

inhabitants. 

As the idea of the city crossed over the Atlantic near the turn of the century, America’s 

European city, New York, became the place where these different ideas of what a city could or 

should be melted into a functioning singularity.  New Amsterdam was already long forgotten at the 

turn of the 20th Century – now it was a new generation of immigrants who were traveling across the 

Atlantic to seek a new life, but without leaving behind as many pieces of their old life as previous 

generations had been forced to before them.  New media and technology allowed for faster travel 

across the pond, and a more literate collective memory allowed for words and images to make the 

voyage as well.  Technology had already begun firmly cemented as part of the comic creating process, 

and one that continues to play a vital role in the propagation of funnybooks16. 

This mass wave of immigration and the images that came with it fundamentally changed the 

fortunes of the United States, as well as altering the history of media.  Wave after wave of immigrants 

were not from the same place – the situation in Europe had not affected just one country.  So it was 

that, for the first time in a long time that the individuals of Western Europe could see each other in 

the flesh and not through stereotype.  But, along with this change came a shift in communication – 

as with the Tower of Babel, the cacophony of languages meant that it was increasingly difficult to be 

understood.  The need for a language that could more effectively communicate among a multilingual 

population became increasingly apparent. 

Comic strips managed to fill this need, to some degree, with their easily relatable picture 

drawings and use of language more akin to pidgin than English.  The language of the city, a dialect 

                                                                 
16 Another term for comics, owing to their origins in the comic strip section of the newspaper being 
colloquially named the “funny pages.” 
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that only existed for a brief period of time, was the chosen lingua franca of the strips, and this 

manifested itself in various different strips during this time. 

But it was not the words themselves that allowed for the creation of the masses – we already 

know that comics can exist without any words at all.  Of greater importance were the images, the 

scenes of the city that each inhabitant, rich or poor, seemed to share on an equal footing.  Dark 

alleyways, bustling streets, various neighborhood intricacies, and the almost impossible depth of 

people crammed into such a small space – these scenes were what defined the earliest New York 

comic strips.  As well as the dream – of a better place, certainly – but the collective dream of the city, 

of a place where the buildings began to scratch at the sky and which afforded endless opportunity for 

work, pleasure, and exploration.  This was a defining characteristic of these earliest strips – a sense of 

place; a shared connection. 

It should come as no surprise, then, that some of the earliest skyscrapers of New York were 

home to the newspaper conglomerates of the time.  The nickels and dimes of the masses that were 

turned over for the pleasure of reading a few comics were used to grow actual newspaper empires, 

and to finance massive structures to house their production publication, and (probably least 

importantly) the employees. 

The New York World Building, former home of the New York World paper, first began 

construction in 1889, the same year the old New York Times building was completed.  Other 

newspaper homes along Park Row came and have since gone, many of them razed during the 1950s 

to make way for even larger structures.  The New York of the turn of the century has been cleared 

away, leaving only ghosts behind.  Park Row, the famed street of the titans of the printing industry,  

gave way again and again to larger, even more monumental structures, until the newspaper was 

completely removed from what had once been its most obvious and famous home.  The streets that 

had been trampled on by the foot of newspaper men now became the playground of the city’s elite, 

morphing Park Row from the producer of news to the source of it as Wall Street traders, hedge fund 

managers, and the city’s financial elite began their slow takeover of the city.  Even the skeletons that 
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once stood, the endless steel lattices, have been removed again and again to ensure that the city 

remains a site of constant death and rebirth.  The popular imagination that they inspired came and 

went, but has managed to stay preserved in the background of newspaper comic strips. 

Unlike ancient European cities, American cities could expand higher and further thanks to the 

increased pace of building technologies that matched their ascent.  Steel production allowed for 

bigger and faster ships to ferry people and cargo at an ever increasing, and reliable, pace across the 

Atlantic, as well as becoming the new bones of the American juggernauts.  The brick and mortar of 

the past had reached its limits, and now, thanks to the malleability of new metals, the production of 

buildings and number of newspapers printed increased at a rapid pace, and the smooth tracks of the 

trains could carry it all between the metropolis and the countryside, ensuring that every spot became 

accessible and that even the most remote farmer could pick up a Sunday edition of the New York 

Herald and follow the adventures of Little Nemo through the city. 

New technologies that advanced the speed of transportation and enabled the masses to 

emerge as an active political group began to force their way into the DNA of the cities – the 

structure of the roads, the paths carved out by workers on their way to and from job sites, and the 

tracks laid down for subways, streetcars, and (eventually) buses began to play an increasingly vital role 

in determining where and how we lived.  The thought of escaping the hustle and bustle created an 

idyllic countryside and, eventually, the essence of American suburbia, while the city remained as a 

place where fortunes could be made by making the right connections, through the guile of wit or 

spirit of your own convictions.  The countryside increasingly became an alternative instead of an 

actuality, something that was unknown yet increasingly vital, while the urban bustle of the city could 

offer familiarity by proxy –– the closer you were to those who shared a common culture, the more 

comfortable you were with urban density. 

As the form of cities began to be changed, the comic strip was undergoing a shift of its own.  

No longer content with just the daily strip hindered by the news stories around them, entrepreneurial 

publishers began to see the advantage of publishing entire books of comics, or at least combining 
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several different comics into a single publication.  The popularity from strips carried over into this 

new form, and soon enough, comic books were some of the biggest selling publications that had ever 

existed.  Popular comics, like Superman, which premiered in 1938, sold 1.3 million copies per issue.17  

Comics were now a mass media on similar footing to the newspapers they had shared before, and 

showed no signs of slowing down. 

But comics need readers to thrive, and many of those readers, especially male ones, were 

sent off to war, and this, combined with a restricting of printing materials to support the war effort, 

as well as a general change in the mood of the masses, created a noticeable downturn in comic 

production.  Characters that previously explored jungles and forgotten realms now sold victory 

bonds and supported “our boys”, former readers, overseas.  Mobilizing a population for war brought 

necessitated a shift away from cities and towards military bases, shipyards, and foreign soil – the cities 

saw, temporarily, abandonment in the face of their own destruction.   

Yet a population did return – one that had been through war and was taking up the question 

of what next?  And the United States had already mobilized an answer – families.  It was time to 

replace the lost population and to reward those who had marched off to war in the form of steady 

employment, growth, and affordable housing.  So the population that had previously been confined 

to the city started to see limits where there previously had been none – the apartments were too 

small, the streets too crowded, the streets too dangerous.  For the American family consumer unit to 

come into existence, the greatest sacrifice required was not hard work, a large financial gamble, or 

long-term stability – it was the city itself that had to be quashed so that the suburban dream could 

finally take hold. 

The shift in comics was devastating – longtime stalwarts of the medium, the superheroes, 

had suddenly become passé.  Superman’s adventures in the jungle could not compare to the lived 

                                                                 
17 Action Comics #1, which premiered in 1938, sold out its initial printing of 200,000 copies within a week.  
Superman, a separate comic, “went through three print runs and sold 900,000 copies.  Less than a year 
later, it was selling 1,3000,000 copies per issue. 
 
Weldon, Glen.    Superman: The Unauthorized Biography, (Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley 2013) pp.25   Print. 
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experience of island warfare; Wonder Woman’s sadomasochistic adventures on Paradise Island no 

longer titillated as they once had.  The move to the suburbs was one taken out of convenience, 

governmental monetary policy, and the search for identity – there was no longer any need to hide 

behind a mask when the white picket fences and neighborhood homeowner policies of the future 

ensured stability in the social hierarchy as well as home prices.  Undesirables were kept out, and that 

which remained was deemed worthy of being out in the open, free of fear, and free of having to deal 

with any difficulties that had previously existed on the neighborhood streets of the city.   

Unknowingly, the move away from the cities somehow made them even more important, 

and not less.  Production, from penciling to inking to writing, was still focused around an urban 

production cycle, and while the readership might have moved, the heroes of the page and the writers 

who were penning various stories had remained entrenched in their urban milieus.  Writer and 

character remained inseparable from the landscape of the city.  Which meant that, while the pages of 

the comic continued to reflect their proper home within the city limits, the suburb on the outskirts 

increasingly found itself under attack.  “Urban values” became synonymous with skin color, loose 

moral attitudes, and criminal acts – all of which were often the main storyline of next month’s comic 

book.  “Romance” comics, often based around lusty tales of a dashing male protagonist’s encounter 

with a morally deviant woman, overtook the superheroes as bestsellers, and once again, the pitfalls of 

the city were on full display for an eager consumer base. 

The “10 Cent Plague” became the bane of suburban motherhood.  Not only were hard-

earned wages being spent frivolously on cheap entertainment – with regards to both price and its 

content – but they were making a mess of things.  Cheap pulp pages were strewn around as comics’ 

equal footing with newspapers reared its head in their material form – cheap paper meant that these 

comics were easily disposed of - which made them cheap objects at their onset, yet their inability to 

physically endure ensuring a robust contemporary collector’s market.  Joining the refuse, comics 

began to become an endangered species – dependent on their reproducibility, the stories that were 

being told, along with the images of the city that they contained, were in peril of being lost forever.  
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Somehow, the medium would have to adapt, just as the cities had been forced to, against their own 

destruction.  Comics shielded themselves against the trash heap of history by becoming valuable. 

American cities were also forced to reassess their value when their wealthiest inhabitants began to 

flee for the cheap pleasures of the suburbs.  New building technologies and cheap access to capital 

combined with the rise of the automobile and the American Interstate Highway system necessitated 

connected cities to one another, but divided them internally.  City and suburb became separate, 

racialized entities, as tax bases withdrew from the urban milieu, leaving the past and communities of 

color behind.   

Injecting the city into the suburbs, forcing the newest creation of affordable housing to 

reckon with its predecessor and creator, created, for comics, another space in-between; one that had 

not existed before.  European villages and small farming communities may have had something in 

common with previous iterations of American towns, but the suburbs were something drastically 

different.  Large roads meant for automobiles instead of horse and wagon, a lack of walking spaces, 

and condensed districts that were created by planning and zoning committees to fulfill pre-designated 

needs – food, shopping, services – replaced gathering spaces that had come about naturally, or at 

least where roads intersected and the chances of seeing other people were simply statistically greater.  

Suburban growth created a new type of reader – one familiar with the city only by reputation and 

stereotype, changing the well-worn paths of city sidewalks into dark, fairy tale back alleys.  Comics 

needed to adjust. 

Panels, which had emerged partially in response to sizing limitations, and partially in 

response to increasing the readability of comic strips and comic books, were in need of some sort of 

standardization – a method of reading that would remove the taint of unfamiliarity and turn the page 

into a mass product – something that did not require specialization or a high level of familiarity, but 

would preserve comics ability to manipulate time and space on the page – a method that would make 

comics readable and identifiable. 
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The 1960’s ushered in a new era of science fiction superheroes, with the unimaginable power 

of the atomic age growing massive enough to bring back old and new characters alike and gear them 

towards the new suburban market – both for children and adults.  Jacob Kurtzberg, a New York 

illustrator and writer, first emerged in this new market as a reliable worker – someone who could get 

the job done on time and would not gripe too much about his meager pay.  Initially sticking with 

popular trends and producing Romance comics, Kurtzberg eventually found his way to more 

fantastical superhero, and eventually, interstellar space stories that would come to dominate the 

market along with his partner, Stanley Martin Lieber. 

Under the pen names of Jack Kirby and 

Stan Lee, the duo are responsible for some of 

the most enduring comic and film creations, 

including such characters as The Incredible 

Hulk, Spider-Man, The Fantastic Four, Captain 

America, and The X-Men.   

The characters, whose original creator 

has been the subject of several different lawsuit 

and arguments that span decades, have 

nonetheless managed to endure even to today –

as intellectual property of the Walt Disney 

Company which generate billions in 

international film and merchandising sales for 

the house that Mickey built on a very regular 

basis.   

Kirby introduced a sort of standardized simplicity to the comic book page – he became the 

master of the six panel page, with simple left-to-right reading that ensured his stories were easy to 

follow, and also had some surprises in the form of the splash page. 

Figure 10 (Devil Dinosaur) 
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Kirby’s standardization of the concept made a mass production of comics even more 

simplified.  Already known for his own prolific output, Kirby could easily pump out entire comic 

books within a day, while he and Stan Lee worked to create new characters that managed to capture 

the spirit of the decade and achieve an immortality comparable to characters of great Victorian 

novels.   

The familiarity of the panel configuration was a Levittown18 moment for comics.  Artists 

who were not overly familiar with the medium no longer had to focus on readability as part of their 

outlines, and could now concentrate on producing art and speech bubbles.  As the pre-planned and 

committee approved suburban sprawl began its slow march across the former countryside just 

outside of larger cities, the hastily drawn comic page was there to ensure readers that the city was 

keeping face –– the adventures were taking place in the old towns but the form had, just as the new 

class of suburbanites, been forced to adapt to its new surroundings and readership.  Readers could 

rely on the monthly comic release just as they could on the seemingly endless supply of cheap homes, 

good jobs, and a complete lack of any diversity. 

Creeping into the comic stories and forcing themselves onto the comic page however were 

exactly these forgotten forces, eager to find their place in the new suburban landscapes that were 

being denied to them as well as the medium which had once embraced their outsider status, but now 

                                                                 
18 In 1946, the Levitt family (Abraham, William, and Alfred most notably) began construction on a new 
model for suburban living.  Their project, on a 4000 acre plot that had previously been a potato farm, 
focused on rapid, compartmentalized construction in order to produce the maximum amount of homes in 
a minimum amount of time.  “After bulldozing the land and removing the trees, trucks carefully dropped 
off building materials at precise 60-foot intervals.  Each house was built on a concrete slab (no cellar); the 
floors were of asphalt and the walls of composition rock-board.  Plywood replaced ¾ inch strip, ¼-inch 
double lap was changed to 3/8 for roofing, and the horse and scoop were replaced by the bulldozer.  New 
power hand tools like saws, routers, and nailers helped increase worker productivity.  Freight cars loaded 
with lumber went directly into a cutting yard where one man cut parts for ten houses in a day.”  The 6 
panel per page design for comics meant, similarly, that there was less to focus on from a writing and 
illustrating perspective – the foundation was already laid, and all that was left to do was to assemble the 
parts in the proper order.  Suburban construction allowed for families to achieve the dream of home 
ownership and the children that lived in these communities would be able to spend their allowances on 
the cheap, pulp comics of the era.   
 
See: Jackson, Kenneth T.  “The Baby Boom and the Age of the Subdivision.”  Crabgrass Frontier: The 
Suburbanization of the United States.  (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985) 
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had left them behind in the wake of “progress” and a once again steadily increasing number of 

monthly sales.  The connection between the city and the suburbs was slowly being formed, and an 

alliance of styles was the inevitable outcome. 

As the borders between city and suburb became increasingly clearly defined, the differences 

between the suburban and urban areas and the countryside were in need of being redefined.  As 

Chapter 1 discusses, the rise of the horror comic genre coincided with the rise of the suburbs and the 

newfound proximity to the unknown of the country and the loss of refuge the city had previously 

offered.  Horror and Romance dominated the sales charts of the 1950s, but also led to the rise of 

comic book censorship in the form of the Comics Code Authority. 

As city centers began to raze the old in order to make room for the new, comics were being 

forced to forge ahead under similar guidelines – the self-imposed limits of censorship were 

constantly being tested, and new entries, under vigilant surveillance, often had their aspirations 

quashed by seriously unfunny men in poorly fitting suits.  Comics had to give power over to those 

who never wanted to understand them in the first place, and saw only another form of mechanical 

reproduction that was in dire need of taming in order to best suit the needs and wishes of the masses 

– wholesome, grade A entertainment, the same that mom used to make. 

Chapter 2 focuses on two more recent American comic author-illustrators, Chris Ware and 

Richard McGuire, and their use of the space of the comic page in order to tell stories that weave in 

and out of time, exploring the ways in which the space of the page is used to open up different 

avenues of narration.  Ware’s 2012 work Building Stories is not a comic in any traditional sense – it 

arrives as a box full of various sized comic supplements and snippets, which together tell the reader 

about a simple Chicago apartment building and the people in it.  By shifting the narrative focus 

between the big and the small, the bees in the courtyard of the building and the inhabitants on each 

floor are shown as they go about their daily lives and constantly come into contact with each other 

due to the design and details of the apartment building itself.  Richard McGuire’s 2014 release Here 

also uses a static location, a traditional New York State home, but utilizes a fixed perspective on the 
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page to tell the tale of the location itself.  Individual panels on the page take the reader backwards 

and forwards in time, showing the possibilities for the future and the realities of the past colliding 

together as they are forced into a unique co-existence within the space of the single page. 

Chapter 3 focuses on comic empires in the form of German Disney translator Dr. Erika 

Fuchs and German comic magnate Rolf Kauka as they each navigate the post-war comics world 

through a new, shared US/German perspective.  Fuchs was responsible for translating the Disney 

imports to Germany, including the comics of the Duck Family.  Her Uncle Scrooge became Onkel 

Dagobert, and with him arrived the new concept of the American fortune, the self-made millionaire, 

and the Geldspeicher.  Fuchs’ created a new universe for her Duck Family, making Entenhausen out of 

Duckberg, a new location that shared many traits with its American cousin, yet was entirely unique in 

its new perspectives and dimensions given to the surroundings.  Entenhausen became its own comic 

city, complete with all the detail and charm of Fuchs’ youth spent among small villages. 

Simultaneously, Rolf Kauka was attempting to capitalize on the popularity of comics in the 

post-war by creating his own empire, modeled on Micky Maus.  His Kauka Verlag produced a series 

of comics based on twin foxes, Fix und Foxi, and their canine companion Lupo.  Together the trio 

would explore the woods, go fishing, gather firewood, and get into mischief.  Kauka’s empire was 

one that tried to abandon the recent German past by returning to the idyllic woodland locations 

synonymous with German folktales, and by giving the trio very specific homes where they could start 

their day.  Kauka himself moved his Verlag into a Munich castle, selecting a location that he hoped 

would become as synonymous with German prosperity as Disneyland had been for Walt.   

Chapter 4 emigrates back to the United States, yet does not stray far from Germany (or 

Poland), as author-illustrator Art Spiegelman struggles with the history of both New York and 

comics in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.  Turning from his now famous 

cover for The New Yorker back to his own origins in comix, Spiegelman was offered the chance to 

illustrate full newspaper page sized cartoons for the German paper Die Zeit, for which he chose the 

topic of his own experiences during and after 9/11.  Forced again to confront his own past, 
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Spiegelman searches for connections to New York’s comic history, from turn of the century 

newspapers and their aptly named yellow journalism, to the more contemporary graphic novels, 

including his own, which shot him into the national spotlight and highlighted his previous 

contributions to comix.  Collected together, Spiegelman’s newspaper cartoons formed In the Shadow of 

No Towers, a book that attempted to preserve the size of the newspaper, but which re-enforced the 

susceptibility of the cheap, pulp pages against decay by printing on a hardened material.  

Spiegelman’s ten pages, along with his own personalized collection of New York City comic strips 

added to the book, form his own comic archive, a defense against forgetting and destruction. 

Finally, with The Painting that Ate Paris, the symbiotic relationship between architecture and 

comics finds a home within the image of a painting that cannot exist.  The superhero team The 

Doom Patrol are forced to defend the entire city of Paris against their latest villainous foe – Herr 

Niemand and his Brotherhood of Dada, a group of conceptual terrorists who turn to the forgotten 

pages of history to find the ultimate weapon – a painting that consumes whatever it sees – and turn it 

loose on the former home base of international art, the City of Lights. Forced again to play the part 

of the heroes, the Doom Patrol enters the painting, only to be placed into encounters with the entire 

history of Paris, Dada, and, indeed, comics themselves.  The impossible reality of the space of the 

page containing entire cities, histories, centuries, forms the basis for comics, and explores the 

possibilities that page design and architecture offer to the audience. 

Comics are all around us, as long as we know where to look. 
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Chapter 1 

The Comic Laboratory 
„He isn’t Alec Holland.  He never will be Alec Holland.  He never was Alec Holland.  He’s just a 

ghost.  A ghost dressed in weeds19. “ 

When British author Alan Moore was handed the reins to DC Comics flagging Saga of the Swamp Thing 

comic in 1985, he chose to return to one of the most basic element of the horror comic in order to 

re-launch the title: murder.  The backstory of Alec Holland, the scientist who toiled in his Louisiana 

bayou laboratory to create a fantastic growth serum, whose murder resulted in the creation of the 

Swamp Thing, was already firmly entrenched as the official origin of the horror creature.  Moore 

went back to this initial murder in order to re-create the creature in a new image, one where the 

murder of the main character had actually taken a different turn towards the phantasmagorical and 

was no longer merely a concern of the earthly realm.  The Swamp Thing had to be killed again in 

order to become legend. 

In order to tell the 

true origin of the Swamp 

Thing, Moore evoked the 

twin sites of the character’s 

creation and eventual 

unmasking: the Swamp 

from which it emerged; and 

the laboratory where the 

bio-regenative formula 

responsible for the 

supposed transformation 

from man to plant creation 

                                                                 
19 Moore, Alan (w), Stephen Bissette (p), John Totleben (p), Tatjana Wood (c),  “The Anatomy Lesson.”  
Swamp Thing #21, February 1984.  (New York: DC Comics)  print. 

Figure 1 (Alec Holland dies) 
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was created.  The fantastic beginnings of the creature were firmly footed in both the natural morass 

of the bayou and the hypoallergenic conditions of a modern, scientific laboratory.  Alan Moore’s re-

invention allowed the oldest versions of the swamp monster trope to find continual renewal through 

re-integration of classic elements of literary and scientific study. 

The Swamp Thing had already survived previous attempts on its life in previous issues at the 

hand of its arch-enemy, Anton Arcane, and Moore was now being tasked with saving the creature 

from a more permanent death – cancellation.  The flagging sales of a once prominent horror comic 

had convinced editors to hand complete control to a relatively unknown British writer, whose 

previous work on science fiction comics had brought him much acclaim in England, but relatively 

little recognition in the United States.  The revamping of the character became a litmus test for the 

author, and the focus on creating a new origin more deeply rooted in science as well as mysticism 

presented a different sort of challenge.  Within the figure of the Swamp Thing, the urban laboratory 

and the rural swamp merged into a singular entity. 

Each site, the sweaty bayou and the cold steel slab of the lab, were places where carefully 

controlled reactions were no longer able to be contained, resulting in the eruption of the 

unclassifiable creature searching for its place in the world.  The Swamp Thing exists as a byproduct 

of science, the natural order of things which had their worth calculated according to laboratory charts 

was now perverted through the interaction between the body of a man, the formula he had created 

with assistance from the fauna of the swamp, and the murky waters of the bayou.  All of these 

factors were united through the grisly act of murder.  

Alec Holland has chosen the Louisiana bayou as his primary site of research due to the 

abundant variety of flora available to him for study.  The natural proliferation of the swamp provides 

him with the necessary specimens for his experimentation into the bio-restorative formula, a science-

fiction wonder-concoction that will supposedly mimic the healing abilities of plants when applied to 

human tissue.  His complete country isolation, with only his wife to provide him assistance and 

companionship, provides him the perfect atmosphere in which to conduct his experiments and 
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singularly benefit from his own discoveries.  The rural isolation of the swamp laboratory frees 

Holland from distraction and ensures that he is able to devote himself to his singular task of research. 

A laboratory normally teeming with various tribes of scientists is reduced to a singularity; the lone 

wolf of research.  Holland, in the proper vein of a super hero, foregoes teamwork and remains in 

isolation.  The scientific tribe is reduced to one member, whose work is too precious and involved to 

be shared with an entire group.1 

„The sciences are characterized by a permanent process of reorientation and reshuffling of 

the boundary between what is thought to be known and what is beyond imagination.2“  Holland is 

concerned precisely with what is beyond imagination, and in the process ends up, with his own body, 

becoming an essential part of the network.  The work that he performs already shifts the boundaries 

of the impossible by proposing a re-generative link between plants and humans.  But how, then, does 

literal science fiction begin to journey towards scientific fact, and with it, the ultimate reward, 

respectability?   

Without access to outside materials, Holland is left to his own devices and the bevy of 

materials that he has already brought with him to the bayou.  When the body of the Swamp Thing is 

brought in for dissection by the Floronic Man3, the stainless steel of the modern lab setting stands in 

sharp contrast to the bayou lab where Holland met his demise.  Gone are the wooden floors, the 

piles of papers, and the connected greenhouse, replaced by a more contemporary, sterile, and 

electronic version of the laboratory.  The work in the swamp tends to take on the characteristics of 

                                                                 
1 Latour, Bruno.  Steve Woolgar.  Laboratory Life: The Construction of Scientific Facts, (Princeton, New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press,1986) pp 49.  „Our anthropological observer is thus confronted with a 
strange tribe who spend the greatest part of their day coding, marking, altering, correcting, reading, and 
writing.“  Holland is a tribe unto himself, and thus undertakes the tasks of the group as an individual. 
2 Rheinberger, Hans-Jörg.  Towards a History of Epistemic Things: Synthesizing Proteins in the Test Tube.   

Ed. Timoth Lenoir, Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1997)  Pp. 11.  
Print. 
3 Moore, Alan (w), Stephen Bissette (p), John Totleben (p), Tatjana Wood (c), “The Anatomy Lesson.”  

Swamp Thing #21, February 1984, (New York: DC Comics) Print. 
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the environment – a more natural laboratory designed to produce results common to nature, but not 

capable of being controlled, even in the careful, calculated environment of the laboratory. 

Experimental systems such as the laboratory function, by their very nature, as a hybrid system4.  The 

mixture of the biological plant life that Holland uses as the foundation of his experiments must meld 

with the technological and mechanical apparatuses that allow for the extraction of certain cells, 

proteins, enzymes etc.  Both machine and nature are forced into an incomplete relationship with one 

another, for the power that one wields over the other is never permanent.  Experimentation, by its 

very nature, means that at any moment, things could get out of a hand.  An attempt is being made at 

controlling elemental forces of which the true nature is an unknown – the risk of danger is as high as 

the risk of reward. 

The purpose of Holland’s laboratory is the successful creation of a bio-restorative formula 

that has possibilities beyond plant life.  Its construction of various pieces into a whole included the 

scientist, equipment, samples, and so forth, are all working towards making the fictional fact, at least 

within this fictional universe5. This final product, once thought to be a necessary component of the 

Swamp Thing himself, is reliant on the scrutiny of a single man holding up over the course of the 

years that it may take him to complete the product, and then must stand the literary and scientific 

scrutiny of peers in the field.  The final product will, by proxy, take on the appearance of a long-

standing item by virtue of the fact that nothing else like it has ever existed – it will have always been 

because soon the world without it will be unquestionable. 

The fruit of Holland’s scientific labor, this super formula is easily recognizable to an 

audience accustomed to tales of mystery and suspense, as well as B-grade science fiction films of the 

1950’s.  As a trope already entrenched in the psyche of an international audience, the secret formula 

                                                                 
4 Rheinberger 2.  Toward a History of Epistemic Things: Synthesizing Proteins in the Test Tube.  „First, 

experimental systems (Chapter 2) are the genuine working units of contemporary research in which the 
scientific objects and the technical conditions of their production are inextricably interconnected.  They 
are, inseparably and at one and the same time, local, individual, social, institutional, technical, 
instrumental, and, above all, epistemic units.  Experimental systems are thus impure, hybrid settings.“ 
5 Latour 240„The result of the construction of the fact is that it appears unconstituted by anyone.“   
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exists as a device beyond scrutiny.  Scientists are supposed to be producing such things; why they 

receive so much funding for research.  This is why they get paid from some mysterious agency, 

benefactor, or government.  The scientist lives for her work and nothing else, so it naturally follows 

that Holland would devote the better part of his waking hours towards the goal of finishing his 

experiments and revealing his secret work to the rest of the world.     

The work of the scientist in the laboratory mirrors that of the writer sitting at a writing 

apparatus.6  Similarities between research methods and overall methodology allow for a decidedly 

non-scientific audience to still process the scientific work that goes on in a lab, even if the work 

being carried out is far beyond the comprehension of the average reader.  “Even the most 

complicated jumble of figures might eventually end up as part of some argument between 

“doctors”.”7  The reader might be unaware of what, precisely, is happening in the laboratory, but is 

keenly aware that it is, above all, important, and even the smallest detail might eventually lead to a huge 

breakthrough, or at least the proper equation for a bio-regenative formula.  The work of the scientist, 

as we all inherently know, is a series of constant, writing, editing, peer discussion, and experimentation. 

Gathering, processing, and categorizing specimens for laboratory research is a tedious, albeit 

necessary task that must be keenly followed; without it, the results of the experiment would be 

unrepeatable and therefore improvable, a singular fluke amongst the many variations of an 

experiment.  Yet Holland undertakes this task in complete isolation, without even the cleaning staff 

necessary to remove the stains of his labor that he is far too busy to take care of himself.8  Mountains 

of paper, charts and graphs that record the progress of the experimentation fill the walls and halls of 

the bayou laboratory.  The secretive nature of his work and his goal of creating a bio-restorative 

formula that works on humans must take place in absolute secrecy, lest the invention fall into the 

wrong hands and Holland be denied the recognition, and resulting profit, from his discovery.   

                                                                 
6 Latour 51/52 
7 Latour 52 
8 Latour 17 „A Phillippino cleaner wipes the floor and empties the trash cans.“  The daily labor of 

cleanliness outside of the laboratory setting goes unnoticed by the staff yet keenly recorded by the 
laboratory Observer. 
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The secrecy of Holland’s research can serve multiple purposes.  It allows him to fully control 

the complete line of experimentation from start to finish, but burdens him with the entirety of 

laboratory life – that is, he must fulfill all the roles within his lab if it is to function. Additionally, it 

ensures that no other scientists, or at least those capable of actually interpreting his research, are able 

to gain access to the work that he is still in the process of completing.  Even as a mortal human 

being, Alec Holland exhibits the classic symptoms of the traditional super hero.  A loner in a field 

where teamwork is essential, he is able to carry out the exhaustive research and laboratory work of 

several scientists without any outside assistance whatsoever.  His visits from the outside are sparse, 

with only occasional glimpses of Abbey Arcane, the woman who will become the creature’s lover and 

companion. 

Abbey initially fills the role of damsel in distress, providing Alec with solace and support as 

he conducts his research alone in the swamp, but also introducing him to her Uncle, Anton Arcane, 

the antagonist of the series.  Once Anton discovers that Holland is working on a uniquely profitable 

bio-restorative formula, he schemes to obtain it for himself, resulting in Holland’s murder and the 

rise of his nemesis, the Swamp Thing. 

When Moore took over the title, the previous issue had ended on a cliffhanger: Arcane 

appeared to have been successful in defeating the Swamp Thing and was now moving the creature 

back to his laboratory in order to experiment on the remains and extract the bio-regenative formula 

that was supposedly the source of the Swamp Thing’s powers, in order to explicit it for his own ill-

gotten gains.  In order to accomplish this feat, he used 21st century managerial foresight and 

outsourced the “scientific” part of the process to one of DC Comics‘ cadre of villains, Doctor Jason 

Woodrue, the Floronic Man.  This villain, who also exhibited similar powers to that of the Swamp 

Thing by being able to control plant life, just so happened to also be a brilliant scientist, and he was 

tasked with the dissection of the corpse, by this point “…gray, brittle, tattooed by frost, quite 

dead…”9, and obtaining the secret formula from the remains. 

                                                                 
9 Moore  pp. 13   
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Moore used the new, sterile laboratory setting to reveal the newest twist to the Swamp 

Thing: the creature was not actually a man turned plant, but rather the eternal spirit of all plant life on 

earth that had borrowed the form of a man, copied his thoughts and dreams into a husk, and 

breathed some sort of life into it.  As the Fluoric Man started the autopsy, it quickly became clear 

that he was not dealing with something that could be classified by science.  The internal organs of the 

creature, which in appearance certainly looked like human organs, revealed themselves to be nothing 

but approximations constituted solely of plant matter.  The lungs did not breathe, the muscles did 

not flex, and the brain certainly did not control the motor functions of the creature.  What, then, was 

actually at the helm of the 

Swamp Thing? 

 

  “Something not human” 

is the best explanation 

that Floronic Man can 

produce, yet this 

something is still 

motivated by very human 

principles, a key one being 

revenge.  When Arcane, 

again in very managerial fashion, refuses to pay the Floronic Man 

for services rendered, he decides that the best way to show exactly what has been brought into the 

lab is by example, and turns off the cooling system.  As the remains of the creature thaw, life returns 

to the mass of plant matter and the Swamp Thing must decide what to do with its tormentor. 

Figure 2 (The Swamp Thing is dissected 
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The action unfolds as a series 

of cuts, showing the startled Anton 

Arcane realizing that he is no longer 

alone in the sterile laboratory.  Seeking 

shelter in the penthouse, he is too 

unaware to realize that the creature is 

already there, waiting for him in the 

shadows, and consumed by revenge.  

Murder is met with murder, and the 

Swamp Thing chooses to return to the 

actual swamp in order to regroup and address its own continued existence in the face of annihilation. 

The re-birth of the creature, a Christ metaphor wrapped up in the blood and guts of a horror 

film, provokes the Swamp Thing to an existential crisis – if I am truly not man, then what am I?  The 

experiments carried out by the Floronic Man prove that there are no physical traces of Alec Holland 

in the creature, only plant mass, yet the memories of a life not lived are still somehow trapped inside 

of him.  And whatever did become of the man Alec Holland, the scientist whose namesake the 

Swamp Thing has been fighting to reclaim over the course of its existence? 

“If experimental systems have a “life of their own,” they have also a time of their own.”10  

Holland’s research, and by proxy, the story of the Swamp Thing, are intertwined in this hybrid 

system not only of the laboratory and the swamp, but also of the comic book and its own medial 

history.  The Swamp Thing could not exist without horror comics, which had to fight for their 

existence against the entrenched, conservative politics of the United States in the middle of the 20th 

Century.   

                                                                 
10 Rheinberger 4 

Figure 3 
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A simple 

illustration by children 

was found by the police 

on “boy-burglars.” 

 The details of the 

drawing are fairly 

simple, showing a 

hideout, a congress, and 

an indecipherable street, 

all in the location of the target, aptly marked with large X.  Presumably, the drawing was confiscated 

after the apprehension of the boy-burglars, and served as evidence in the resulting juvenile 

proceedings11. 

Displayed directly underneath, a single panel from an unnamed comic is presented, along 

with the text “Modern Juvenile Delinquency Involves Knowledge of Technique” and “Comic-book 

map for crime12.” 

The Swamp Thing 

character has 

origins that can be 

traced back to the 

halcyon days of 

comic book 

publishing in the 

1930’s and 40’s.  

                                                                 
11 Here I am forced to speculate as to the origins of the drawing, as Dr. Wertham supplied absolutely no 
reference materials with reference to the drawing, the reasons that it was “found by police”, where this 
group of boy-burglars was operating, or whether or not the planned burglary was successful. 
12 Werthan, Fredric M.D.  Seduction of the Innocent, (New York: Rinehart & Company, Inc., 1953)  Print. 

Figure 4 

Figure 5 
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Starting with the appearance of Superman in Action Comics #1 in June of 1938, the Superhero was 

the most visible and popular genre of comic books.  Sales of Superman comics were regularly in the 

hundreds of millions, and the idea of the all-American hero (from outer space) made for a great piece 

of propaganda during the war years, as Superman went to battle against racial caricatures of Japanese 

opponents and mad Nazi scientists.  Working together with other super heroes, the comic book war 

effort kept sales of the funnybooks high until the end of the war.   

During the 1950’s the bestsellers started to shift.  The superheroes, though still popular, gradually 

lost traction to gritty tales of horror, romance, and crime.  Sales of Superman, who had lost a lot of 

footing after becoming a mascot for the US military, gave way to EC Comics’’ Cryptkeeper and 

Vaultkeeper, two horror maestros who guided readers through tales of horror. 

EC Comics was leading the way, producing such notable titles as The Crypt of Terror, The 

Vault of Horror, Tales From the Crypt, Crime Suspense Stories, and Weird Science.  Ghoulish covers featuring 

severed heads, blood splatter, and axe-wielding maniacs were consumed with glee by a public 

returning from the brutality of the Second World War  EC dominated sales charts not only with their 

adventure and horror titles, but also introduced the world to Alfred E. Neuman and MAD magazine 

in 1952. 

The popularity of funnybooks during this time made them an easy target for self-professed 

mental health professionals, and soon the outsized impact that the medium was having on children 

became enough of a concern that the US Congress decided to get involved.  In 1954, Dr. Fredric R. 

Wertham published Seduction of the Innocent, a scathing investigation into the psychological powers that 

comics exerted over America’s youth13.   

                                                                 
13 „This book, Seduction of the Innocent, is the result of seven years of scientific investigation conducted 

by Dr. Fredric Wertham.  He has had long experience in technical research and was the first psychiatrist to 
be awarded a fellowship by the National Research Council.  From his studies on the brain came an 
authoritative textbook, The Brain as an Organ, used all over the world.  His clinical investigations resulted 
in the discovery of a new mental disease now incorporated in leading psychiatric textbooks.”  The 
publisher’s note to an early edition espouses the long, diligent work of Dr. Wertham by failing to name a 
single publication, outside of his own, that has used his research. 
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Dr. Frederic Wertham came to his groundbreaking, albeit flawed, study of the effects of 

comics on America’s you through his work at Bellvue and Queens General Hospital in New York 

City.  Within the pulp pages of comics, Wertham claimed to have found the origin for juvenile 

delinquency, deviant sexual development, poor science, violent behavior, and even bad grammar14. 

His study begins with a peculiar citation from Sir Thomas Elyot in 1531 

“And I verily do suppose that in the braines and hertes of children, whiche be members 

spirituall, whiles they be tender, and the little slippes of reason begynne in them to bud, they 

may happe by evil custome some pestiferous dewe of vice to perse the sayde members, and 

infecte and corrupt the softe and tender buddes.”” 

Dr. Wertham’s opening statement continues the metaphor: 

“Gardening consists largely in protecting plants from blight and weeds, and the same is true 

of attending to the growth of children.  If a plant fails to grow properly because attacked by 

a pest, only a poor gardener would look for the cause in the plant alone.  The good gardener 

will think immediately in terms of general precaution and spray the whole field.  But with 

children we act like the bad gardener.  We often fail to carry out elementary preventative 

measures, and we look for the causes in the individual child.  A whole high-sounding 

terminology has been put to use for that purpose, bristling with “deep emotional disorders,” 

““profound psychogenic features” and “hidden motives baffling in their complexity.”  And 

children are arbitrarily classified –– usually after the event – as “abnormal,” “unstable” or 

“predisposed,” words that often fit their environment better than they fit the children.  The 

question is, Can we help the plant without attending to the garden?15” 

The strained metaphor is somewhat clear – to weed out, as it were, the problem children, 

one needs to address the entirety of the problem, and not simply the individual.  Medically 

                                                                 
14 Diehl, Digby. Tales From the Crypt, (New York: St. Marten’s Press, 1996)  pp. 85.  Print. 
15 Wertham  
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diagnosing individual cases with such a “high-sounding” medical vocabulary, proposes Dr. Wertham, 

cannot get to the heart of the matter, which he has located in the pages of comic books. 

Tales of teenage femme fatales with their wits about them start to form his argument.  These women, 

and by proxy the men who find them irresistible, have learned their trade from the pages of comic 

books.  And worse yet, they have been taught how to manipulate the system for personal gain.  

Children were learning not only about guns, violence, loose women, and sexual encounters, they were 

also being subtly taught at how to game the legal system so that none of their actions would have any 

consequences.  This would not stand. 

Wertham’s test case, a young African-American boy named “Willie”, provided all the 

evidence he needed to convince the highest authority, himself, that pursuing comics as the source of 

youth malaise was the proper path to follow.   

Seduction of the Innocent proposed that comic books were having a detrimental effect on the 

moral well-being of children.  Comics, with their brightly colored pages, were the perfect medium to 

communicate, so Wertham, literal step-by-step instructions for murder and mayhem.   

Dr. Frederick Wertham was born 1895 as Frederic Werthheimer in Munich.  Before completing his 

medical degree at the Universität Würzburg, he studied in both England and Austria before making 

his way to the United States and teaching at Johns Hopkins University16.  He found himself 

enamored with American life, particularly with African-American culture.  As no other psychiatrist 

would treat the African-American population of Baltimore, Wertham (who had adopted a less 

Germanic sounding name by this time) was the sole psychiatrist treating patients of color in the city 

of Baltimore, and had patients referred to him by Clarence Darrow.  After three years in Baltimore, 

he moved to New York City to take charge of a new psychiatric clinic, where he worked with 

convicted felons.  Eventually he built his experience into his new career as an expert on human 

criminal behavior. 

                                                                 
16 Hajdu, David.  The Ten Cent Plague.  The great Comic-Book Scare and How It Changed America, ( New 

York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2008.) Pp. 98.  Print. 
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With his training as a psychologist, Wertham found success with the book and its message, 

taking the latter all the way to the Capital, where he testified in front of Congress about the dangers 

that comics presented to America’s youth.  Congress was ready to respond, but ultimately did not 

have to impose any governmental censors 

or restrictions on comics, as the industry 

proposed its own self-policing set of rules 

that would guarantee the safety and well-

being of young boys across the nation. 

The Comics Code Authority, as this outlet 

came to be known, came into being in 

September of 1954.  Supported through 

financing provided by all comic publishers, 

the CCA was tasked with enforcing a 

stringent set of regulations on comics so 

that they would be acceptable for 

consumption by the masses; especially 

masses of children.  The Comic Code Seal of Approval soon became the de facto seal which allowed 

concerned parents to know, at a single glance, that the content had been approved for children.  The 

industry forced itself to sacrifice the horror titles to avoid the even more gruesome glance of the US 

Congress. 

 “A love-hate relationship exists towards scientists in some segments of society.”17  Scientists 

are at the forefront of modern research, dutifully working away to design the next life-enhancing 

product, assisted only by their own bravado and untold fortunes from Silicon Valley financiers flush 

with cash.   

                                                                 
17 Jonas Salk, introduction to Laboratory Life: The Construction of Scientific Facts.  Bruno Latour and Steve 
Woolgar, (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press)  pp. 11.  Print 

Figure 6 
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Conducting research in the laboratory entails working together with a team of professionals 

and taking meticulous notes of all experiments that are being conducted.  Failure to properly 

document an experiment means that the results might not be re-obtainable; the long process of 

acquiring chemicals, mixing solutions, and waiting for equipment to deliver a finished product has 

been wasted, as it can no longer be repeated again and again to acquire the same results.  Lab 

technicians not familiar with the process prove to be a costly burden to experimentation, as the 

equipment, materials, and work hours for professionals comes at an incredible dollar price18.   

The laboratory requires an incredible amount of funds to sustain itself.  Experimental work runs 

concurrently with grant applications, and the timely success of each experiment can make or break 

the structure of a laboratory.   

Scientific equipment is expensive.  Developing instruments that can accurately measure 

blood pressure, chemical content, or magnify the interiors of cells so that they can be observed by 

the human eye, for example, has been as much a part of scientific research itself as are the 

experiments they are used for.   

Botanical specimens, especially, require special preparation so that the insides can be 

observed sectionally, and above all, fresh, in order to ensure that experiments are repeatable.  

Preparing specimens for immediate observation became an essential skill in the nineteenth century, 

and documenting the procedural process of dissecting plant specimens, as well as the results, became 

standardized.  With this process, scientific experimentation became more formalized across 

disciplines, but its capacity for producing unexpected or surprising results also diminished19.  

Abhorrent creations become less commonplace and increasingly exceptional when they emerge. 

 

                                                                 
18 Latour pp. 39 
19 Rheinberger, Hans-Jörg, An Epistemology of the Concrete: Twentieth-Century Histories of Life, (Durham, 
North Carolina: Duke University Press, 2010)  Pp. 220.  Print. 
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This figure shows the proper method for using a straight 

razor to prepare plant specimens.  The method had to be 

developed over a series of trial and error: which procedure 

would produce the most viable and visible specimens?  Not only 

ways the preservation technique crucial to continued research, 

but also preserving the specimens in a way that would ensure 

high visibility for repetitive use either underneath a microscope 

or simply viewing with the naked eye.  Certain cuts would 

produce more visible specimens, but they were less likely to 

survive preservation.  Other methods ensured preservation but 

did not allow for continued visualization of the experimental 

process. 

Over time, these methods started to become standardized, which aided researchers when 

attempting to share their research.  Yet these new methods also produced their own side effect: the 

randomness and somewhat incalculable results of experimentation started to diminish.  The 

controlled nature of the experiment ensures repeatable and reproducible results, creating a continuity 

within scientific research, but at the cost of random success or even mutation of the original.  As 

science becomes increasingly standardized the results that could be produced in the laboratory and 

indeed, the makeup of the laboratory itself become increasingly similar to the point where chance is 

no longer a part of the scientific equation.  Eureka! 

Pulp novels came to define an entire genre by their content; that is, hard-boiled detectives, 

femme fatales, double-crossing deals and murder rolled into a convenient term.  But the “pulp” 

initially referred to the material and not the stories.  Pulp paper was the cheapest type of printing 

paper available to produce, and also of the lowest quality.  It is estimated that a full third of the pulp 

produced in the United States and Canada was used for the production of comic books during the 

Figure 7 
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1950’s.20  The cheap paper kept production costs down, and also allowed for comic books and comic 

magazines to be classified as second class postage by the US Postal Service, further lowering the 

costs of shipping magazines to both newsstands and subscribers21.  Comic books were a cheap form 

of entertainment for children, and a very profitable form of media for publishers.  Many 

“respectable” publishing houses simultaneously produced comic books under a different marker to 

disguise the supposedly ill-gotten nature of their profits, but this did not stop them from continuing 

to publish the comics.  Additionally, the second-hand market for comics among youth, servicemen, 

and even shops that dealt in older issues was a large and lucrative market, ensuring that the same 

issues of a comic would continue circulation for months after the initial sale22. 

“In the mid 1940’s…the comic book was the most popular form of entertainment in 

America.  Comics were selling between eighty million and a hundred million copies every 

week, with a typical issue passed along or traded to six to ten readers, thereby reaching more 

people than movies, television, radio, or magazines for adults.  By 1952, more than twenty 

publishers were producing nearly 650 comic titles per month, employing well over a 

thousand artists, writers, editors, letterers, and others - …as well as untold members of 

racial, ethnic, and social minorities who turned to comics because they thought of 

themselves or their ideas as unwelcome in more reputable spheres of publishing and 

entertainment.23” 

However, all good things must come to an end, and the critical and political backlash against 

comic books motivated many mothers to remove their children’s stashes of comic books and send 

them to the garbage heap.  Horror comics, once the biggest sellers, virtually disappeared as the 

Comics Code began to enforce expectations of decency aimed at protecting vulnerable youth.  The 

                                                                 
20 Wertham 255-256.  Althrough Dr. Wertham supplies this statistic, again, there is no way of verifying the 

information using his book as a source, as there is absolutely no documentation. 
21 Diehl 84 
22 Wertham 
23 Hajdu pp. 5 
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issues that remained in circulation were promptly removed from newsstands and children’s 

bedrooms and gradually made their way to the landfill. 

The swamp sits in a nebulous area between prairie and waterways, a combination that 

contains elements of both; the various grasses, trees, and flatness of the prairie mixing together with 

the waters of various tributaries, waterfowl, and wildlife that can be found around various streams 

and rivers.  The swamp has always been an amalgamation of elements, yet still different enough that 

it requires its own, separate demarcation as a natural area. 

When the body of Alec Holland began to sink to the bottom of the swamp, it was greeted by 

the various flora and fauna of the murky waters: fish began to nibble on the decaying flesh, weeds 

gradually weaved their way through the corpse, and the natural process of decay began, returning the 

corpse to its various natural elements.  The body itself decays, but something is left behind; 

something still remains.  Until the creature’s initial death24, everyone had assumed that the bio-

regenative formula had somehow melded with Holland’s body and the surrounding flora, producing 

the Swamp Thing.  Yet at the same time, Holland’’s wife, who was also a victim of the blast, was not 

affected.  She died and her body also absorbed the formula, but there was no second swamp 

monster. 

 “What is a thing? 

 “What remains?  What, after all, of the remains…?”25 

The expected decay did not, however, have the result of producing a monster.  That came 

about because of something else, which the Floronic Man discovers during his research. 

                                                                 
24 Originally the Swamp Thing “died” in the issue directly preceding #41, Alan Moore’s first issue as writer. 
25 Jacques Derrida. “Biodegradables.  Seven Diary Fragments.” In Critical Inquiry 15.  Trans. Peggy Kamuf, 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989) 
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The eternal nature of 

the Swamp Thing, no 

longer attached to the 

earthly form of Alec 

Holland, undergoes a 

continual process of 

experimentation and 

renewal with each 

adventure it 

undertakes.  The form 

cannot be classified 

beyond “plant-like”,  

yet still retains vestiges 

of humanity in both its chosen form and how it interacts with the world.  The spirit contained within 

the form has taken on the properties of a trickster spirit, using humanity as a disguise for its ethereal 

form. 

“Then, from above, he let him loose towards the earth and the noise, it seemed, was great, 

his limbs whistling as he tumbled down. 

“’Well, I wonder, how far must I have come by this time?’ he was thinking to himself.  He 

looked toward the earth as he came speeding down.’”26 

The Wak’djunk’aga, or Trickster spirit, was an important story of the Winnebago Indians27.  

The spirit existed in a space in-between, part here on this earth and partially in the spirit realm, 

                                                                 
26 Radin, Paul.  The Origin of the Medicine Rite, (Baltimore: Waverly Press, 1950)  Pp. 40.  Print. 
27 Schüttpelz, Erhard.  Die Moderne im Spiegel des Primitiven, (Paderborn: Wilhelm Fink Verlag GmbH, 

2005) pp. 68.  Print.   
„Wak’djunk’aga war einer der Kulturheroen der Winnebago, und zwar der erste von mehreren, die 
vom….“ 

Figure 8 
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outside of normal perception.  Trickster is simultaneously the butt of the joke and the smartest 

person in the room.  The stories that surround Trickster highlight his indifference to the world while 

trying to cement a higher place within it.  Yet in spite of the pull to be taken seriously while being the 

target of Spott, Trickster remains, centrally, a realistic figure in the world, one with undeniably human 

characteristics28. 

Trickster was the central character in stories that were told to Winnebago children, a way of 

introducing life lessons that could be passed to the generation through oral culture.  The central 

character in his own stories, Trickster fills the role of the jokester and the voice of reason, sort of the 

biggest storyteller at the bar who can actually back up the tallest of his tales.  Trickster plays at being 

a part of the civilized world, but the truth is that it belongs to the beyond; his humanity is merely a 

part of the game. 

Alec Holland is no more.  His remains have joined the morass, and his spirit, thought to be 

preserved within the plant structure of the Swamp Thing, is gone as well.  The corpse of Holland 

decays along with the memories and physical remnants of his research, similar to the pulpy pages of 

the comic book that signaled the return of the monster. 

For all of the efforts to censor the comic, the outcome only re-enforced the page as a site of 

experimentation.  Bypassing the censors necessitated pushing beyond the conventional aesthetics of 

the standard comic book and the traditional six panel page layout forced the medium to continually 

experiment with its own limits, finding them anew and pushing them even further with the next 

crisis.  The forced transition from violent, hard-boiled detective and crime stores, as well as the 

titillating romance and love stories of the post-war era, towards the comics’ code and its myriad of 

rules and regulations with entirely uneven enforcement ensured that a return to previous standards 

                                                                 
28 Schüttpelz S. 71.   „Wenn man die diefgreifende Angst vor Lächeerlichkeit in Rechnung stellt, die den 

Begriff der Person bei den Winnebago auszeichnete, wird erkennbar, daß Trickster eine realistische Figure 
war.  In seinen Handlungen und ihren Konsequenzen wurden die Akte der sozialen Ausgrenzung mit einer 
kosmologischen Außengrenze gleichgesetzt.“   
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for funnybooks would remain impossible, lest the full force of local and federal government end up 

on the front steps of the publishing house. 

So, rising from the remains of this violent past, both in content and outside changes forced upon the 

medium, the Swamp Thing emerged, again, under new guidance and with a new purpose.  The 

swamp, serving both as a point of origin and the point of the original sin, as it were, of destruction, is 

a site not just of unknown folklore and fancy, but also an important natural recycling unit.  The 

morass functions as an intermediary between grasslands and the ocean, a site where fresh water and 

salt water meet, teeming with an abundance and large variety of flora and fauna.  It is here that the 

natural process of decay is accelerated; where that which normally takes years can happen in a matter 

of months.  The temperature and climate necessary for a swamp to exist assist in speeding up the 

process, somehow turning the natural process of death and decay into something quite unnatural. 

The remains of the swamps’ denizens continue to mix with their surroundings as the swamplands are 

encroached upon by technological progress.  The rubbish heap of the surrounding world continues 

to interfere and take part in the process of decay, meaning that not all that is put to rest is from the 

swamp itself.  Household waste, newspapers, and indeed, comic books, have also found their way 

into the cycle.  The pulp of the papers, and especially that of the comics, increasingly found itself to 

be a credible part of the swamp’s own ecosystem. 

The creature, however, had to be further inspected upon its initial death, before Alan 

Moore’s tenure as writer.  At the second site of origin, the laboratory, the curtain is drawn back on 

the creature and its true origins are able, apparently for the first time, to be properly explained.   

The Swamp Thing is a creature of both swamp and the laboratory; the merging of the supernatural 

and the scientific.  The creatures own comic origins, beginning with the famous horror stories that 

helped create their own demise in the form of the comics’ code, show that the bog monster has been 

a part of comics since their earliest successes.  Now these previous incarnations were re-inserting 

themselves into the new arrival of the creature from the swamp, their pulpy content as much a part 

of his makeup as the swamp around him. 
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So the supposedly scientific investigation, taking the human body as its starting point, found 

only plants, leading to the conclusion that, like the planarian worm, the Swamp Thing had merely 

digested Alec Holland and retained only the memories of the man and replaced the physical form 

with an approximation of the human form.  The continual re-consumption of the comic ensures that 

the knowledge of the past is continually passed down to new generations, preserving that which was 

previously known even if the form itself has changed.   

The page of the comic serves as the best laboratory for these new inventions, and with each 

new generation of writers being forced to adapt to different rules while building off of the familiar 

faces and knowledge of the past that both author and reader carry with them, it will continue its own 

peculiar line of experimentation.  Even if the pages are lost to us, they still present themselves with 

each new sequence. 
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Chapter 2 

Comics and Visible Time 

 
Déjà vu – the feeling of strongly having experienced the same thing before – is a universal 

experience, so much so that the term requires no translation.  It is an association strongly attached to 

place, as if we can tell that what we are doing in this moment has been done before – either by us, or 

by someone else.  Whether cooking, cleaning, or taking care of chores: all of these tasks must be 

completed by the end of the day for life to go on.  It is part of the ritual of daily existence, and is 

woven into the structure of each page of Here, the 2014 graphic novel from Richard McGuire. 

 

Figure 1 (Here is where we do our chores) 

Here presents these everyday minutiae from a fixed perspective, framing the story around a 

single location, the titular “Here”, and focusing primarily on the forgotten, dusty corner of a family 

home, a fixed position that is perpetually in a state of change.  McGuire deftly expands upon the 

ability of comics to control time and space by leaving the audience with a fixed aspect while 
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simultaneously carving up different intervals of time by manipulating panels, words, and images 

within panels throughout his entire novel and on each page so that this one place can be perceived 

during multiple times all at once.  Here expands upon the possibilities of comics as a medium and 

showcases the limitless narrative possibilities of simplicity.  “The more I clean, the more it gets 

dirty.” 

Comics manipulate time, able to extend a lingering moment or to breeze past millennia with 

the right combination of panel placement, size, and word choice.  On this Here page, there are two 

distinct eras present, each marked by the year in the upper left corner: 1986 and 1871.  The location 

is unchanged, but what is present during these two different times is wildly different.  Both women, 

separated by 115 years, are performing the ritual of work - one cleaning the house, one taking care of 

the animals on the farm.  Each of them is hunched over in performance of their task, separated by 

time, but only by mere feet, forever at work. 

By forcing different time to simultaneously share the same space, McGuire deftly uses the 

space on the page, even while limiting himself to a single location.  Each page of his graphic novel 

tells a different story that share the simplest of connections - they all take place here - and uses the 

simplest of constructions to show what comics are capable of doing.  Even the most canonic of 

comic stories, the superhero origin, that has been told over and over again with radio, film, television, 

and novels,  can still manage to refresh itself over the span of four panels and eight simple words.  

“Doomed planet.  Desperate scientists.  Last hope.  Kindly couple.”  Up, up, and away. 
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Here is not about 

superheroes though.  Its 

origins are much more 

down to earth - nature, 

neighbors, family relations, 

and local history.  Earth 

shattering events come into 

play only as they apply to 

this single location.   

Yet focusing solely 

on comics’ ability to, as it 

were, reduce concepts to 

their most basic elements 

fails to explain how Here is 

able to utilize them in 

service of the narrative 

aspect of the comic 

medium.  Other comics 

have also managed to use 

time and space in service of 

the narrative in a similar fashion, such as R. Crumb’s one page comic entitled “A Short History of 

America.”   

 

 

Figure 2 (All-Star Superman) 
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Figure 3 (A Short History of America) 

The narrative remains nearly wordless, but for the title, until the expansion of advertising has 

started its takeover of the once idyllic scene and a final message in the last pane asks: “What next?”  

Over the space of 12 panels on a single page, R. Crumb tells a tale of change through technological 

progress, mostly through transportation, that transforms a pastoral landscape into a maze of wires, 

smog, large automobiles, and, vitally, the removal of nature.  The state of the land, once dominated 

by green and blue, a sky dotted with birds and a small woods, is gradually changed, panel by panel, 

until the green is completely removed and the only wood left is that of telephone and electric poles. 

The transformation of the land is complete, telling a linear narrative with a definite 

beginning, middle, and end, marked not only by the images within the panels, but the position of the 

panels on the page.  As the eye moves from left to right, time is changing, the space that is focused 

on within the page changes, but the point-of-view and location within each panel remain a fixed 

constant, unaltered but for the landscape within.  Yet, as time moves forward, the changes to the 
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landscape eventually grow so intense that there is no natural element left, the green fields and trees 

replaced with steel rails, telephone poles and wires,  to eventually hard concrete, big cars, and a 

landscape dominated by advertisers.  Nature goes from pristine to completely absent as the human 

element within each panel increases. 

Humans cannot even step into the picture – they arrive faster than their bodies would have 

been capable of carrying them.  Yet the progress that brought the train to the landscape has already 

ensured the demise of the rail – it is not fast or convenient enough to satisfy the increase in 

population.  Messages arrive by telephone wire and telegraph before the steam-powered locomotive 

has even left the station, heralding the arrival of the latest batch of settlers to the next big spot.  

“America” is a clear progression, a cautionary tale of the downside of progress that replaces what 

made an area so great in the first place. 

Here is primarily concerned with the architecture of the moment, not producing a clear-cut 

narrative.  Both the structure of the page (the multiple panels within a panel that contain text 

pertinent to the narrative as well as glimpses into other times) as well as the architectural location, 

that is, the fixed position focusing on the corner of the family home.  The colonial-style home as 

cornerstone of the story requires that the narrative, as far as there is a narrative, as well as the graphic 

novel itself, to be structured architecturally20, removing the possibility of the linear narrative and 

basing the story around place, space, and use, while freeing itself from the constraints of time.  Here 

wants to know how space is used, how it has changed, what it used to be and ultimately, where it is 

going.  There will always be a need for living, and how we organize our private living spaces, together 

with how these spaces are then used, is how Here is both completely familiar and strikingly new in its 

narrative approach. 

                                                                 
20 MCGuire had previously been the designer for a cover of The New Yorker’s “Art and Architecture” issue.  
His cover was inspired by the top-down view from the redesigned Museum of Modern Art and featured a 
tilted, 45 degree angle – similar to that of a corner. 
See: Ware, Chris, Thierry Smolderen, Francoise Mouly.  “Richard McGuire.”  Comic Art Issue 8, (Bayamon, 
PR: Buena Vista Press, 2008)  pp. 19.  Print. 
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McGuire’s final product did 

not always have the singular focus 

that makes it so unique – it began 

originally with a more traditional 

paneled layout that told a linear 

narrative and did not emphasize the 

use of space nearly as much as the 

end publication. 

McGuire’s 1989 version of 

Here has not yet evolved into the 

large, splash page spreads of the final 

version, and instead the reader is 

presented with a more traditional, six 

panel page layout.  The most 

prevalent features of the multiple 

panels within each individual panel, 

each at minimum displaying the year that it takes place in, are in full effect.  The corner of the living 

room, always gathering dust and in need of cleaning, has not yet been established as the focal point 

of each page.  Time has already been displaced in these earlier versions, but architecture, that is, the 

dominance of space, form, and usage, has not yet been established.   

Firmly established in this initial version of Here is the importance of repetition to McGuire’s 

narrative of time and architecture.  The first three panels all feature a black cat, whose small journey 

across the room from right to left can be traced through the placement of the different panels and 

the general attitude of a feline that will pause in the middle of a room to give itself a good cleaning.  

While the cat is not present in each time, as noted by the 1999 present in every appearance, the 

construction of each panel shows that it does maintain a presence, the ghost of the narrative 

Figure 4 (Here as it appeared in RAW magazine) 
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interacting with party guests, being coyly observed by a toddler, and also the cause of frustration for 

an older woman whose constant cleaning could easily be due in part to the presence of a cat, yet not 

this cat.  The fixture and movement of the cat throughout time, yet contained to the same familiar, 

multi-use space, helps to pull McGuire towards the final product that will give such minutiae enough 

room to breathe.  Additionally, it must be said, the ephemeral presence of the nonchalant housecat is 

pretty damn funny. 

Building upon the singular repetition, McGuire also relies on readers making connections 

between dates and panels as a driver of the narrative.  Here is a story where the only constant factor 

remains the singular space and the fact that it is, in almost all times, inhabited by one creature or 

another, while simultaneously, there are micro-narratives to be discovered with each reading, and 

often with each page.   

Originally, McGuire wanted young Billy to be the main character of the narrative.  Readers 

would be able to identify him at various stages in his life and witness him growing up and growing 

old.  This early page, for example, introduces three generations of a family’s interactions with one 

another in celebration, in daily mundane tasks, and with the shifting priorities of the architectural 

space of the narrative itself.  A New Year’s celebration morphs into a birthday party 19 years later, a 

celebration for, presumably, the infant child shown in the lower-right corner 16 years earlier.  Sweet 

16 in a single panel.  The child is again present in the next panel, plopped down in front of the 

television set, watching a children’s program in sweet bliss.  The audience is still witness to Billy 

growing old with shifting responsibilities, including the possibility of raising a family of his own, but 

he is no longer the driving force behind the narrative non-narrative of Here. 

Intersecting with Billy’s story are the changes that space undergoes over time, coinciding, or 

rather, due to, how technology affects our approach to space, and how architectural design is forced 

to adjust to changing attitudes, technologies, and those who occupy the space.  Typical imbibing 

leads to the inevitable, conjoined cry of “Happy New Year!”  The passage of time to a new year is 

marked in nearly every Western culture by song, which is not displayed in the panel, is nonetheless 
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implied by the occasion.  Subsequent panels, however, make the shift explicit: first a gramophone; 

then a television set; then (in non-linear chronology) an oversized radio; and in the final panels, 

another re-purposing of the room followed by a pointedly less technological setting, circling back to 

the jubilant singing in the first panel, with a simple arrangement of chairs around the table and a 

group of women gathering to talk. 

The utility of the room adapts to the technology of the day, with large spaces being made 

available for parties, whole sides of the room being devoted to furniture items so that a gramophone 

can be placed on top of it, the furniture being removed to make way for a television set, and 

throughout it all, the necessity and the continual task of keeping the area clear of clutter and clean 

enough for both children and visitors alike. 

Here has a peculiar relationship with technology.  The possibility of the simultaneity of time 

means that, in a singular moment, the colonial home building exists alongside dinosaurs, wild buffalo, 

and any number of future, Jetsons style possibilities.  Schrödinger’’s Cat as an colonial home building, 

in a sense.   

Mehr und Mehr Datensträme vormals aus Büchern und später aus Platten oder Filmen 

verschwinden in den schwarzen Löchern oder Kästen, die als künstiliche Intelligenzen von 

uns Abschied nehmen, zu namenslosen Oberkommandos unterwegs.21 

Even before the title page, the inlay of the 2014 hardcover release shows the living room 

without any sort of living: an absence of daylight as the moon shines through the window; an 

absence of people occupying the empty space; and an absence of the straight, computerized lines that 

will come to dominate the page.  Instead, Here is empty –– it lacks in a presence that makes it here, 

and instead is more of a “there.”  There is where we are going to live, where we used to live, but not 

where we do live, which exists only in the moment.  Here is the story of that moment, and how that 

moment stretches back and forward into the past and future, exaggerating the fact that we were 

                                                                 
21 Kittler, Friedrich, Grammophon, Film, Typrwriter, (Berlin: Brinkman & Bose, 1986)  Pp. 7-8  Print. 
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never here yet somehow, we were always here.  This is made more apparent when the title page does 

appear - there is a couch, and the lights are on.  Somebody is home. 

 

Figure 5 (Here begins) 

The different interactions between space and time22 plays a vital role in the unfolding mini-

narratives within Here.  The style of the graphic novel, which allows for detail to be passed over, 

makes it clear that this relationship is one of which we are not fully cognizant, and indeed, draws 

                                                                 
22 “Das Zusammenspiel beider Strukturprinzipien [Sequenz and Tableau] macht eine der grundlegendsten 
medienspezifischen Qualitäten der Comics aus: Comicerzählungen sind noch in ganz anderer Hinsicht 
durch eine doppelte Zeitstruktur charakterisiert als schriftliche Literatur und Film: Die Sequenz wird 
sukzessive als linearer Zeitverlauf rezipiert, das Tableau hingegen simultan als Block.“ 
The time structure of Here expounds upon this specific quality of comics by further compounding the 
relationship between space and time when the sequence and differing panels within the individual pages 
are all telling different stories, yet each of them can be read together as yet another story that only exists 
when the two are put together on the page – in the moment that is Here. 
Schüwer, Martin.  Wie Comics erzählen: Grundriss einer intermedialen Erzählterorie der grafischen 
Literatur.  (Trier: Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier, 2008).  Pp. 301. 
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strength from its lack of perception.  The very name “Living Room” allows us to imprint our own 

perception of living onto the space that is there, whether it be for work, pleasure, or keeping children 

occupied with televised nonsense.  The simultaneous unfurling of time and space allow the reader a 

glimpse at hidden processes which are either taken for granted or for which the meaning has been 

lost to history.  “Grandma always kept the room this way.” There is no reason to think of it any 

differently. 

Transitioning from the rough draft and its reliance on a more traditional comic book panel 

layout to the final product of continual splash pages mimics the flexibility of the space being shown 

to the reader.  The living room, nearly always the largest room in the house, is a blank slate without 

inhabitants, a patch of dirt waiting to be built upon. 

The opening pages make this clear, as the room is nothing more than empty space, and a 

single couch, the built-in fireplace, and a solitary window occupying the space that seems to radiate 

out from the corner.  The lines of the room are drawn crisp and straight, and, given the smaller space 

being shown on such a grand scale, the scaling effects of the drawing is apparent – the room is not 

crooked, simply drawn to have depth.  The space is mostly unoccupied; a familiar setting to anyone 

familiar with older, American styled homes,  and especially for those who have experienced the joys 

of moving furniture into a new abode.  The space, however old, is fresh and waiting to be filled 

according to a new plan. 

Departing from the initial appearance of Here in RAW magazine, the first addition to take 

note of is the fireplace itself.  Previously, Here was rather ubiquitous – space defined by its lack of 

permanence, and, as previously mentioned, without the focal point of the corner.  Yet now, Here 

always has a singular fixture that defines the area – not just a room anymore, but the room with a 

fireplace.  A permanent utility that is as much a part of the room as the floors, ceiling and, very 

similarly, the window.  This space is meant for living, for life. 

The room is an inviting place then, one designed for whatever mode of living that the 

inhabitants might choose.  At the same time, it is also marked as a site that cannot change due to the 
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nature of architecture – the dimensions of the room are set, and will remain constant throughout the 

rest of the graphic novel, with few exceptions.  The location, size and shape of the window, the  

corner of the room, and the fireplace cannot readily be changed either – so bound are they in the 

construction and design of the room that their permanence is part of what designates the space as 

one of living.   

The invisible architecture of the space also has to do with how we as readers, and 

presumably, the characters as inhabitants, perceive the room.  As readers, our viewpoint is static and 

unchanged; the room remains the same while time itself revolves around us.  The inhabitants of the 

room are able to move about within the space, as well as within time, yet architecturally, the space 

has gained dimension.  Living is not a top-down exercise and is experienced as a literal bottom-up 

exercise as we grow older, larger, and hopefully, wiser.  The blueprint of the house can only 

anticipate so much; it is through the changes in time that we start to build a definition of the space 

itself and the culture that forms within. 

Here is also able to reflect these changes in how the drawings appear.  The lines, as 

previously stated, are crisp and neat – so neat that they could not have been drawn by mere human 

hand.  The edges of furniture, the contours of shapes –– many of these were created with the 

assistance of a computer and are not the product of a human hand, no matter how steady it may be.  

The straight lines, which in blueprint design are traced with the help of a straight edge, are here 

digitally preserved as the physical representation of a mathematical formula.   

The people and other figures shown appear, however, to be hand-drawn.  The details they 

contain are coarser, more well-defined by their absolute lack of smoothness, which is further 

accented by how much they stand in opposition to the computer-generated contours of the straight 

lines in the room.  The people are man-made, but the room itself has been created with tools, both in 

its construction and in its drafting on the page. 
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The opening pages2 of Here begin by filling the space.  In a relatively short span of time, the 

oldest being 1942 and the newest being 201423, the setting is well-established.  The corner of the 

colonial home building, undergoes changes in décor as attitudes change with the times, and as 

different inhabitants take over for different purposes.  Boxes are unpacked, the couch is folded out 

as a temporary bed until the rest of the furniture arrives from the movers, and generally, life is lived 

with the necessary interruptions of cleaning, losing track of something, and forgetting why you 

entered a room in the first place. 

Attempts at remembering a forgotten task trigger a transition to a different here, one where 

the construction of the room has not yet begun, and is not even planned.  The turn of the page takes 

the reader instantly from 1957 to 1623, almost three hundred years in a fraction of a second.  Walls 

and furniture disappear and return to their primordial form – the swamp upon which the center of 

our attention will eventually be constructed.   

The shifting location, however, does not displace all of the content of the previous pages.  

Previously, the reader had been introduced to a woman whose forgetfulness had seemed to spur the 

time-trip to the past.  While the modern setting has disappeared around her, she remains intact 

within her own panel, going back to the beginning to remember why she was there in the first place. 

Previous pages have also re-introduced a holdover from the initial appearance of Here in Raw 

magazine – the black cat stalking the bottom of the page.  Remaining firmly attached to the year 

1999, the feline again makes its way across the room, and indeed, back through time to an era where 

it may not have been out of place, but human inhabitants certainly would have been.  Continuing the 

                                                                 
2 Here has no numeration on the pages.   
23 “Wenn Handlung vor allem mit der Sequenz, “Die Zeit“, die sich selbst nicht verändert, bzw, “das 
Ganze” hingegen in erster Linie mit dem Tableau, der Gesamtkonzeption der Seite, in Verbindung zu 
bringen ist, dann verstehet es sich von selbst, dass es in der überwiegenden Mehrzahl aller Comics die 
Sequenz ist, die vor allem betont wird.” 
 
Here can be read sequentially, but challenges this notion by emphasizing the role of time within any single 
sequence.  While the reader is transported instantly within the page and even within different panels, the 
space remains fixed, and the narrative is again split between the overall (that is, the graphic novel) and 
the narrative on the page itself (one of the time and space of the place). 
Schüwer pp. 211- 
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journey that it never completed from Raw, the cat develops another Schrödinger-esque connection, 

forming a connection between versions of the text while securely anchoring McGuire’s form.  Time’s 

repetitive nature is echoed through the cat, which will continue to pop-up, as it were, throughout the 

rest of the novel. 

A similar focus on space and time within a comic narrative can be found in German artist 

and art critic Claus Böhmler.  McGuire’s narrative structure, placing the focus on the story of a space, 

bears some striking resemblances to a comic that Böhmler published in the 1970s.   Much like R. 

Crumb’s “America,” Böhmler is concerned with a story taking place throughout time, but more like 

Here, the primary concern is the course of daily life.  

Böhmler works in several different 

media, including film, art installations, 

comics, and architectural design.  This 

work, appearing in the German art journal 

Interfunktionen, explores the interior of a 

house or perhaps apartment, focusing on a 

living room and bedroom, and the 

different kind of furniture and function 

that take up space within. 

Straddling the narrative line 

between R. Crumb and McGuire, 

Böhmler’s narrative focuses on a singular 

room, yet in different moments and, in a 

departure from the other examples, from 

different angles.   

Recently Here found its way to the 

Museum für angewandte Kunst in 

Figure 6 (Böhmler und seine Ecke) 
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Frankfurt/Main.  The installation presented the graphic novel not as a series of pages or the 

blueprints for a style of storytelling, but as actual three dimensional representations of the content.  

The reader has no need to metaphorically insert him or herself into the work, now he or she is an 

active participant within the action,. 

The action of inserting oneself into a two-dimensional world is, in our three-dimensional 

world, impossible.  Depth is a necessary attribute of insertion in the absence of trick photography.  

Here as an exhibit is given more than a simple page, it is given, in a word, architectural presence. 

Arranged for maximum viewing and photographic pleasure, the presence of space within the exhibit 

creates a striking, real-world similarity to the images on the page.  Not only are the backgrounds, 

images, and often the furniture of Here copied verbatim from the illustrations, the placement and the 

transitions between pages are also present as the viewers move to different areas of the exhibit.  

Every turn of the page is a passage in time, forward or backward or even both simultaneously, while 

within the exhibit, these changes necessarily take a linear form as museum-goers move about the 

exhibition space.  In one moment, you can be standing next to a buffalo in pre-modern times; the 

next can take you back to the roaring 50’s.   

 

Figure 7 (Here Ausstellung, Museum für angewandte Kunst, Frankfurt a.M.) 
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 The space that constitutes here is now there, having moved off of the page and into three-

dimensional space before being packaged and shipped to the fatherland.  A glimpse of the United 

States small enough to fit into a room, yet one that stretches backwards and forwards in time, 

existing simultaneously directly in front of the viewer in Germany and on the page in the United 

States.  The exhibit gives dimension to the space on the page, yet still maintains its comic origins.  

The buffalo of the past exists within the space – but only as a drawing.  The actual animal exists in 

the past, and its traces from across the ocean have arrived, enabling the viewer to encounter the 

comic in an otherwise impossible manner.   

The North American setting is not only apparent in the construction of the home, which, at 

the time of its building, as well as the location, give the colonial home dimensions of grandeur that 

were simply impossible elsewhere, but also in the unique setting and the inhabitants that continually 

play a role.  Buffalo, for example, are unique to the North American continent, but beyond this, 

readers also see several Native American figures emerge throughout the story.   

 

Figure 8 
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In this illustration, we simultaneously observe a couple that has found Here an excellent spot 

for canoodling, while a young girl tries to quiet the birds outside.  Their Native American language, 

necessitating a written, most likely phonetic form, is translated for the readers who cannot pick up on 

the innuendo between the two times.  McGuire collected from the Lenni-Lenape Indians that lived 

around his childhood home in New Jersey, and managed to include a similar story about native locals 

who gave Dutch settlers a bag of dirt as a sign of friendship, only to have this misunderstood as a 

very unfunny joke by the settlers.3  

Here draws on this local history thanks to the research efforts of McGuire, who even went as 

far as to include an offhand remark from one of his daughter’s friends upon hearing about one of the 

local celebrities to the neighborhood.   

 

Figure 9 

                                                                 
3 Five Dials No. 35: Richard McGuire Makes a Book.  Ed. Craig Taylor.  Hamish Hamilton.  Accessed 29 June 
2016.  http://fivedials.com/portfolio/issue-35-richard-mcguire-makes-a-book/ 

http://fivedials.com/portfolio/issue-35-richard-mcguire-makes-a-book/
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Initially introduced to a quarreling couple in the 18th Century, readers soon discover that 

they are none other than the son and daughter-in-law of Benjamin Franklin, one of Colonial 

America’s most (in)famous personalities.  The intersections of time with space and architecture allow 

readers to verify the statements made by the small girl, while at the same time witnessing how there is 

a sprinkling of truth to the statement, as the large tree in the front yard of the house grows from 

sapling to full blown arbor in the space of a few pages, yet the timespan of hundreds of years.   

Constructing Here was a massive undertaking that spanned several years – not only from the first 

iteration in 1989, but also subsequent decisions to alter the design and choosing the single, fixed 

perspective on a single corner of the room.  Which, indeed, is not so much a room as a spot, it is 

from here that the loose narrative will begin to unfold. 

McGuire’s narrative decisions can be viewed as a panoramic collection, a film storyboard for 

a new production of Slaughterhouse-Five, where every figure in the graphic novel is unstuck in time.  

This perspective allows the reader to accommodate themselves to a certain familiarity –– that which, 

at the beginning, was new and different soon becomes a steady rhythm upon which can be better 

built.  The construction of each page requires a building upon in order to properly function.  Much 

as with the three dimensional art installation representations, each panel, and many of the figures, are 

built atop one another in order to come up with the end product – the finished page in time.   

Using a variety of materials – photographs, cut-outs, computer generated backgrounds, and models, 

McGuire assembles each page as a time montage.  The various intersections ebb and flow every few 

pages, with some micro-narratives reaching their peak as another begins.  Repeating figures and 

themes, such as the cat and the fussy mother whose entire life has been given over to housecleaning, 

continue to play a role – interrupting and becoming integral parts of other narratives, all while time 

continues to be displaced. 
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The past plays an integral role in Here, as we see the various stages of construction not only 

of the colonial home, but the landscape around it.  But equally important is the unknowable future 

that is given form and shape as the page count progresses.   

Nuclear devastation; flooding; destruction; reclamation; preservation; museum piece – Here 

envisions a future that has been destroyed and rebuilt over and over, mirroring the changes inside of 

the home and the landscape that has already happened in the past.  The circular notion of time –– 

life, death, rebirth – is visible every few pages.  Billy, the wild-eyed toddler from the beginning, offers 

a framing of a possible narrative as he is conceived, born, grows old, and eventually dies, but beyond 

a single character, the repetitions of time itself as it applies to a singular space are given much more 

room to expand beyond any pre-conceived limitations and expand to take up more than just the 

space on the page. 

Here’s illustrations also employ a variety of methods for showing the characters, animals, 

shapes and things that inhabit the fixed perspective.   

 

Figure 10 
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In a departure from the rigid, singular, and fixed perspective that Here introduces, Chris 

Ware, a contemporary and oftentimes collaborator with Richard McGuire, chose a different 

architectural approach to his seminal 2012 work Building Stories.   

Beginning as a monthly strip in Nest magazine, a publication that focused primarily on 

graphic art, and, after that publication folded in 2004, began to appear in a variety of other 

publications, including the New York Times Magazine, Acme Novelty Library, and The New Yorker, Ware’s 

Building Stories was finally collected in a boxed set in 2012.  

Unlike other graphic novels, Building Stories was not 

collected as a single volume, or even anything that could 

traditionally be described simply as a comic.  The boxed 

set contains 14 pamphlets and posters of various size and 

shape, ranging from small, postcard sized miniatures to 

grand, unfolding plans that could take up an entire wall.  

The stories collected within were a narrative of sorts that 

focused, similarly to Here, on a single location, in this case, 

a Chicago apartment building.  Unlike Here, the focus was 

not on a singular corner, but on the entire building, both 

inside and outside, and for which the inhabitants, both small and large, took on a greater narrative 

role.   

Building Stories is almost always an individual, singular experience24, owing to the non-

numbered pamphlets that can be read in any order.  There is no single narrative to connect the 

stories, or much of a narrative at all, but they are connected by the building itself.  The nooks and 

                                                                 
24 “A cartoon,” Ware tells us, “is not an image taken from life.  A cartoon is taken from memory.  You’re 
trying to distill the memory of an experience, not the experience itself.”  Quoted in  
Sattler, Peter R., “Past Imperfect: “Building Stories” and the Art of Memory.”  The Comics of Chris Ware.  
Drawing is a Way of Thinking.  Ed. David M. Ball and Martha B. Kuhlman, (Jackson: University Press of 
Mississippi, 2010)  pp. 206.  Print. 

Figure 11 
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crannies of the building, the lives that are lived therein, and, in the small, green lawn next to the 

building, a small bee named Branford. 

Branford gets his own pamphlet within the collection, one of the few actually comic book sized 

portions of the entire collection.  However, his real premiere is not within the pages of Building Stories, 

but rather on the cover of the entire collection - where else - next to the letter “B.” 

Branford is a set-upon drone, a simple worker who goes about his daily tasks without all that 

much happening outside of normal life.  Branford, unlike actual bees, is married with children, and 

he lives together with his family in an old soda can near the building.  His home is our garbage, the 

improperly disposed of waste from the apartment extends its architecture beyond brick and mortar 

to the green space of the lawn. 

As a father bee, Branford’s life mimics an idealized 50’s household: a wife, two children, a 

mortgage, and worries about the job.  His life serves as a sort of model for our own: one that we can 

strive to achieve, but which, in reality, never really existed.  Branford, however, serves as the 

impossible model: the busy bee.  The existence of a bee like Branford is one of toil and work, to rise 

daily at an assigned time, breakfast with his dutiful wife and children, don his fedora, and take off for 

the day’s work before returning in the evening for family and leisure time.  His job is, naturally, to 

find pollen for the hive - always striving to find new sources of pollen that the female drones, such as 

his wife, can then turn into nectar for the rest of the hive. 

Branford’s model life is a double stand-in for the lives that the apartment dwellers and, by 

extension, the reader is supposed to be striving for.  Regular, hard work enables us to secure housing, 

start and feed a family, and lead a rewarding life. We know this because we have taken the bee as the 

model for our own lives – Branford may look like us, but we behave like him. 
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Branford disappears as well into 

comics’ own history, specifically that of 

the daily newspaper.  Before budget cuts 

and shrinking space5 available to 

cartoonists, there were regularly several 

different comics published alongside the 

news in daily newspapers, and quite often 

a special Sunday supplement printed in full color.  The (almost inexplicably) popular, youth and 

nostalgia oriented cartoon of these pages was, and remains, Bill Keane’s Family Circus.  Appearing in 

the daily papers as just a simple, single, circular panel, the cartoon most often takes the form of a 

single image combined with a punchline – the classic comedic set-up.  Yet, on Sundays, the cartoon 

was able to use its larger canvas to tell more 

involved stories, some of which took the form 

of a “follow the dotted line” across backyards, 

park benches, neighbor’s homes, and 

conclusion of small adventures undertaken by 

one of the children in the family. 

The dotted path became a go-to gag 

for the strip, and one that has managed to survive 

across several different inceptions, as well as a team 

of artists that eventually were put in charge of mass producing our daily entertainment.  

Unfortunately, it did not translate well into the Nietzsche Family Circus parody. 

                                                                 
5 The shrinking space of newspapers originally had less to do with budgets than a desire to maximize the 
amount of cartoons that could be printed on a single page. 

Figure 12 

Figure 13 (The Nietzsche Family Circus, a random 
internet pairing of a Family Circus cartoon and 
Nietzsche quote) 
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Ware drew many of Branford’s adventures in 

this same style, connecting the busy little bee to an 

earlier era of comics, as well as allowing for readers to 

follow the same path and see the different routes that 

Branford took in his daily tasks. 

Branford’s adventures tend to focus on the 

daily minutiae of suburban life.  This bee and his family 

are not apartment dwellers, like the other characters in 

the stories, nor are they mere drones living within the 

hive.  They are different in the suburban sense that they are exactly like everyone else around them – 

the same number of children, the same job that starts at the same time, the same nagging questions 

from the dutiful wife.  Branford is unique among his many copies partly because he has been singled 

out for the reader, but also due to his world-weariness (and sex drive) that is a staple of Chris Ware’s 

works. 

The main protagonist of the disjointed sets 

of stories is an unnamed woman whose personal 

history makes up the bulk of the collection.  She is a 

somewhat failed artist who is slowly growing 

discontent with her small life together with a doting 

yet ultimately boring husband and a small daughter 

who she desperately tries not to pass any of her 

insecurities onto.  Her connection to the apartment 

building is tenuous - as the inhabitant of the third 

floor, she regularly comes into contact with the rest of 

the building’s inhabitants - the second floor couple 

Figure 14 

Figure 15 
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who constantly argue with one another, and the elderly landlady who has inhabited the first floor for 

most of her life. 

The connections between the characters are made possible not only by the building, but by 

Ware’s ambitious storytelling style that focuses on the less-than-obvious connections between the 

simple, mundane tasks of the everyday that bind the dwellers together.  Taking out the garbage might 

rattle some bottles, which in turn wakes up the neighbors, whose ensuing argument results in a bottle 

thrown out the window, which then interferes with Branford.  In order to show these connections, 

Ware relies on the building itself, the layout of the different rooms, records of events that have 

occurred within each of them, and the everyday interactions that an apartment building creates 

between the tenants who must share at least some of the same spaces. 

This cover image is from the “Little Golden 

Book” of the collection.  The “Little Golden 

Book” series thusly named due to the very 

visible, golden-colored spine of each 

volume.  The hardcover series of books 

with sturdy paper ensures that the books are 

easily identifiable, and also capable of 

standing up to the toughest of readers - 

children.   

Ware’s decision to encapsulate this 

part of his story in this format ensures that 

it stands out from the rest of collection.  It 

is not a traditional comic, a traditional strip, 

or a traditional graphic novel, but nonetheless the gold-colored spine indicates that it is something 

special; it is meant to withstand the tests of time and arrive unscathed.  Ware has ensured that his 

book, much like the building itself, will not go away so easily. 

Figure 16 
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Part of the “Little Golden Book” of Building Stories, this image presents the history of each 

individual room in the building as a history of what has happened there - the ghosts of previous 

tenants making their presence felt through the same, repetitive actions that plague the current 

residents.  Exterior walls have been rendered invisible so that we can peer into the most intimate 

moments of the private lives within.  Shared spaces, such as the front entrance, garden, and stairwell, 

contain more memories, and ones that are most likely to be shared among multiple tenants.  “11,627 

lost childhood memories” reads the entrance.  “38,996 telephone calls” on the second floor stairwell.  

“2,349 squashed bugs” near the flowerbed.  For Ware, these memories are part of a melancholy 

whole - life is full of disappointments, and tallied together they can reach incredible sums.   

The “Little Golden Book” is, in part, presented as the female protagonist’s diary.  The cover 

image for the book, one of the hardcover volumes within the collection, shows the woman sitting 

idly on her couch, about to fill a blank page with her thoughts.  However, the only character truly 

capable of collecting all these memories is the structure itself - the apartment building is sharing its 

secrets, speaking to the audience through the diary, sharing its memories of “decades of war, 

recession and various presidential administrations.”6  The tenants have changed, some have even died 

while living in the building (”6 suicide notes”), but the structure itself, and the memories within, have 

endured.   

“this building 

“now has to admit to feeling a little bit grateful  

“for the arrival each day of 24 more hours 

“yet to come.” 

So reads the yard next to the building, and so we know that the structure is somehow 

accustomed, even happy, that there is life happening within.  Rooms have been re-purposed, re-

painted, re-decorated, but the building has made it through all of this relatively unscathed.  The 

                                                                 
6 Figure 15 
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structure and design of the apartment are there for continuation - one family leaves, and another one 

enters. 

The rear cover of the book marks the final chapter for the Building - the final destruction 

that it cannot escape.  The apartments have endured countless challenges, including wars, riots, and 

the like, but, much like Asterix and Obelix, it cannot escape the economic forces of gentrification.  

As the new condominiums of the 21st Century rise around it, the days of a simple, three-story 

apartment building are numbered - there is history to be preserved, but not at the expense of capital.  

The final character to move out is the building itself - torn down to make way for another 

generation.  The old woman from the first floor, the couple from the second, and the protagonist all 

make an appearance - but only one stands witness to the final event.  The old woman has gone on, 

and with her, any reason for the building to remain, and the couple, most likely separated, have no 

reason to look back at the place where the bulk of their arguments took place.  The end of the “Little 

Golden Book” marks the end of the building as well, but simultaneously ensuring that the contents, 

and the memories represented within, will survive.   

The melancholy stories that the Building has shared with us echoes Ware’s past works.  For 

example, Branford is no mere bee – he is “The Best Bee In the World.”   

Ware’s sad hyperbole hearkens back to his previous acclaimed work,  Jimmy Corrigan: The 

Smartest Kid on Earth.  This graphic novel, first published as a collection in 2000, but which had 

appeared in serialized form across numerous publications starting in 1998, centers on the story of 

Jimmy Corrigan, first as the titular Smartest Kid, and eventually, as a sad man in his mid-30’s who 

has few relationships in life save for his overbearing, elderly mother.  A message out of the blue from 

his birth father sends Jimmy on a small adventure to meet him the dying man for the first time in his 

life, and this adventure is mirrored in the story of Jimmy’s great-grandfather on a trip with his own 

overbearing father to visit the World’’s Fair in Chicago in 1898.   

Jimmy Corrigan is a milestone of the comic genre and won many accolades, including the 

American Book Award, the Harvey Award Special Award for Excellence in Presentation,  .  Its success 
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brought much attention to Ware, and allowed him to begin work on many other projects through 

both Acme Novelty Library in addition to other publications, as well as major museums which wished 

to present his work, including the Whitney, which chose Jimmy Corrigan as its first ever presentation 

of comic art.    

Jimmy Corrigan, the Smartest Kid on Earth, grows up to be something of, well, a dullard.  

Content to live an extremely simple life, he has become too timed and afraid to break out of his self-

imposed misery and embark on something even slightly out of the ordinary.  Like Branford, his life is 

a series of rituals - he wakes up, breakfasts in the same fashion, puts on the same outfit nearly every 

day, and commutes across Chicago to his mundane office job. 

Jimmy Corrigan is stuck in a routine that he is impossible of breaking away from.  He is 

paralyzed by the insecurities that managed to germinate during his childhood, and have caused him 

to grow up into a broken version of himself.   

 

Figure 17 (Jimmy Corrigan is an awkward Superman) 

 

Branford is having a different kind of crisis – one more akin to John Updike than Jimmy 

Corrigan.  For the insect, the difficulties emerge when he tries to find his place within a family unit 

that no longer needs him.  His wife has grown independent, his children are in their teens, and he has 
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both an unfulfilling home life as well as a boring job.  The commute between the aluminum can 

domicile and the flower bed outside of the apartment building is, for the bee, the only adventure that 

he has during his commute. 

The heart of Jimmy Corrigan emerges as he struggles with a change in his life – his father, 

long absent from his life, has decided to contact him and invite Jimmy out for a visit.  To do this, he 

must escape two pitfalls that have seemingly dominated his entire life: his mother, who has entered 

the both of them into an endlessly maternal relationship, and the city of Chicago, which Jimmy has 

never had cause to leave before.   

Leaving behind the skyscrapers of the Midwest for a more suburban setting, Jimmy makes 

his way to his father’s retirement home, a simple apartment in a decidedly less urban setting.  Yet the 

setting is, for Jimmy, dangerous in that it is completely unknown.  The relationship between the two 

men and the small apartment present an overwhelming change for someone accustomed to a simple, 

daily routine that has little to no variation. 

Branford and Jimmy Corrigan, both citizens of Chicago, occupy a space that, for Ware and 

his characters, is fraught with frustration, sadness, loneliness, and malaise.  Their memories, strewn 

across the city, contribute to the daily stories that constitute any major metropolitan area - the not-

so-fabulous rituals of everyday life.  Ware uses the space of his page to draw a new blueprint for each 

of his characters - one that shows, in excruciating detail, each portion of their lives, often from start 

to finish, that has contributed to their current situation.  For Jimmy Corrigan, his youthful 

exuberance was cut short when his single mother, seduced by the actor playing one of Jimmy’s 

favorite television superheroes, opts for a night of passion, only to have it thrown back in her face 

the next morning when, after having left early, the actor leaves Jimmy a token of appreciation - his 

mask - and tells him to be sure to tell his mother that “he had a great time.” 

Branford meets his dull, insect fate when, seduced by spilled cola on the stoop of the 

apartment Building, he goes in to get his fill of sweet sugary goodness, only to meet his demise under 

the shoe of the second floor occupants.  Branford’s doting wife and two loving children will never 
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know his fate and, like Jimmy Corrigan, are destined to be raised by a single mother in the big city of 

Chicago, having only memories of their father and a single picture to remind them of the good times 

they had. 

Both Richard McGuire and Chris Ware take stories from their own childhood and breathe 

new life into the silly and melancholy moments that constitute growing up and growing old.  For 

each artist, the structure of their work adds dimensions to the work that are only capable through 

comics - by focusing on the boring details, they both discover new ways of telling the same stories in 

a universal language.   
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Chapter 3 

Comic Cities; Comic Empires 
 

The new study of architecture is a discourse of knowledge about existence as design 

teaching, it is the song of songs of harmony as social teaching, it is a strategy of balance.  

The study of building is not a study of style, it is not a constructivist system, nor is it the 

study of technological miracles.  It clarifies equally the concerns of the physical, the 

psychological, the material and the economic.  It explores, demarcates and orders the force 

fields of the individual, the family, and society.  Finally, all architectural design is subject to 

fate in the form of the landscape: as designers we fulfill the destiny of the landscape.   

–Hannes Meyer25 

 
Bernd und Hilla Becher chose a peculiar subject for their photography: the small towns and villages 

that sprang up around the industrial working class.  Their photographs of haunting industrial 

landscapes across areas in Wales, England, the Ruhr Valley, and the United States (among others) 

which highlight the peculiar structures of western industry and the working people who made it 

possible, visiting rural landscapes that had been made possible by factories, many of them still in use 

but undoubtedly in decline.  The Becher’s would photograph their subjects in the early morning on 

days when the skies are grey with a “technical camera” in order to achieve their favorite combination 

of twilight and emptiness - the factories about to be put to work, but absent of those who would be 

performing the labor.  “The Becher’s’ pictures could be described as pure documents if there wasn’t 

something that prevented us from placing them, without further ado, in the category of the 

documentary photo26.”  Capturing the final breaths of industry became Bernd and Hilla Becher’s 

specialty. 

Their photographs capture the steel structures of industry, the modest homes of the workers 

who power them, and the surrounding landscapes that constitute their home.  The industrial 

structures stand out like alien invaders among the modest homes and rural beauty of their 

surroundings. 

                                                                 
25 Meyer, Hannes.  Quoted in Bauhaus,  ed. Jeannine Fiedler, Peter Feierabend, (Cologne: Könnemann, 
1999.)  Pp. 564.  Print. 
26 De Duve, Thierry, introduction “Bernd and Hilla Becher or Monumentary Photography” to Bernd and 
Hilla Becher.  Basic Forms, (New York: Te Neues Publishing Company.  1993) pp.  1 
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Figure 1 

These industrial structures, which once provided stable jobs and high wages for the 

employees within, were slowly ceding to the landscape, still not truly a part of it but now re-entering 

it through decay.  But the area is forever marked by the industry that has dominated it for the last 

century – especially in areas such as the Ruhrgebiet.  Industry needed employees, enabling a curious 

and intricate network between work and home - one where the dominant aspect of the landscape was 

the all-encompassing factory, only to take the rest of the area with it in its economic wake.  Form 

determined function on a scale that affected human lives. 

Like Vitruvius’ plans for Roman cities, these industrial areas also display an incredible 

amount of intricate planning, belied by the simple necessities of work and housing.  Yet, Roman 

cities were intended to operate harmoniously - each piece constituted the entire whole of the city.  
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Planning for the city meant that each need of the citizen, from spiritual to economic to free time, had 

an appropriate structure to handle their everyday needs.  There were no alien, unknown, or uncanny 

structures that sprang up in the center of the city, nor did the city arise around a singular structure.  

Industrial communities, on the other hand, were made possible in no small part by these structures.  

Without the driving economic force that the mine, mill, or grain elevator produced, there is no need 

for human presence, no overwhelming necessity for housing.  The industrial heart of these towns is 

the heart from which the rest of the town springs forth, and, indeed, as industry begins to wane, 

these communities find themselves in increasing economic peril.  Yet, symbolically, the impact of the 

towering spires of industry 

dominating the town about 

them cannot be ignored.  

They are legion. 

The daily routine of 

the worker has been a 

standard part of media since 

the earliest films, even 

attracting the attention of 

Disney animators during the 

Second World War. 

Donald Duck in Figure 2 would, at first, appear to be having a rather extreme identity crisis.  

Even at breakfast, the Disney Duck is hard at work eating his German bread, drinking his coffee 

(brewed from but a single bean due to war rationing) and reading Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf in full 

uniform, like any good Nazi would behave.  Fortunately for us, Donald Duck is merely trapped in a 

fever dream in the Disney Classic “Der Fuehrer’s Face”, a patriotic piece of war propaganda 

featuring a rousing song written by none other than Chuck Jones.  As a member of the (satirized) 

Figure 2 
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Nazi working class, poor Donald is forced, 

at every turn, to give a Hitlergruss when the 

titular “Fuehrer’s Face” appears, which, as 

one might expect in a bit of a gag cartoon, 

is quite often. 

The endless string of bomb tips to 

be screwed on and Fuehrer photographs 

needing to be greeted quickly drive Donald 

to absolute madness, but at this point of absolute exhaustion and despair he is greeted by the 

breaking dawn outside - reality - where he is happy to find that his tenure as a member of the master 

race was simply a nightmare, and that he remains, graciously, an American.  The propagandistic view 

of the Nazi is one of long hours worked under strenuous conditions, scarcity, and burdensome 

regulations.  Germany was not exactly in a position to be viewed positively.  Yet the post-war period 

introduced a near monumental shift in the opinions that both Germany and the United States would 

share with each other, beginning with Donald’s own family. 

First introduced by Disney artist Carl Barks in 1947, just four years after Donald’s fever 

dream, Uncle Scrooge was, initially, nothing more than an older member of the Duck clan.  He 

sported longer “whiskers”, used a cane, dressed a bit more conservatively than Donald and his 

standard sailor outfit (when he is not having delirious dreams), wears a top hat and spectacles, and 

sported spats over his duck feet.  He was, to put it gently, rather unremarkable.  Yet Barks was soon 

able to find something more within the character that made him not only a better comedic foil, but a 

deeper mine from which stories could be pulled.  Scrooge soon became a central part of the Duck 

family, and soon was the star of his own series of Uncle Scrooge comics. 

Figure 3 
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Onkel Dagobert, the penny-pinching 

Scotsman, exemplified the extreme riches and 

possibilities of the New World across the pond.  

A strong work ethic, combined with the 

opportunities that presented themselves in 

America, brought him an almost unimaginable 

amount of wealth.  In fact, Dagobert had 

amassed such a fortune, and was so wary of 

others trying to get a hold of it, that he decided to construct a structure that would both protect and 

advertise the massive amount of funds contained within: McDuck’s Money Bin, looming over the 

rest of Duckburg. 

 

In the December 

1951 issue of the Duck 

comics, the structure that 

became most associated with 

Scrooge was introduced: the 

money vault.  Or, as Erika 

Fuchs would have it, the 

Geldspeicher. 

 

Towering over the 

rest of the landscape, and eventually introduced as having its own place of prominence in 

Entenhausen atop one of the highest hills in the town, the Geldspeicher introduced a vastly different, 

radically new version of wealth to West German audiences.  The strange protuberance of the 

Geldspeicher, an enormous house on the hill with only one purpose, amongst the community of 

Figure 4 

Figure 5 
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Ducks who would most likely never see the interior, is of particular importance.  The dollar sign on 

the side of the building, the constant attacks from the outside, and the oddly wealthy duck combine 

to lend the Geldspeicher a foreboding sense – something here is not quite right. To add to the town’s 

curiosity, Dagobert speaks with an antiquated tone, using words like “verlustieren.”  Searching for 

this term in the Grimm’s dictionary, one comes to know that Germans could be vaguely familiar with 

this word from readings in the classroom: from the religious poems of the Trutznachtigall of Friedrich 

Spee, a German poet and witch hunter in the 17th Century, which were edited by Clemens Brentano, 

a major figure of German romanticism.  “In diesem Wald, bei diesem Thal / Gar oft will ich 

spazieren / Und mich mit Dir, o Widerschall, / gar freudlich verlustieren.”27  Verlustieren comes 

across as a rather uncommon word for describing capitalism.  Antiquated German, the language of 

Bildung, met the challenge of translating the Disney comics of the victor from another land, and, 

apparently, another time. 

Dagobert was not born into the aristocracy and was never really a member of bourgeois 

society either.  Instead, he was a miserly old Duck who had gained his fortune through hard work, 

luck, and what was eventually revealed to be his “number one dime”, the first payment he had ever 

received and the source of his incredible success in business.28   

Dagobert’s fortune started off in the cold, unforgiving wastelands of the Klondike.  The perfect 

image of the American self-made man, Dagobert had actually earned the start of his fortune with the 

labor of his own hands, digging for gold in the American wilderness.  Karl May stories of the 

American frontier had already familiarized the German public with images of a wild, untamed 

                                                                 
27 Deutsches Wörterbuch von Jacob und Wilhelm Grimm. 16 Bde. in 32 Teilbänden. Leipzig 1854-1961.  
Online Version accessed 22.12.2013. 
28 “Der Fall Dagobert Duck kann nur mit einem sozialpsychologischen Frageraster erfaßt warden.  Wir 
haben in ihm den idealtypischen Vertreter der lebensfeindlichen kapitalistischen Ethik zu sehen, dessen 
Liebesfähigkeit von den Menschen weg zu den Sachen hin pervertiert ist.  Seine Gefährlichkeit als Leitbild 
ist nicht zu unterschätzen, da er es versteht, das nüchterne Management, von dem sein 
Wirtschaftsimperium abhängt, nach außen hin hinter abenteuerlichen Aktion zurücktreten zu lassen.  Er 
verfehlt mit diesen Aktionen den Eindruck, auf infantile Charaktere wie Donald, Tick, Trick und Track 
nicht, obwohlh er dabei deren Leben und Gesundheit bezeichenderweise immer wieder aufs Spiel setzt.“ 
Gans, Grobian (Michael M. Czernich, Carl-Ludwig Reichert, Ludwig Moos).  Die Ducks.  Psychogramm einer 
Sippe (Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rohwolt Taschenbuch Verlag GmbH, 1970) pp. 25-26.  Print. 
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wilderness full of mysterious creatures as well as wise Natives, but even Old Shatterhand never ended 

up a gazillionaire with both a mansion and an even larger vault built atop the highest hills in the 

province. 

Dagobert’s Geldspeicher was the first encounter with an America that, up to that point, had 

been represented only militarily or, for some urban children, through the Rosinenbomber that provided 

them with sweets in the immediate post-war period.  The grand designs of the Nazis had left the 

country mostly in ruins, and with rampant scarcity, symbols of wealth and prosperity that were 

specifically German yet untainted were few and far between.   

Barks soon decided that Scrooge’s wealth was so vast that it could not be accurately 

described with numbers. Instead, the Duck fortune was measured in acreage - three acres, in fact, of 

coin, treasure, and various bank notes that were in need of protection. 

Owing to his less than ideal characteristics and the enormous size of his fortune, Dagobert 

was wary of simple banks.  What bank could even exist capable of managing a fortune of this 

immensity, let alone being able to protect it?  Dagobert’s solution, then, was to store his fortune in 

plain sight, mark it with huge letters proclaiming it to be a Geldspeicher, and affix it with an Ayn 

Randian-esque dollar sign atop.  As if the richest man in town were not already a moniker that 

everyone was familiar with, now Entenhausen was permanently changed by the addition of a massive 

structure built solely for the purpose of guarding immense wealth. 

A youthful German trying to understand their new American neighbors now had to process 

this new trope of American wealth that had arrived with them.  The lessons of the Schwäbische 

Hausfrau: A strong work ethic; working for every penny; being busy little bees; these were already 

essential elements of the German psyche, solidified before fascism and now able to be reclaimed 

without having to undergo de-Nazification.  Rebuilding the country was going to take hard work, and 

a populace decimated by war was (mostly) eager to return to work that would satisfy peace efforts.  

But the Americans offered something different than they had experienced before.  Already familiar 

with the cultural differences of their French and English continental neighbors, the US Boys were 
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now a completely different culture, unspoiled by fascism, and also one that had never had an 

aristocratic class. 

Enormous wealth, it seemed, could be created instead of inherited, and it could be achieved 

with only a bit of luck and not as much skill.  And, ultimately, it could be stored away in plain sight.  

The Geldspeicher was the Dagobert’s pride, and also his folly, as many of his most famous 

adventures were a result of the many attempts by thieves to deprive him of his treasure.  In 

Entenhausen, hard work was best spent in pursuit of treasure: either that which needed to be 

discovered, or that which needed to be returned to its rightful owner, most often Dagobert.  In either 

case, hard work is spent not in pursuit of a better society and does not serve as an end to its own 

means, but rather is a way to accrue wealth and capital. 

Dagobert was not even a spry young Duck – he was the oldest member of the Duck clan.  

His wealth came from a time before the recent German past, and again, could avoid the taint of 

Nazism.  Even Donald, as we had seen, was susceptible to the allure of Hugo Boss uniforms, but the 

elderly Scrooge had no such afflictions.  Additionally, his age afforded him an air of authority – he 

was the one, after all, who owned the methods of transportation that could take him and his clan 

across the globe.  “Smarter than the smarties, tougher than the toughies” claimed Scrooge when 

asked about his fortune.  Dagobert and his wealth offered an escapism that was not subject to world 

domination under racial hierarchy –– they were a clan of Ducks whose world was limited only by 

Barks imagination and penchant for adventure style storytelling and gags that entertained children 

and adults alike. 

So the Geldspeicher was able to entice the German readership on its own, but not without the aid of 

German translator Dr. Erika Fuchs.  The groundwork, so to speak, had already been laid by 

Scrooge’s creator Carl Barks, but now Fuchs had to assist in a re-interpretation of not only the 

language, but the culture surrounding the Ducks, to finally leave Duckburg and create Entenhausen.  

With their idealized depictions of family life, nature, and easily relatable stories, especially those based 
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upon the fairy tales of the Gebrüder Grimm, the cultural capital of Disney had no difficulties being 

translated into German society. 

Fuchs was entirely unknown when she took on the task of the translating all of Disney’s 

cadre of comics for a post-war German audience. Billing herself as a translating Wunderkind, Fuchs 

claimed that her pedagogical approach to language had the capacity to turn comics from simple 

children’s entertainment into a modern learning tool.  The combination of her teaching prowess and 

penchant for language would deliver a new kind of product: one that was both entertaining and 

educational, with the added benefit of avoiding any sort of governmental censorship that might 

target children’s products29. 

Fuchs had the benefit of not only of being bilingual in English in the British occupied zone 

after the war, but also boasted a broad knowledge of German idioms, local expressions, and peculiar 

village names across the states of both Bavaria in southern Germany and Brandenburg in northern 

Germany.  Not a student prone to staying in one spot, she spent a considerable amount of time 

traveling throughout the countryside during her studies, and was well acquainted with regional 

dialects and expressions.  For Germany, where many do not often travel far outside of a small radius 

outside their place of birth, this was of particular interest.  By first becoming a citizen of many 

Germany’s, Fuchs was able to pass this knowledge along to her readership in Disney comics, making 

the post-war generation the first generation able to free themselves from a regional perspective on 

German society. 

Fuchs’ life experiences were put to good use once she managed to convince Disney 

Germany AG that she was the right woman for the job.  Having studied in England before the start 

of the war, Fuchs already boasted fluency in English, accentuated by her interest in English literature 

                                                                 
29 See: Benjamin, Walter.  “The Task of the Translator.”  Walter Benjamin.  Selected Writings Volume I 
1913-1926.  Ed. Marcus Bullock, Michael W. Jennings.  Trans. Harry Zohn.  (Cambridge, Massachusetts and 
London, England: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1996) 
Fuchs was also well-served by her decision to translate according to her own standards and wishes, and 
not those of Disney.  “Whenever a translation undertakes to serve the reader, it demonstrates [the 
inaccurate transmission of an inessential content.]”(253=  Her dedication to creating a new world out of 
Duckberg does not really “…have any significance as regards to the original.”(254) 
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and her natural linguistic abilities.  This prowess used in tandem with her knowledge of German 

idioms and penchant for the dramatic helped to make her translations not only beloved among 

generations of comic readers, but also to separate them from simple linguistic equations that 

transferred one language into another30.  Under Fuchs’ guidance, German Disney comics began to 

take on their own, unique set of rules, geography, and content, which maintained the presence of the 

original yet morphed the new creation into something almost completely different at the same time.  

Erika Fuchs had created Entenhausen. 

Among the cadre of artists, writers, and colorists for Disney at this time was a man named 

Carl Barks.  In keeping with the general rules of publication, Barks received no writing, illustrating, or 

coloring credits in the final product, but did receive a small check at the end of each week for his 

work on the comic producing factory line.  Barks, however, soon began to build up a reputation 

among keen-eyed readers of Duck comics as producing some of the most creative and entertaining 

stories of the Duck family, and some readers were even able to spot Barks’ signature in the bottom 

of some panels, where he drew in a small, barking dog as the only way possible of marking his work 

without breaking the rules of big Disney.  The devoted fan-base quickly connected the dots and soon 

Barks was the recipient of an unexpected amount of fan-mail and adoration.  Close adherents to 

Disney and the Ducks would seek out issues featuring Barks, which, given their higher quality 

storytelling, was not all that difficult.   

Barks’ stories introduced some of the most memorable and longest-lasting additions to the 

Duck universe, including the Beagle Boys Bandits, Professor Gyro, Launchpad McQuack, and other 

characters that continue to play a major role in duck comics to this day.  Still published in Europe, 

the Ducks were part of the broader re-introduction of Disney merchandise following the war.  

                                                                 
30 “Die Erfolgslosigkeit ihrer [Fuchs] sprachlichen Anstrengungen ist den Ducks sicherlich unterbewußt 
evident, aber dies führt nicht zur Rhetorikkritik, sonder, wie mieist in solchen Fällen, zur verstärkten 
Anwendung von Künstlichkeit, zu noch mehr Pathos.  Mit dem Brecheisen, versucht man, rhetorisch auf 
das Publikum einzuwirken.“ 
Although the strength and background of Fuchs‘ translations might not have been immediately evident, 
they certainly made an impact „Mit dem Brecheisen.“ 
Bohn Klaus.  Das Erika Fuchs Buch.  (Lüneburg: Dreidreizehn, 1996), pp. 103.   
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Disney had previously enjoyed a strong following in the German market, the largest and most 

profitable market for Disney outside of the United States.  The German audience’s familiarity with 

Disney and the imposed hiatus on Disney products and characters made the re-introduction smooth 

and rather successful, as Disney comics, although being among the most expensive available during 

the post-war, were also the most coveted31.   

The original American Disney comics, featuring a cadre of writers, including Barks, who 

wrote and illustrated the adventures of Uncle Scrooge, his nephew Donald Duck, and Donald’s 

nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie, made up the original set of tales from Duckburg – the fictional 

Disney city where characters that were, well, ducks, all lived together in relative harmony.  Disney 

comics of the 30’s and 40’s were character based and the content creators played only a very minor 

role, as far as Disney was concerned: they were responsible for writing the stories, drawing the 

panels, coloring the characters, and keeping all of this in style with Disney’s somewhat restrictive 

guidelines.  Disney then took the profits from these books and used them to create amusement parks 

and new animated features which it would sell across the globe for great profit.   

Erika Fuchs had the luxury of time.  The stories she was in charge of translating were already 

written.  There was no team of illustrators, pencilers, inkers, colorists, and letterers working on a 

deadline to produce the latest issue of Onkel Dagobert.  The pace of the work was still dictated by 

deadline, but the teamwork involved in creating a “fictional32” universe, and the difficulties (as well as 

joys) that come with it were not of great concern.  This allowed Fuchs to actually connect the dots 

that other American writers and artists had consistently sought to avoid, and Entenhausen, as 

opposed to Duckburg, began to take actual shape. 

                                                                 
31 The Buntes Monatsheft from Disney from September 1951, featuring Micky’s official return to 
Germany, sold 135,103 copies at a price of 75 Pfennig, the hourly wage of a worker during that time.   
 
Laqua, Carsten.  Wie Micky unter die Nazis fiel.  Wald Disney und Deutschland.  (Reinbek bei Hamburg: 
Rowohlt Taschenbuch Verlag GmbH, 1992) pp. 200 
32 A group of German Duck fanatics, die Donaldisten, have come to believe that Entenhausen (not, in fact, 
Duckburg) is an actual physical location.  While a bit tongue-in-cheek, many members have gone out of 
their way in pursuit of finding the truth behind the sinister Ducks. 
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The large demand and high profitability of the Disney comics and merchandise meant that 

Erika Fuchs had ample translation work, even if she was not too taken with the medium.  “Ich war 

also baß erstaunt, daß es so etwas gibt.  Ich muß offen sagen, daß ich zuerst entsetzt war, auch 

überzeugt war, daß so etwas in Deutschland überhaupt nicht geht33.“  She was given primary 

responsibility for the translation of all Disney comics, including Mickey Maus, Onkel Dagobert, 

Donald Duck, and others.  For this, she was paid an extraordinary sum…for a woman.  Fuchs’ 

supposed pedagogical translations had convinced the editors that they should stick with her, and thus 

began a working relationship that would last until her retirement in 1991.   

Fuchs’ Entenhausen only become apparent once the original English stories and Fuchs’ 

translations are viewed in tandem.  Without one, there could not be the other34, yet the new other 

expands upon the original in ways that previously seemed impossible.   

Entenhausen was a place of order within disorder.  The same familiar tropes and stories of 

the Ducks, which varied from the idyllic small town Americana of the 40’s and 50’s, to the fantastical 

elements, mostly introduced by Barks, that involved sorcery, witchcraft, trips to outer space, and 

visits to ancient (but not extinct) civilizations, remained, however now they were imbued with a 

different sense of purpose.  Locations became consistent, both within the narrative and with the 

readers.  Locations were no longer erased from issue to issue, story to story, but remained present, 

allowing for paths and daily life to start forming. 

Carl Barks had managed to expand upon Duckburg, the fictional home of the Ducks, but he 

had never given it any sort of actual depth.  Streets and neighboring towns were present for one issue 

but gone in the next, victims of easy opportunity and ease of writing.  Erika Fuchs, however, began 

creating something new with her germanified version of Duckburg that became Entenhausen.   

                                                                 
33 Bohn.  Pp. 50. 
34 Fuchs recalled the difference between American and German humor when it came to language.  “Der 
Witz der Texte besteht ja aus Redensarten, die in Amerika besonders beliebt sind…Darüber lacht man 
dort.  Darüber kann man aber hier nicht lachen.  Man muß es so übersetzen, daß der Leser hier dasselbe 
Vergnügen daran hat wie der in Amerika und das bedeutet eben sehr frei übersetzen.“ 
 
See: Born pp. 61 
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In Entenhausen the street names took on the same meanings as they would on a city map – 

they remained consistent throughout all of her translations, and laid the foundations, as it were, for 

an actual, living, breathing extension of the fictional city towards a fictional world.  What Carl Barks 

had added to the stories as a one-off joke or temporary location, Fuchs added to Entenhausen as a 

real place where all sorts of Ducks went on vacation, met for a drink, or places they traveled to see 

relatives.  The extraordinary became mundane, but more importantly, real.  A map of the world 

began to take shape, and fans of Fuchs’ translations actually began to map out the whole of 

Entenhausen. 

As the town began to take shape, 

so too did the landmarks, parks, bridges, 

businesses, and other minutiae that make 

any city start to hum.  And not only did the 

Duck world have its own, unique stories, 

but many of them could also be traced 

back to German history and literature, such 

as Onkel Dagobert’s encounter with 

Turnvater Jahn. 

The line between Entenhausen and Fuchs’ recollections of a Germanic past were 

increasingly blurred, and the small additions to the universe began to add up to something greater 

than the sum of their parts.   

This available cultural, and indeed, very marketable space was quickly seized upon by Disney, 

which then began to bring their products back to the German market.  Germany, under strict rules 

that forbade the production of any ‘not approved’ literature, was also desperate for new articles it 

could consume with its newfound wealth and disposable income.  As the country shifted from 

rebuilding, the next generation of children began to be enticed by the advertising power of the 

previously forbidden American corporations. 

Figure 6 
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The Nazis became increasingly protective of the film industry as their tenure continued, 

increasing the fees for foreign films and eventually, after the Americans entered the war, removing 

(or at least attempting to) all Disney films from public circulation.  In spite of the ban, the films in 

Goebbels possession often found their way around Hitler’s explicit orders banning them from view, 

ostensibly for purposes of getting to better know the enemy, which meant that troops stationed in 

bunkers35 were regularly able to view Micky & Co. while the rest of the population had to make do 

with the Third Reich’s attempt at their own animation studios36. 

The development of West Germany took on different characteristics from that of the East, 

with a focus on creating a capitalist mirror to the socialist approach of the GDR.  Children of the 

early years of the GDR will not have the same memories of Disney and Micky Maus as their West 

German compatriots for this very reason.  Disney, in spite of some anti-capitalistic tendencies within 

the comic stories being published, remains a company grounded in the wholesale pursuit of profit, 

turning childhood memories into a renewable source of corporate income generation after 

generation.  Children grow up to be parents, and Disney has proved that parents are not only willing 

to introduce children to the stories of their generation, but to continue to introduce new Disney 

projects as well.  The wallets of parents continue to open up year after year to provide the patented 

ultimate childhood experience by not only going to movies and watching Disney produced television 

shows, but then by visiting theme parks that, by their very design, make children the focal point of 

the production. 

No one thought of denying the public Disney.  Although forbidden, demand had not waned 

during the war years, and any sort of censorship immediately brought about unsavory comparisons to 

                                                                 
35 Laqua, 108 
In 1945….  “Einer der Anträge an diesem Tag kam vom Reichspropagandaamt Oberschlesien: Gauleiter 
Bracht wollte u.a. den „amerikanischen Zeichtrickfilm Schneewittchen“ sehen.  Seine Begründung_ Er 
wolle sich „über die feindliche Haltung und Tendenzen“ informieren.  Auch dieser Antrag „wurde vom 
Herrn Reichsminister Goebbels befürwortet.“   
36 Laqua, 109-110.  The financial success of the Micky Maus films, especially around Christmas, and 
Goebbels’ enthusiasm for Disney films led to the creation of the “Deutsche Zeichentrickfilm GmbH” in 
1941.   
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the NS regime - after all, these were Americans, who clearly knew something about value.  War 

propaganda had done its best to paint the Yanks as the indisputable enemy, but now that they were 

in charge, perhaps it would not be so bad.   

Germany was in a position that necessitated a reinterpretation of America, and the youngest 

of the war generation began to experience this dramatic shift away from specifically defined 

“German” values and towards something vastly different.  Onkel Dagobert led the way. 

Yet this new Weltstadt remained centered around familiar German tropes.  Americanisms, like, in 

this example, a strawberry milkshake, were replaced with Fuchs’ own approximations, in this case, 

eine Doppelportion 

Erdbeereis37. 

Fuchs 

translated the 

relationship between 

word and image into 

one where the image 

allowed the word to 

exist in a separate 

universe than the 

original.  In this 

example, not having any German equivalent for a strawberry milkshake meant that Fuchs not only 

had to come up with a logical equivalent so that the image would hold any semblance of meaning for 

children, but that additionally her translation had the freedom to invent, that is, to embellish the 

                                                                 
37 Additionally, the Ehepa Verlag wanted to save as much money as possible with the translations, which 
meant that Erika Fuchs never saw an original Donald Duck comic, but only the black and white copies that 
were given to her.  Without the colors of the comic to guide her, she often had to guess or, quite simply, 
make up a color for the object so that the text could be translated. 
 
See: Bohn pp. 56 

Figure 7 
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picture with whatever meaning she had imagined.  So it came to be that Donald was given a double 

portions of strawberry ice cream, served frothing in tall glasses with straws.   

The space between, as it were, allowed for American writers and illustrators to reach a 

simple compromise: major designs, such as the location of the Money Bin and Scrooge’s Mansion, 

would remain fixed.  This helped the illustrating teams by reducing the need for memorization of 

neighbors and streets, and allowed the creative teams leeway to focus entirely on the story instead of 

the space itself.  Duckburg was, simply, there, and its roads also went…somewhere.  Whenever a 

story was needed, the city itself could easily be rearranged to match the needs of the latest Junior 

Woodchuck expedition or another competition between Scrooge and Goldleaf Duck that could 

change the entire topography of the city in a matter of days.  It did not matter, because only stories 

mattered, and besides, it was too complicated to keep up with all of the changes that other writers 

and illustrators were making at the same time. 

At nearly the same time as Fuchs was creating Entenhausen out of the pieces of the 

American Duckburg, another comic book series was attempting to insert itself into the German 

market.  Rolf Kauka, a Leipzig born, self-trained cartoonist, had moved to Munich after the war and 

had decided to pursue an American dream of his own, one rooted in the seemingly endless 

marketability of cartoons, comic books, and talking animals.  Kauka sought to create a Teutonic 

Disney empire. 

Founded in 194738, the same year of Uncle Scrooge’s first appearance, the Kauka Verlag 

would go on to introduced the twin characters of Fix und Foxi to the German public.  Kauka had 

deliberately modeled his characters after the success of the Disney comic, short film, and feature 

length films that were so popular in the post-war environment: talking animals with a sense of humor 

that could appeal to children but retained an adult sensibility, especially in light of the increasing 

                                                                 
38 “Bereits 1947 gründete er seinen eigenen Kauka-Verlag, die frühste bisher bekannte Publikation des 
Unternehmens war der noch im selben Jahr schschienene “Leitfaden für Polizeibeamte” von Dr. E. G. 
Mayer.“   
Mietz, Roland.  „Rolf Kauka.“  Reddition.  Zeitschrift für Graphische Literature.  Ausg. 56.  (Edition Alfons:  
Barmstedt, 2012).  Pp. 7. 
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amount of censorship taking place at the time.  Kauka dreamed of a comic empire modeled on the 

success of Disney, yet wholly Germanic.  Fantasies of a truly international German culture fueled his 

comic desires. 

The Kauka Verlag started by producing a series of informational pamphlets for students, 

police, and various other post-war civil institutions that required instruction for the new direction 

that Germany was taking.  “Leitfaden für Polizeibeamte” from Dr. E. G. Mayer provided the 

necessary instructions for how the Munich police could now go about not rounding up undesirables 

and instead working to protect the entire community.  But limiting the Verlag to civil publications 

limited the possibilities for story, and also for profit, and soon Kauka began production on other 

magazine series. 

“Der neue Filmroman” first appeared in 1948, followed by “ax Kriminalmagazin” in 1949.  

The direct parallel to the titles being published simultaneously in the United States is apparent, but 

not shocking.  Germany in the immediate aftermath of the war was a strictly controlled market, and 

Kauka sought to appeal to the best in the market.  By shadowing the growth in uniquely American 

products entering the German market, that is, Hollywood film and the rise of film noir, along with 

the ban on any sort of German production of film at the time, Kauka was, to an extent, following 

market demands.   

Kauka’s push into the comics market filled a sort of nostalgia gap, taking the popular 

children’s comic medium and searching for an idyllic, Germanic past that could be sold to the Cold 

War kids without any hassle from the censors and with the full support of a German public searching 

for a new, untainted national identity.   
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During this time, the 

actual physical location of the 

Kauka Verlag began to undergo 

changes.  Chasing after a 

permanent home, Kauka began to 

move his operation between 

several different venues within the 

Munich city limits, before eventually finding a permanent home near the Bavaria Film Studios in a 

castle. 

In the Gabriel-von-Seidl Straße 41, Grünwald-Geisegasteig bei München, the Kauka Verlag 

finally had a permanent home.  While Walt Disney was still building Disneyland39, Kauka and his 

band of artists, illustrators, colorists, and writers moved into their own Schloss.  The small castle 

enabled Kauka to grow his business empire, as he soon began to travel to Eastern Europe, behind 

the Iron Curtain, to recruit German speaking associates to help him make Fix und Foxi into a 

household name.   

The titular twin foxes and their easygoing stories made Kauka more akin to the heir of 

Wilhelm Busch than Walt Disney.  Busch was the pioneer of comics for Germany, and even today 

most homes contain a Busch-Album of his collected stories.  Fix und Foxi, other than being talking 

animals, bear a striking resemblance to the terrible duo of Max und Moritz.  The böse Buben and 

their mean-spirited practical jokes were the perfect Vorbild for the foxes and their rural adventures, 

as they would get into trouble, and find a humorous solution to escape.  Fix und Foxi were, in a 

sense, the anti-Ducks40. 

                                                                 
39 Construction on Disneyland in California began in 1954, and was completed in 1955. 
40 Even so, Kauka was very obviously aware of the success of the Duck Comics, and in 1961 the 
„…Etablierung des Fix und Foxi-Dorfes in den Ausgaben 303 und 304 begab sich die Serie eindeutig auf die 
Kinie des Vorbildes Entenhausen (Duckburg), jedoch von weit provinziellerem Zuschnitt.” 
 
Mietz, Roland.  „Das Fix und Foxi-Universum von 1953 bis 1964.“  Reddition: Zeitschrift für Graphische 
Literatur.  Ausg. 56.  (Barmstedt: Edition Alfons, 2012)  pp. 17  

Figure 8 
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 Figure 9  

 

Entenhausen encapsulated many 

different themes and possibilities, but above all 

it was a decidedly urban area: it was a city.  Tick, 

Trick, und Track might go on an adventure that 

would take them to the woods, or perhaps to a 

farm owned by Onkel Dagobert, but they never 

lived there.  Fix und Foxi were creatures of the 

land, and their environment was more akin to 

the provincial Swabian or Bavarian village that 

once again came into prominence during the 

post-war period.   

Kauka began to regularly introduce new 

characters and scenarios to expand the reach of 

his comic empire.  Having more characters 

enabled larger production capabilities, as those characters that were deemed successful enough after 

their introduction soon became the star of their own individual comic, and so could Kauka increase 

Figure 10 
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his monthly production, profit, and market reach.  For example, after being introduced as a 

lighthearted Bösewicht towards Fix und Foxi, the canine “Lubo41” eventually underwent several 

changes, both aesthetically and to his character. 

 

Lupo was deemed popular enough to go from slight baddie, in the vein of the three little 

pigs, to a sort of town doofus, a well-meaning but ultimately doomed to fail in comic fashion fall guy.  

As a character who was expected to be nice could not appear to be evil in any way whatsoever, his 

aesthetic changes gradually brought him into line with Fix und Foxi, going from wearing a straw hat 

and ragged pants to a pair of overalls that mirrored the foxes colors. 

His popularity and position as somewhat of an elder sage when compared to Fix und Foxi 

made him the targeted representative for a Kauka Verlag youth magazine aimed at a teenage 

readership.  It ceased production after 6 issues. 

But Lupo as a character managed to stick around and become a mainstay of the Fix und 

Foxi-Universum.  He regularly accompanied the foxes on their adventures, and continued to play a 

major role in the marketing of both the Kauka Verlag and the entire series of comics that continued 

to be produced.  And for this reason, when Kauka expanded their production beyond comics, Lupo 

was right there as well. 

Often, to entice higher sales, printers would include some sort of “free” bonus inside of the 

comic, an extra treat for those kids who spent their hard-earned allowances on the ninth art.  Fix und 

Foxi were not immune to this either, and Kauka regularly sought any means he could to increase the 

monthly sales at the kiosks.  Fix und Foxi, along with Lupo, had already begun to appear in various 

advertisements, and Kauka himself was not above commissioning advertising strips for various, 

child-centric products, such as ice cream, and featuring them within the monthly comic books, 

further masking the line between art and commercialization42. 

                                                                 
41 See: Till Eulenspiegel, Band 6.   
42 “Das Medium comic unterliegt – trotz seiner unbestreitbaren Stärke in der Visualisierung – natürlich 
ganz spezifischen Einschränkungen: keine Bewegung, kein Ton, überhaupt die fehlende Plastizität.“  The 
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Fix und Foxi kept all 

of their ice cream and Nutella 

in their little Fox dens featured 

in the pages of the comic: 

Landhütten that passed 

perfectly into the serene, 

Germanic background that 

served as the backdrop for 

their endless adventures.  The thatched roofed huts were the perfect rural approximation of the 

German past – one where the highest form of technology was akin to a fishing pole with an 

authentic reel.  But Lupo also needed a home, and so far the pages of the comics had not produced a 

proper domicile for neither him nor for the rest of the Fix und Foxi group of animal friends.  They 

merely appeared when necessary – where they came from had not been important.  So it became 

necessary to create a place where they could come from to visit Fix und Foxi, and where they could 

retire to once the day’s adventures had ended.  Lupo soon found himself the inhabitant of a medieval 

Wasserturm, erected once upon a time at an undisclosed forest location. 

 

                                                                 
question was how to bring these characteristics across within comics – which led, in part, to the Kauka 
Verlags experiments with inserts, animation, records, and, of course, the Bastelbögen. 
 
Budde, Martin.  “Es geht um die Wurst.  FF & Co. In neuen Dimensionen.“  Reddition: Zeitschrift für 
Graphische Literatur.  Ausg. 56, (Barmstedt: Edition Alfons, 2011)  pp. 40. 

Figure 11 
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For Lupo, the Wasserturm 

was a connection to the past, and one 

that allowed readers to forget that he 

ever was a bit of a baddie.  His forest 

home, unlike Fix und Foxi, was not 

really a part of the forest.  Certainly, 

the materials it was constructed from 

were of a more “realistic” nature than 

the artificially constructed building 

materials of the modern city, but he was still a bit out of place.  And he was a wolf, and wolves also 

needed to be in strong houses, lest they sneeze in the night and blow them to smithereens. 

Post-war Germany was also looking for a way to simultaneously escape their immediate past while 

focusing on a different future, one that would be, in part, formed by their interactions with new, 

sometimes unwanted, neighbors.  The occupied zones needed to be rebuilt, and the people had 

immediate needs of shelter and a longing to rebuild all that was lost.  To rebuild as many housing 

units as possible in the shortest amount of time, German architecture turned away from Albert Speer 

and began searching for something that would enable them to claim an original, untainted 

architectural form.  Fix und Foxi’s friends would find that the modern Germany was one of 

Reihenhäuser, homes designed for maximum family efficiency and classical style, modeled on the 

success of the Bauhaus movement. 

Rebuilding a destroyed Germany in the years following the Second World War afforded a 

now de-Nazified to again try to define German culture.  The hurdle that presented itself was, simply, 

how to accomplish this feat when the past had been almost completely claimed and then 

contaminated by the Nazi machine.  What German culture, what German existence was there outside 

of that which had been forever tarnished? 

Figure 12 
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In order to begin to answer this question, post-war construction turned first to the most 

recent past and the Bauhaus, which offered a glimmer of hope in its conception of the ‘New Man’ in 

light of the first war, and the fact that the Bauhaus school had been closed down by the Nazis in 

1933 for elements of anti-authoritarianism supposedly inherent in the art, theatre productions, and 

architectural designs that were put forth by the school.  Initially, Bauhaus seemed like the perfect 

pairing for a new Germany that would be grounded in its opposition to fascism, elevating those who 

had suffered under the oppressive regime to new heights of leadership, both politically and culturally. 

Unfortunately, the Bauhaus solutions, as it were, only offered a modicum of reprieve from 

Germany’s Nazi past.  Many of the school’s students had gone on to work for the NS regime in 

graphic design, and even famed Nazi architect Albert Speer admitted later that his grand architectural 

designs of power and oppression were, at least in part, inspired by Bauhaus designers and architects.  

The fact that Bauhaus had been targeted for closure as part of the Nazi’s moral program provided a 

partial solution, but to find a past truly untarnished there was a need to go further into Germany’s 

past and re-discover cultural elements that would provide a new way forward. 

In this search, post-war designers and architects stumbled upon the image of the Wasserturm, 

the medieval water tower, which was built for the good of all to stand the test of time and weather 

attacks, natural disasters, and scarcity to continue to provide for the people during both prosperity 

and scarcity.  The social contribution towards building a water tower required not only funds from 

the prosperous dukes and counts of the region, but also the continuous manual labor of the peasants 

in order to construct such a large building, in addition to the city planning for usage as well as sewer 

drainage.  The Wasserturm, then, represented the opposite pole of National Socialism and had 

managed to remain free of NS influence in the modern era. 

The Bechers were also keenly aware of the importance of the Wasserturm, as well as its 

ubiquitous shape and curious design after the war.  Unlike Lupo’s Turm, this tower is very much a 

part of its surroundings – the industrial landscape of Dortmund.  The updated version of the stone 

and wood structure from the past, this Turm required occupation – its purpose had been clear from 
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the beginning. Near train tracks, it was 

there to supply cooling water for 

engines carrying loads to and from the 

factory.  No longer concerned with the 

welfare of the people, the new focus of 

this architecture was to serve the 

machines – a new task for a new trope. 

Combined with these new architectural 

notions of Bauhaus and Turm, there 

was another party that became 

intimately involved with post-war West 

Germany: the United States.  With the 

funds provided by the Marshall Plan 

and an Allied Occupation, the United 

States provided an odd sort of pairing 

with the defeated Nazi Reich, one that 

pitted the youthful, well-stocked, and often dark-skinned American GI against the backdrop of a 

defeated Germany in ruins.  From this dichotomy arose a different sort of admiration that went 

beyond nationalism and started to touch on class consciousness and international differences on a 

micro scale.  And from this relationship arose another archetype – that of the Geldspeicher presented in 

the pages of Disney comics. 

Bauhaus also had its beginnings in a post-war period.  After the First World War, soldiers returning 

home longed to reform the notion of man into something better than what they had experienced on 

the battlefield.  The war had taken an exacting toll on the German populous, with incredible losses 

creating another “lost generation” of German youth.  Creating a new man would require a radical 

Figure 13 
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reimagining of previous media, and notions around the use of private and public space would have to 

change as well if there was to be any sort of real, radical, and lasting change. 

The Bauhaus movement grew out of the experiences of the First World War, with artists 

determined to develop the idea of the “new man”, one who could cast off the old, bourgeois world 

of industrialism and military might, and create something new out of the ashes of war. 

The training that many had received under the old system, the German Werkbund, promoted 

characteristics that “were defined as “quality” and “functionalism” – i.e. the functional conception of 

the item in question was completely subsumed in its perfection of construction free of superfluous 

ornament.43”  Industry and technology had started to work together, downplaying individual design 

and ornamentation as signs of poor taste, and moving the construction of household goods towards 

aesthetic standardization.   The War changed this, with the raw materials of style and aesthetics now 

being pushed towards weapons design, and with it, human misery on an almost unimaginable scale.  

When the war drew to a close, conceptions of the Werkbund system were completely shattered, and 

the need for renewal was palpable. 

The Bauhaus embraced the design totems from this previous system, while re-organizing 

values of individualization, aesthetics, and community around the new man that had emerged from 

war.  Bauhaus wanted to take the best and most elegant elements of design and art and make them 

into a new vision for a bold future.  The first Bauhaus schools of education sprung up, somewhat 

surprisingly, in more provincial German and Swiss towns.  The first wave of Bauhaus artists felt that 

the influence of the metropolises of Zürich or Berlin would have a negative effect on their vision.  

Cities provided the comfort of a bohemian culture, yet it was away from the influence of the 

metropolis where it was possible for a new vision to take shape. 

So it was that Bauhaus took root in Weimar, the city that gave the new Republic its name.  A 

conservative town most well-known for its connection to the canonic German authors Schiller and 

Goethe, Weimar did not make an easy fit for the radical interpretation of art that the was promoted 

                                                                 
43 Bauhaus  S. 16 
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by the Bauhaus.  Aside from being a pack of bohemian artists whose collective experiences during 

the war had left them with a bad taste for German social etiquette and rules, the forward-looking 

aesthetics advocated by Bauhaus were constantly at odds with a conservative Weimar culture used to 

being viewed as the pinnacle of German society.   

Yet Bauhaus rejected these notions wholeheartedly and began to integrate itself in the city, 

mostly by making itself inseparable from daily life: the Bauhaus applied for state funding as an art 

school.  This allowed not only for the artists and teachers to receive payment as part of the state-

sponsored apparatus; it also had the effect of legitimizing the work that was being done.  The school 

retained other income streams through its work with commercial art and design.  Bauhaus designed a 

multitude of advertisements for corporate clients as well as creating a bevy of new typesets for 

commercial use.  The school’s influence started to be felt both locally and nationally, and soon 

Weimar was able to gain some notoriety, if not popularity, that began to attract both new students 

and potential faculty members. 

Similarly, the design of schools would also implement the same style of practicality of 

function.  Bauhaus designed school buildings carried a design that valued both integration and 

hierarchization. 

Children in the lower classes would, naturally, 

be placed in the lower floors of the school.  Multi-

purpose classrooms would enable entire grades to stay 

together during the day, and not have to switch 

classrooms as often for instruction.  They would 

encounter the older students who, hierarchically, 

would be placed in the classrooms on the higher 

floors.  Random encounters in stairways and corridors 

would inspire students to collaborate together on 

school-wide projects, with more experienced pupils 
Figure 14 
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taking leadership roles.  The school would function as a microcosm of the community at-large, all 

thanks to proper architectural design. 

Early Bauhaus architects extended the microcosm of the community into actual plans for 

Bauhaus communities.  Entire neighborhoods, towns and cities went into planning under the 

philosophy of the Bauhaus, with streets forming distinct pathways to work, school, shopping, 

pleasure, recreation, and all the minutiae of life slowly transformed the whole of the community into 

an extension of the “New Man” envisioned for the future.   

 

Bauhaus architects 

continued this organizational 

hierarchy into a mode of living.  

The plans for a Siedlung in the 

area near Basel, Switzerland, 

show how the form and flow of 

interior space was expanded to 

meet the needs of new 

communities.  Spaces were 

positively defined for living, 

recreation, education, and 

shopping needs, and were 

designed to work together – with 

the central location for the needs 

of the community ensuring that 

no one had to travel too far from 

their home in order to enjoy 

these benefits. Figure 15 
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 In no example was this more apparent than in “das neue Frankfurt”, a community designed 

by architect Ernst May that still stands to this day.  May was interested in the political aspirations of 

architecture, even more so than many Bauhaus architects, concerning himself with an architectural 

solution to the social issues that emerged during the inflationary and nearly revolutionary period 

during the interwar period.   

“Im Mittelpunkt dieser Bestrubungen stand der soziale Wohhungsbau, der die Menschen aus 

den Steinschluchten und Slums der Großstädte befreien un ihnen ein menschenwürdiges 

Leben ermöglichen sollte.  Die sozailen Wohnungsbau verband sich eine fortschrittliche 

soziale Gesinnung mit den neuen städebaulichen und architektonischen Erkenntnissen44.“  

This new method of design and living that merged form and politics had another feature – the 

kitchen.  Each of das Neue Frankfurt’s Wohnblöcke came equipped with the Frankfurt Kitchen, 

another innovation that aimed to ease the work required in the home by designing a more efficient 

kitchen space.  Necessities for cooking and cleaning were designed to be close at hand, and space was 

limited so that there was no longer a need to move great distances to get the pots and pans and then 

the food to cook in them – these were placed in closer proximity so that work could be concluded 

quickly and allow for more family time. 

 Designed by Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky, the first woman to study architecture at the 

Vienna Kunstgewerbescchule, the Frankfurter Küche came about, in part, because of the Taylor 

System that was sweeping through the United States45.   

“Für mich als Architektin, die sich dem Wohnungs- und Sozialbau verschrieben hatte, lag die 

Frage nahe: Wie können wir duch richtigen Wohnungsbau den Menschen die Hausarbeit 

erleichtern?  Das Buch über die rationelle Haushaltsführung [Die rationelle Haushaltsführung: 

                                                                 
44 Bükschmitt, Justus.  Ernst May: Bauen und Planungen Band 1.  (Stuttgart: Verlagsanstalt Alexander Koch 
GmbH, 1963).  Pp. 33 
45 Bükschmitt S. 5 u. S. 7 

Figure 5 
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Betriebswissenschaftliche Studien] gab 1923 den Anstoß daß ich mich beim Entwurf von 

Wohnungen eingehend mit dieser Frage auseinandersetze46.“ 

Focusing on the Taylor system as a means to increase efficiency that was not based around the profit 

motive, but rather saving time for the woman to actually enjoy the family that she was working hard 

for would be enabled with a proper kitchen.  Taking care to standardize the equipment that a kitchen 

needed to operate at full capacity – oven, sink, stovetop, oven hood, and storage space, Schütte-

Lihotzky then focused on spacing the items within the kitchen walls for maximum, Taylor-inspired 

efficiency, going over the number of footsteps necessary for cooking a meal, taking it to the dining 

room table, and returning to take care of the dishes.   

                                                                 
46 Bükschmitt S. 7 
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Even the lighting was taken into 

consideration, as fluorescent lighting did not yet 

exist.  To solve this problem, Schütte-Lihotzky 

designed a movable ceiling lamp with an 

extended grip that could be easily reached with 

ease and moved across the kitchen, always going 

with the cook to provide the right amount of 

light for the right amount of space.   

 Specially designed drawers for dry 

materials such as pasta, rice, and beans were also 

designed for the Frankfurter Küche.  Designed 

to allow for ease of use – which means that they 

only needed to be refilled and then the spout at 

the end would allow for simple pouring and 

measuring – the drawers had their own specialty 

space within the kitchen, specialty design from 

industrial firms, and special material – 

aluminum, which meant that they were never 

too heavy to be picked up. 

 Previous generations had been forced to use wood to power their ovens, but all appliances in 

these kitchens were powered by electricity and gas – ensuring that even the preparation time was cut 

down to virtually nothing.  Design and technology finally had an impact that could be seen and felt 

on the working classes – and the standardized form and construction of das Neue Frankfurt made it 

all affordable for the working class.   

Figure 16 
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 When stacked next to Onkel Dagobert’s Geldspeicher, the pre-and post-war architectural 

contributions to German society present a stark contrast in political agenda and form.  With the 

arrival of Dagobert and his new American friends, the socialist agenda of May and Schütte.Lihotzky 

was put aside and the architectural focus became focused on the monumental.  The integrated city 

would offer its inhabitants a chance at a new style of life that would, much like the Bauhaus designed 

schools and factories, integrated the needs and desires of the people.  Neighborhoods streamlined 

into parks and shopping areas.  Rows and Rows of homes created living areas where relationships 

were to be forged and individuals integrated into families, which would naturally integrate into 

communities and cities, all with the assistance of Bauhaus.  The Reihenhaus of Fix und Foxi’s 

universe seemingly offered an escape from the cultural customs of the old Germany, and Bauhaus 

was supposed to offer relief from the immediate, National Socialist past that needed to be washed 

away if a new Germany could form and integrate itself with its new, gracious American (and French 

and English) hosts. 

Fix und Foxi and their homes, Reihenhaus, Hütte, Wasserturm, brought these architectural 

designs from the page into the three dimensional reality of playthings.  The idyllic German past that 

the foxes represent through the simple Hütte of wood and straw next to the solid stone foundation 

of the Wasserturm looks out of place with the 50s Bauhaus-inspired chic of the Reihenhaus, yet all 

three domiciles were quintessentially German in their inception.  

The ability to transfer the printed world into a three-dimensional reality took the reader out 

of the pages of the comic and enabled a new perspective on the lives of forest creatures.  No longer 

is the reader bound by the movement of Fix und Foxi on the page, they can imagine the characters 

moving around in their living room and, more importantly, they can physically insert themselves into 

these adventures, which take place in their own domiciles, a world within a world. 
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Figure 18

 
Figure 19 
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Fix und Foxi gave proper instructions for constructing the funnybook, taking that which 

existed only on the page and making it real.  “Wir bauen uns ein Haus!”  The dream of the middle-

class, a home with a proper garden, could be had at even the earliest ages, and with a glimpse at a 

proper Stadtplan, it was even possible to know exactly where this little Hüttchen fit into the world. 

The constraints of the comic book page have been removed and now the reader is free to 

imagine how Fix und Foxi would interact with this new dimension.  Now it is the reader who brings 

the characters together, the narrative free from the constraints of panels and linearity.  The story is 

woven together however it may be deemed necessary, the map of the world that may or may not 

have existed in the mind of the writer and the pages of the comic loses its meaning.  The idyllic 

German country homes are unrestrained, themselves able to become a part of the city or country as 

the lucky reader, who has purchased and put together the paper sets, is able to assume control. 

Kauka had tried to harness the architecture of empire to meet his own needs.  The attempt to create 

his own business fairy tale, complete with woodland creatures, a large, regal father figure and 

competitor with Walt Disney, and an actual Bavarian castle as headquarters, was Kauka’s folly.  

Translating American Empire and Onkel Dagobert’s Geldspeicher into the German was aided by the 

work of a talented translator whose experience with the German language throughout the entire 

country melded with a love of English literature to produce some of the most enduring and iconic 

translations of the language of American capitalism.   

Yet Kauka was not able to translate the same American experience of business into success.  

While Fix und Foxi managed to remain profitable, and indeed, remained a staple of comic book 

shelves and Kiosks until 2000, when they were finally discontinued, their initial impact was limited to 

southwestern German markets, and they never managed to find the international appeal of die 

Ducks, much less Micky Maus himself.    
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Chapter 4 

In the Shadow of No Archive 

 

In 2002, still processing the  September 11 attacks and their immediate consequences, Art 

Spiegelman received an offer from Michael Naumann, a friend now working as an editor for the 

German newspaper Die Zeit, to create a cartoon strip, no subject barred, which Spiegelman quickly 

recognized could serve as an outlet for his troubles.  “The giant scale of the color newsprint pages 

seemed perfect for oversized skyscrapers and outsized events, and the idea of working in single page 

units corresponded to my existential conviction that I might not live long enough to see them 

published47.” wrote Spiegelman.  The raw emotions of that date still fresh in his mind, Spiegelman 

was in a rush to document – to attempt to detail the incredible levels of emotion emanating from the 

aftermath and the anger at President George W. Bush for marching the United States into war so 

quickly and against the wrong enemy.  So it was to be a German newspaper that would publish the 

first in a series of illustrations, followed by other European daily newspapers, until eventually the 

collection, with an additional epilogue, returned home to the United States and a New York 

publishing house, three years after the attacks. 

The collective title of these newspaper strips, In the Shadow of No Towers, focuses on the 

haunting absence of structures that are no longer there.  Left with nothing but an afterimage, an 

outline of the two structures etched into memory while the remains have burned to the ground, been 

rounded up and eventually replaced.  Recalling the outlines at Hiroshima, the shadows of the towers 

remain a fixture, even though the structures are no longer there to block out the sun.  They stand 

across the ground as shadows, marking the absence and loss of the attacks that continues to exist 

only in memory. 

                                                                 
47 Spiegelman, Art.  Introduction to In the Shadow of No Towers. (New York: Pantheon Press.  2004.)  Pp. 
1.  Print. 
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In the Shadow of No Towers shares similarities 

of its cover with Spiegelman’s first illustration in the 

immediate aftermath of the attacks.  On September 

24, 2001, The New Yorker, where Spiegelman was 

employed as an artist, and his wife, Francoise Mouly, 

who has been the art editor at the magazine since 

1993, published its first issue after the attacks.  On 

the ten year anniversary of the attacks, Mouly 

described the cover: 

“Ten years ago, my husband, the cartoonist 

Art Spiegelman, our daughter, and I  stood four 

blocks away from the second tower as we watched it 

collapse in excruciatingly slow motion. Later, back in my office, I felt that images were suddenly 

powerless to help us understand what had happened. The only appropriate solution seemed to be to 

publish no cover image at all—an all-black cover. Then Art  suggested adding the outlines of 

the two towers, black on black. So from no cover came a perfect image, which conveyed something 

about the unbearable loss of life, the sudden absence in our skyline, the abrupt tear in the fabric of 

reality48.” 

The black on black cover renders the towers almost invisible - present on the page yet 

blending almost seamlessly into the background, especially when observed from different angles.  

Mourning the still fresh loss on an almost incomprehensible scale, the dimensions of the tragedy 

were still somewhat unreal.  The simplicity of the cover hides the complexity of the ordeal, and 

endless cacophony of meaning created by the new, gaping absence.  The mourning was so great that 

even color seemed absent among the dust and rubble along the streets. 

                                                                 
2 http://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/cover-story-ten-years-since-black-on-black 

 

Figure 1 (The New Yorker Cover after the attacks) 
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In the Shadow of No Towers was not printed on glossy paper usually reserved for more 

prestigious publications, nor was it to be found on the thicker, sturdier art paper of privileged 

museum and art magazine publications.  Instead, much like the “Little Golden Books” of American 

childhood, designed to survive in the most destructive of environments – the hands of children – In 

the Shadow of No Towers was published on something like stock cardboard, a thicker material that 

rendered its pages weak only with a prolonged effort aimed solely at their destruction.  The reader 

would well and truly have to be hell-bent, as it were, on damaging these pages if anything was to 

happen to them at all. Too heavy to be easily discarded, and too hardy to succumb to the elements, 

In the Shadow of No Towers was meant to survive – to thwart destruction.   

By using the large format as both a commentary on the state of comics, and as a shield 

against their very destruction, Spiegelman ensures that comics will persevere.  In direct contrast to 

the newspapers that had to be rescued from the discard pile of history, this material resists being 

either thrown away or decomposing.  It resists – and forms a protective barrier around history, both 

of Spiegelman’s recent work and the short history of comics that he adds to his own as an Appendix.  

This collection of New York-centric newspaper comic strips forms Spiegelman’s own personal 

archive, and marks his attempt to try and rescue the past from destruction in order to preserve it for 

the future.49 

Creating comix in an expanded newspaper format took a little over a year, from “some time 

in 2002 to September 2003” to complete the “ten large-scale pages about September 11 and its 

aftermath50.” Each page is reprinted in the oversized format, preserving the crease of the newspaper 

                                                                 
49 See: Derrida, Jacques, Archive Fever, trans Eric Prenowitz (Chicago & London: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1995) pp. 18 
“It should above all remind us that the said archival technology no longer determines, will have never 
determined, merely the moment of the conversational recording, but rather the very institution of the 
archivable event.” 
Newspapers exist for the moment – a record of a single day, or event, or feelings surrounding a specific 
point and time.  After this – they are transferred perhaps to microfilm, perhaps not, or collected in an 
archive where they are susceptible to the ravages of time  Spiegelman here “anticipat[es] the future” and 
attempts to preserve, to become the archivist himself, and preserve the past and present moment as one.   
50 Spiegelman, Art, In the Shadow of No Towers (New York: Pantheon Press, 2003)  Print. 
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in the middle of the comic page and necessitating that the reading take place as if holding a 

newspaper - affording a type of detail and format that had not been seen in comic strips since before 

the start of the Second World War.  Indeed, Spiegelman was returning to the earliest comics in order 

to process an event so massive that it seemed to become unstuck in time, throwing all of us back to 

an era of war and death that had been largely forgotten. 

The term “comix” is not a misspelling, but rather an attempt to differentiate the projects of 

artists such as Spiegelman, R. Crumb, and many others from the mainstream movements of the “big 

two” publishers, Marvel and DC Comics.  Born out of the countercultural and hippie movements, 

comix can be traced back to the “Tiajuana Bibles” of the same era, small, pocket-sized booklets that 

depicted lavacious sex acts.  Tapping into the same “anything goes” vein of entertainment, 

underground comix artists sought to push the boundaries of the medium, both in terms of the 

possibilities of comix as well as with regards to good taste.   In a medium where sales and notoriety 

are generally dominated by superheroes, Spiegelman was focused on a re-emergence of the form; 

going back to the beginning to find out what had made comix so special in the first place. 

Spiegelman is keenly aware of his own prominent place within the history of the comics (or 

comix) medium.  Maus has its origins in Spiegelman’s RAW magazine, which he co-produced with 

his wife.  A publication that enjoyed critical success, RAW remains central to the development of 

comics, having offered many contemporary artists, such as Spiegelman, Daniel Cloewes, Charles 

Burns, Robert Crumb, Richard McGuire, Chris Ware, Alan Moore, and many more, a place where 

there decidedly non-mainstream efforts could be published (many of them for the first time) and 

where newspaper comic strips from the early 20th Century were printed alongside the avant-garde of 

1980s comix, both of them finding a much broader and more appreciative audience. 
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Re-appearing in the pages of 

Maus, his most famous work, this early 

example of Spiegelman’s contribution to 

comix was a re-print of Prisoner on Hell 

Planet, a short story he wrote in 1972 

about the suicide of his mother during his 

recovery from time spent in a mental 

institution.  The comic did not receive a 

large amount of attention at its 

publishing, mostly due to the fact that it 

only appeared in underground comix 

journals, but Spiegelman chose to re-print 

the entirety of the comic in his graphic 

novel.  Present again, as with Asterix and 

Obelix, is the hand of the reader - but 

here it is doubled within the first panel of 

the actual comic, holding both the comic page within the graphic novel and the photograph of 

Spiegelman’s mother within the comic itself.  The reader is experiencing the tragic events as 

Spiegelman did in 1968, and again Spiegelman returns to his biographical roots in comix storytelling 

to tell the story within a story for In the Shadow of No Towers. 

The inescapability of the past and the endless ways in which it manifests itself in the present 

occupy many of Spiegelman’s thoughts, and the bulk of his work in comix after Maus.  Spiegelman’s 

personal narrative, with his continued work in comix, continually finding new ground to break, has 

been in a constant state of negotiation with the past.  RAW’s focus not only on creating a space for 

new artists to share their work with comix, but also on making the connection to the past more 

explicit.  Comics (and comix) exist as a medium that, due to the nature of the various media in which 

Figure 2 (Prisoner on Hell Planet reprinted in MAUS) 
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it has been reproduced, is unable to find a stable connection to its own past.  Many artists begin their 

work in comics unaware of what the medium has already attempted to do, or what has been 

successful, and wind up repeating old tropes and failing to highlight the possibilities of the medium. 

The intersection of RAW, Maus, and In the Shadow of No Towers forces Spiegelman’s own personal 

narrative into the conversation with the past of the comics medium, doing almost entirely away with 

and any lines of demarcation between the personal and the comix version of Spiegelman.  In the 

midst of all of this stands the daunting nexus of New York City; Spiegelman’s home base stands 

wounded, and drives a global war that still has not seen an end.  Spiegelman’s own survival, as well of 

that of his family and the preservation of the archive, are both enabled by and under attack from the 

city itself.  New York and Spiegelman must understand their respective histories so that they can 

finally come to terms with one another.  

The future of comics is deeply rooted in its nearly forgotten past.  Many of the tropes and 

standards that that we recognize today, from the panel layout to characters speaking in bubbles, owe 

their development to newspaper comic strips in the early part of the 20th century, and their 

subsequent expansion into stand-alone funny books.  Indeed, for many American newspapers, the 

comics section was one of the main driver in sales.  In cities such as New York and Chicago, which 

had a high immigrant population that were not fully fluent in English, the comics pages were much 

more simple to understand than the news itself, and more importantly, much more entertaining.  

Newspaper conglomerates William Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer regularly fought over top 

comic talent, albeit the pay for comic artists was purposely kept oppressively low by the syndicates51. 

                                                                 
51 In fact, the term “yellow journalism”, denoting the absence of journalistic standards such as proper 
sourcing, reliance on facts, and the presence of sensationalistic headlines representing very specific 
opinions, comes from comic strips.  R.F. Outcault’s The Yellow Kid, referenced in the introduction and this 
chapter, is responsible for the “yellow” part of the term.  The strip was one of the first printed in color, 
and the bright yellow was used to ensure that the kid quickly and easily caught a reader’s eye.  When 
Outcault left Pulitzer’s New York World and moved to Hearst’s New York Journal American, he brought the 
kid with him – but Pulitzer still owned the rights to Hogan’s Alley¸where the Kid first appeared.  Outcault 
responded by re-naming the strip The Yellow Kid, and Pulitzer hired a new artist to continue producing 
Hogan’s Alley.  Since both papers featured the bright yellow character, their specific brand of journalism 
was relatively easy to name. 
http://www.comicscube.com/2011/04/it-came-from-comics-yellow-journalism.html 
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Figure 3 

 

Winsor McCay, a cartoonist and animator 

of disputed American or Canadian birth, first began 

his comic career at a competitor to both Hearst and 

Pulitzer at the New York Herald, then owned and 

operated by James Gordon Bennett, Jr.   McCay’s 

creations, such as Dreams of the Rarebit Fiend and Little 

Nemo in Slumberland, remain among the most 

heralded examples of the possibilities of comics as a 

medium.  After leaving Bennett to work for Hearst, 

McCay was forced to change the title of Nemo to In the Land of Wonderful Dreams, but continued to use 

the same characters that he had created before with no legal ramifications.  In 1924, McCay’s return 

to the now New York Herald Tribune marked the return of Nemo’s proper title and the anchor 

position of the “8 Pages of Comic Color!” that marked the newspaper’s comics section. 

Figure 4 
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Figure 5 

The competition between the big New York papers, including Hearst’s New York American, 

Pulitzer’s New York World, and Bennett’s New York Herald was one of dubious reporting4 and the 

brightest of yellow journalism5 - literally nothing was too big a stunt to boost sales and gain an 

                                                                 
4 In 1874, the New York Herald ran the now infamous New York Zoo hoax, which asserted that animals at 
the zoo had escaped their enclosures and were attacking people in Central Park.  27 people were reported 
dead from animal attacks, with an additional 200 wounded.  The state militia was said to have been called 
in to tame the wild beasts roaming the streets of Manhattan.  Many people stayed inside their homes for 
the duration of the day to avoid the onslaught from the zoo animals.  They were not happy the following 
day.   
Source: http://h2g2.com/edited_entry/A2754452 
http://hoaxes.org/archive/permalink/the_central_park_zoo_escape/ 
5 Both Hearst and Pulitzer used their editorial columns to advocate for American intervention in Mexico 
during the late 19th Century, having a major influence on public opinion and leading to the Spanish-
American War in 1898. 

http://h2g2.com/edited_entry/A2754452
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advantage over the competition.  Hearst and Bennett, both sons of wealthy newspaper publishers 

who inherited their empires, and Pulitzer, a Jewish-Hungarian immigrant, each used their 

considerable media power to squelch their enemies and to continue to line their pockets with the 

nickels and dimes of the people who purchased their wares.   

Sunday paper sales had the potential for massive revenue increase as advertisers sought to 

peddle their wares on what was for many workers the only guaranteed day of leisure for shopping.  

Mill workers and their families might not have much, but they did have the time to take a stroll in the 

city on Sundays, and the opportunity to increase sales is never one to be so easily passed up.  Comics 

helped to guarantee that workers, and their disposable incomes, would be picking up the paper after 

Sunday services and, if nothing else, looking at the pictures. 

 

The Sunday comics offered an 

easily relatable, and relatively cost-

effective method of ensuring that more 

people were purchasing the newspaper.  

After all, if you got your news, Sunday 

shopping items, and Bringing Up Father 

all in one fell swoop, then all the better..  

These earliest comic strips set the tone 

for decades of comics to come, yet by 

the 1950’s, they had all but disappeared 

from the popular memory. 

Newspapers had never 

considered comics to be much more 

than sales drivers, and were therefore 

not invested in preserving much of the 
Figure 6 
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work beyond using them for reprints when artists were unable to produce, or when there was a 

contract dispute.  Why pay for new strips when there are perfectly good, one or two year old strips 

just laying around?  Other than keep wages artificially low, this bargaining tactic guaranteed that the 

impetus for artists was on producing new material and not on preserving the old.  The past was 

increasingly a weapon that threatened the future instead of encouraging new development. 

Comic strips of yesterday teamed up with the avant garde of comics in the pages of RAW, 

allowing the past and present to intermingle with one another and audiences to see how the new had 

become old again.  Winsor McCay’s Dreams of the Rarebit Fiend was printed alongside The Andy Griffith 

Show, which depicted a different kind of Mayberry than is to be expected from the television show. 

 

Figure 7 

The Americana of Mayberry is preserved by artist Drew Freidman and Alan Friedman’s 

script captures the southern drawl of Andy Griffith extraordinarily well.  Things truly go south, 

however, when a black man arrives looking for gasoline.  The popular urban myth that there were 

never any black people shown on The Andy Griffith Show is given a full explanation, as Sheriff Andy 

and Deputy Barney are revealed to be members of the KKK, who promptly organize the town, 
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including dear Aunt Bea, into a lynch mob, and finish their dirty work just in time to enjoy some of 

her famous pie with dinner. 

Why put these two artists together at all?  The dream stupor of McCay’s fiend next to the 

literal demagoguery of Andy Griffith presents an interesting juxtaposition between newspaper strips 

and the avant garde of the 1980’s underground comic book scene.  What had once been suitable for 

mass publication, the delirium dream of the “rarebit fiend”, was now only suitable for a much 

narrower, artistically focused audience, having disappeared from popular memory only to discover 

that what had previously been approved as mass entertainment now only found an audience among 

aficionados of the comic medium.  Rarebit, a faux-rabbit6 stew of Welsh origin, was, during McCay’s 

time, an entirely common dish.  Each strip would follow the adventure of a different fiend, who, 

having just finished an excellent meal of rarebit stew and toast, would fall 7into a sort of delirium and 

experience what might be described as a fever dream. 

 

                                                                 
6 Rarebit stew, and its more appropriate and even more confusing original name, rabbit stew, actually 
contains no meat of any kind.  It is, simply, a cheddar cheese sauce, consisting usually of cream, cheese, 
mustard, and beer, poured over toast, often served with an egg of some sort.  It is delicious. 
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Figure 8 

 

The fiend functions almost as a precursor to counter-cultural movements, but more 

importantly, he functions as a precursor to the comic styles of the 1980s comix movement.  However 

popular they had once been, newspaper comic strips now found themselves cast aside in favor of 

easily reproducible, three panel funnies.  The collusion between syndicates and newspapers had 

ensured that post-war comics would never again be able to gain a foothold over their size in the 

Sunday papers, with one notable exception in Calvin and Hobbes.  Instead, an ever shrinking space 

was utilized for an ever more standard offering of newspaper strips, and the increasing literacy of the 

public ensured that the Sunday funnies were no longer the main driving force in newspaper sales. 

If the medium is the message9, then the jaunt from newspapers to magazines to graphic novels (and 

reprints of entire strip collections) deserves a more thorough discussion.  In order to understand the 

mutability of comics, it is necessary to investigate how the medium of their printing affects their 

                                                                 
9 The medium is, in fact, the massage. 

See: McLuhan, Marshall and Quentin Fiore.  The Medium is the Massage, (Berkeley, CA: Gingko Press, 
2001) Print 
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overall reception, and the omnipresent role of architecture within each iteration of the comic 

medium. 

RAW is 

unReasonable 

unAssimilated 

unWavering 

RAW is 

Refined, Angry, and Wired 

Radiant, Antagonistic, and Wary 

Radioactive, Alive, and Warm 

RAW is 

A Rhythmic Abstract 

 Whimper 

A Ruthless Affectionate 

 Weapon 

A Rectangular Accusatory 

 Window 

RAW isn’t 

Interested in New Waves or 

 Old Waves 

RAW is interested in 

 Permanent Waves10 

                                                                 
10 Spiegelman, Art, Francoise Mouly.  Read Yourself RAW, (New York: Pantheon Press, 1987.)  Back Cover.  

Print. 
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RAW magazine, first published in 1980, began to reverse the trend of forgetting and 

reproduced, for the first time since their original appearance in the daily newspapers, many of the 

most famous comic strips from what had become completely unknown artists.   

As editors, the team of Spiegelman and Mouly wanted to make a statement about the current state of 

comics and serve as a sort of refuge for artists that were unable to find appropriate venues for their 

work.  Magazines that had previously been willing to gamble on comix art, such as Playboy, were 

found to be less willing to deal with such experimental outlets and returned to a more standardized 

form of sex jokes.   

RAW, as previously stated, was not interested in the old waves, or merely reproducing the 

older comics – the magazine wanted these comics to find their rightful place among comix as part of 

a larger movement based in the medium.  Spiegelman himself had stated before that his comix, 

unlike comics, were meant to be read multiple times, in multiple different fashions, and this simple 

statement shares its sentiment with comics such as Gasoline Alley, The Yellow Kid, Little Nemo in 

Slumberland, Krazy Kat, and Dreams of the Rarebit Fiend, to name a few.  The illustrations of these comics 

were busy – the action was not limited merely to the transitioning between the panels (if there were 

any), but to what was happening all around in every moment.   
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Figure 9 (Spiegelman’s Archive features the Yellow Kid, as he appears in Hogan’s Alley) 

 

The freedom allowed by the larger page assignment, combined with the relatively higher 

level of pay offered for Sunday illustrations, meant that artists could put extra effort into their strips.  

The Yellow Kid accomplished this usually in one of two different fashions: by either increasing the 

“panels,” or by using the larger space to create an intricate, single panel strip.  Taking advantage of 

the larger allotted space on the page, in addition to the tendency for Sunday comic strips to be 

printed in color, The Yellow Kid literally set itself apart with its intricacy, brash colors, and intricate 

detail.   

Other comic strips also took similar advantage of the Sunday spacing, with many artists 

actually having specific size parameters to be met written into their contracts.  In doing so, artists 

ensured that the detail that had been put into their work could be viewed on a grander scale, and 

publishers had a bargaining chip to use during negotiations.  With the competition between Pulitzer 

and Hearst, large returns on sales were the norm for publishers. 
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This wave of comics came crashing to a close those with the advent of the Second World 

War.  Newspapers, forced to limit the number of pages they printed due to national paper and 

manufacturing shortages, placed an agreed-upon size limit of strips in both the dailies and the Sunday 

papers, and did away with a large amount of expensive, color printing that had been a selling point 

for earlier strips.  Unfortunately for the artists, once the war came to a close, publishers found that 

these restrictions allowed for a higher rate of return on their investment, and the size of the Sunday 

strips never again11 reached the height that it had enjoyed at the start of the century.   

Post-war newspapers ceded this space to cartoon syndicates; mass-produced outlets that 

could easily and reliably be assembled by teams of artists and writers, looking for the sweet spot of 

non-offensive, wholesome mass entertainment.  Gone were the queer undertones of Krazy Kat, the 

immigrant dialect of The Yellow Kid, and the fever dreams of Little Nemo in Slumberland or Dreams of the 

Rarebit Fiend.  Instead, Garfield valiantly fought his endless battle against Mondays, and Dagwood 

Bumstead retained his appetite for impossibly large sandwiches. 

RAW was battling against mass entertainment by challenging its audience to compare the 

present to the past.  If comics were to truly become comix, then the hibernating potential of 

newspaper strips had to be reclaimed for the future.  It was not enough to simply make comix, they 

also needed to explore what separated them from mass entertainment of the moment, and how what 

had once been a thriving mass medium now found itself shrunken down, taken away from the public, 

and forced into an avant-garde position that was, in many ways, both unwanted and unwarranted.   

So it was that the past was re-opened for investigation, and the borders that connected the medium 

began to be a bit more visible.  RAW was also not strictly for artists, critics, or the avant-garde – it 

was for the future, for the generations of writers to come.  Chris Ware, as an avid young reader of 

                                                                 
11 The notable exception to this rule was Bill Watterson’s groundbreaking series Calvin and Hobbes, 

which, due to Watterson’s insistence, was published in a larger format, sometimes taking up as much as 
half of the page in Sunday comic strips.   
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comics, fondly recalls the first time he read RAW and was convinced of the potential that the 

medium offered and “decided to draw comics that had the potential that the medium offered.12” 

Spiegelman and Mouly used RAW not only to explore the potential of the medium, but to make a 

statement about the place of comics in the pantheon of art.  Commonly referred to as the ninth art, 

comics had long found countercultural acceptance in the United States, but their critical reception 

had, with the loss of comics in the popular consciousness, waned.   

The post-war boom in comics in the US has been almost exclusively the realm of the 

superhero.  Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, and many other mainstays had their debut in the 

1930’s, and their popularity had continued almost unabated through the 1960’s. 

The social and political turmoil of a turbulent decade was well reflected in the comic pages 

of the major publishers DC Comics and Marvel Comics.  Each of them focused almost exclusively 

on the super hero as the driver of their sales, and each of them entered the decade with radically 

different approaches to storytelling.  Whereas DC had been reliant on its stable of superheroes who 

had valiantly fought alongside US Soldiers in the war effort, Marvel entered the decade under the 

guidance of new, young talent who wanted to leave their own mark on the industry.  So it was that 

Stan “The Man” Lee and Jack “King of Comics” Kirby were thrust into the spotlight – because they 

wanted it, and because they had the talent to follow through with it. 

With newspaper comic strips losing their prominence, the new age of the comic book had 

arrived.  With the boom in disposable income in the postwar period, young boys (and sometimes 

even girls) had an allowance that would usher in a ten-cent storm across suburban households.   

Comic books became the primary mode of production and consumption for the ninth art during this 

time, and their continued presence is a testament to the endurance and elasticity of the medium.  

Stories gradually began to shift from daily production cycles to weekly and then monthly ones.  

Initially, writers and artists did not place much emphasis on continuity, instead focusing on 

                                                                 
12 Kuhlman, Martha B., David M Ball, introduction to The Comics of Chris Ware: Drawing is a Way of 

Thinking, ed David M. Ball Martha B. Kuhlman.   Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, Pp. xii.  Print. 
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producing stories that would fill up a certain number of pages in a comic book.  To add to this, some 

comics would run the same stories multiple times over the course of several years and across 

different issues of the same character.  Scrooge McDuck, for example, might appear in his own 

comic one month, only to have the same story published in an issue of Tales from Duckberg! Or a 

different anthology the following year.  This cycle ensured a steady stream of comics to the masses, 

and a constant flow of profit to the publishers. 

The graphic novel began to change how the big publishers approached their monthly comic 

productions, and smaller, independent outfits began to be able to self-publish and fund stories told 

outside of mainstream convention.  The “first” graphic novel of prominence came from another 

veteran of the daily comic strips – Will Eisner.  Eisner, born in New York to Jewish parents, had 

found success with his comic strip “The Spirit52,” which told the adventures of a police detective and 

his black, youthful assistant as they worked together to battle the forces of evil in New York. 

Praised for its fresh artwork and Eisner’s new tendency to tell longer stories over weeks or 

months in the newspapers, The Spirit would lay the groundwork for much of Eisner’s later, highly 

influential work in graphic novels.  While working as a teacher at the Brooklyn Institute of Art, 

Eisner was still humming away at his own creations – no longer as motivated by superhero stories 

but, nonetheless, wanting to explore the depth that the comic medium offered.  So it was that he was 

able to complete and publish the first of his stories of his Brooklyn neighborhood and the fictional 

Dropsy Avenue, “A Contract with God.”  His story focused on a young Jewish man who had made a 

contract with God in order to escape his deplorable situation in the Brooklyn slums, only to, in 

classic fashion, have his contact come back to haunt him after he has achieved riches. 

                                                                 
52 The Spirit first appeared on June 2, 1940, and ran regularly until October 1952, when the daily stories 
ceased.  Eisner continued writing Spirit stories sporadically through the 1980s, and as recently as 2007 
other artists have written new Spirit stories, including Darwyn Cooke.   
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The story of A Contract with God is one steeped in tradition, but Eisner’s unorthodox 

utilization of space, combined with the longer format afforded by the new, graphic novel format, set 

his narrative apart from the rest.  Eisner used no panels in his story, separating the illustrations only 

with the negative space on the page, 

and taking advantage of the lack of 

barriers to let the images expand and 

collapse as the situation saw fit. 

As the first graphic novel, 

Eisner’s seminal work set the 

standard for the new side of comics 

that had emerged.  With his own 

roots firmly planted in the newspaper 

comic strips, Eisner had started to 

explore what the medium was 

capable of when left to its own 

devices.  Certainly there were 

similarities to other illustrative media, 

such as political cartoons, but never 

before had they been put together in 

the service of performing a narrative. 

It was this tradition that Art Spiegelman tapped into when he began his work in RAW on 

what would eventually become Maus.  In its initial iteration, Maus was a more straightforward survival 

story, with a decidedly different art style.  With a style akin to R. Crumb and the counterculture 

comix of the 60’s and 70’s, the seeds of what would eventually become Maus are apparent, but still 

not fully germinated.  It would take further interviews with his father, and, most importantly, a 

Figure 10 
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change to an autobiographical biographical style – that is, a narrative where both Art Spiegelman and 

his father Vladek Spiegelman both played a prominent role. 

Unlike painting, literature, or music, the pulp of comics meant that it was explicitly a 

medium which was constantly disappearing.  Newspapers, as a medium focused on the day to day 

work of reporting the events of the day, and is by its very nature not as concerned with the past.  It is 

a medium wherein its own destruction is already contained.  Preservation was not on the minds of 

many publishing companies, and only libraries or large city storage areas could even keep the old 

copies.  Some libraries had managed to preserve older copies, and many forward-thinking librarians 

(in well-funded locales) had the foresight to preserve older editions on microfilm, albeit much of the 

Sunday color editions were lost in this medial transition.  Yet even with preservation efforts, comic 

strips seemed doomed to seclusion, whether it be microfiche or mere memory. 

RAW was one of the first magazines that attempted to stem this tide against forgetting, and 

its re-introduction of the medium’s past to its future cannot be understated.  Chris Ware, whose own 

architectural efforts were discussed in Chapter 3, first gained attention when Spiegelman read his 

work in a Texas student newspaper and immediately offered him 4 pages of space in the next issue of 

RAW.   

The re-examination of the past in the pages of RAW was reflected in the choice of comics 

that Spiegelman and Mouly chose for publication.  The comic strip past now shared the same space 

with the avant-garde of the 1980’s, and Maus took its place as part of the new comic canon. 

Spiegelman and Mouly, after the second volume of Maus was published in 1991, turned their success 

and critical eyes into careers at another magazine that was looking to retool itself after years of 

stagnation: The New Yorker. 

A new editor, Tina Brown, wanted to retool The New Yorker to try and appeal to a different 

audience, and to build upon the magazine’s reputation as a place for acclaimed cartoonists to publish 

their work.  The first cover drawn by Spiegelman delivered on turning the magazine in a new 

direction, and also sparked a bit of controversy.  Brooklyn had, at the time, been gripped by tension 
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between the African-American and Hasidic communities, and Spiegelman decided that the best cover 

to highlight both the situation and the magazine’s publication date so close to Valentine’s Day was to 

show a Hasidic man and a black woman in a passionate embrace.   

Sales of the magazine saw an immediate increase, and Spiegelman’s reputation as enfant terrible 

of comix, moving from an independently produced magazine to writing one of the most successful 

and influential graphic novels of all time, to now heading up the art department of a hugely 

influential literary and news magazine, without sacrificing his artistic vision.  Comix was no longer a 

fringe business, and Spiegelman’s understanding of the medium slowly began to cement itself as 

canonical. 

Spiegelman and Mouly continued their work at the New Yorker for nearly a decade, moving 

the art direction of the comic forward and using their position to introduce other artists, Chris Ware 

among them, to a decidedly different audience than where comix traditionally had found their home.  

Moving from the back shelves of comic stores to the front page of one of the most prestigious 

magazine’s in the US is quite a shock, and some of Spiegelman’s audience were decidedly not amused 

with his transition.  However, as is the case with many artists, a steady line of work can cure almost 

any ailment, and the Spiegelman-Mouly team continued to work with the magazine until 2002, when 

they both decided not to renew their contracts. 

Spiegelman’s In the Shadow of No Towers begins as a document of the moment the towers fell, 

and the mad scramble of a worried father to gather his family and face Armageddon together.  

Spiegelman, whose Manhattan art studio was just a few blocks from the Towers, was sitting at his 

desk working when the attacks began, and, as thousands of others, began the desperate scramble to 

make some sense of what was actually happening.  Unable to secure an American publisher, the 

distinctly American tragedy began a journey back across the Atlantic to Germany where daily 

newspaper Die Zeit, which was willing to publish Spiegelman’s latest work as a daily newspaper strip. 

For Spiegelman, this was a return to form not of his own past, but that of the medium.  The work 

that he had begun in RAW, re-assessing the history of the medium, had now reared its head as the 
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possibilities of the present.  Yet, as opposed to daily strips such as Krazy Kat that had focused on 

comedy, or even Little Nemo in Slumberland which had a singular fantasy focus, Spiegelman was 

decidedly worried about the present – the moment of the Twin Towers’ destruction and the 

aftermath, which under the administration of George W. Bush was treated as a short march to global 

war. 

The backdrops of Spiegelman’s New York did not compare to either Nemo or Krazy Kat, 

mostly because the fantastic elements of comics was now something completely and utterly real.  

Repercussions were felt across the world and even in the fictional world, as the new Spider-Man film, 

featuring a sequence where the web-slinger shot across the New York skyline and ended up on the 

Towers themselves, was scrapped out of a sense of moral righteousness.  Somehow it was the correct 

thing to do, to mark the absence of a longtime landmark and symbol of the city’s power.  Much like 

Scrooge’s Geldspeicher, the landscape of Manhattan had been dominated by the presence of capital, 

and now the streets were covered in the remains of the marketplace.  The glistening towers of the 

city had been turned into a weapon against its inhabitants, and the echoes of the attacks continued to 

reverberate across the globe. 

With the change in format came a change in the very materiality of what was being 

published.  This was a story that was not content with being disposed of with yesterday’s news – this 

was something that needed permanence.   

Spiegelman’s narrative takes place over ten, full-sized tabloid newspaper pages.13 He started 

drawing two months after the attacks, and did not finish his complete project until nearly two years 

later.  With the uncanny ability to never meet even his own lengthy deadlines, Spiegelman used his 

time to reflect both on the unfolding political situation, but also how the attacks had managed to 

unearth the ghosts of comics past. 
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Figure 11 

Bearing a striking resemblance to the Teutonic duo of Max und Moritz, the figures that 

Spiegelman has resurrected are actually the Katzenjammer Kids, Hans und Fritz.  Created by 

German immigrant Rudolph Dirks, the nefarious duo is one of the oldest comic strips  in the United 

States, and is still running to this day – making it the longest running comic strip in existence.  Unlike 

Max und Moritz, Hans und Fritz do not perish after their pranks, and manage to continually escape 

punishment, at least before Spiegelman inserted them into his comics.  Even the grisly scene of the 

twins burning in effigy is not enough to stop them, as their pranks are outstripped by none other 

than Uncle Sam.  Spiegelman’s continuing concern that the past is under attack from the present is 

compounded by the US intervention, which only further endangers history.  The Katzenjammer Kids 

are not only an important piece of comic strip history, but the strip that first utilized speech balloons.  

Without Spiegelman’s protection, these works and contributions to comics were destined to be lost. 

Yet it is not just his own words and pictures that are included in the volume – in, typical 

editorial fashion, Spiegelman also included a selection of New York-centric newspaper strips from 

the early 20th century.  As he had already pointed out in In the Shadow of No Towers #10: 
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“Right after 9/11/01, while waiting for some other terrorist shoe to drop, many found 

comfort in poetry.  Others searched for solace in old newspaper comics.” 

Trying to make sense of the devastation, Spiegelman found some comfort in returning to the 

beginning, searching for another time where the New York skyline was not dominated by the Twin 

Towers.  Each of the comics chosen for preservation alongside his own work is connected, in some 

fashion, to New York itself, the teeming streets full of freshly arrived immigrants, different languages 

spoken alongside one another, and the resulting varieties of art that came about as a result – only in 

New York, baby! 

Each comic is presented virtually as it was in its original, newspaper comic strip format – 

with tabloid sized pages allowing the full detail of the artistry and the brilliance of the colors to be 

better appreciated.  Unlike the comics of today, crammed onto a single page and often not even 

printed large enough to allow for the speech balloons to contain more than a few words, these 

comics (or even comix) were given much more room to breathe, and, of course, to drive sales as high 

as possible. 

Spiegelman chose his own personal “best-of” New York series for preservation, focusing in 

on how these early artists had treated the city that was now left with two very large and open 

wounds.  Working as the master Archivist, the most important publications from the interweaving 

past of comix, New York, and Spiegelman himself were chosen to survive - their shadow would exist 

because they had a materiality to them that was no longer so easily extinguished from this earth.  The 

newspaper comics, whose very existence Spiegelman and Mouly had brought back to prominence 

with their earlier contribution to comix, serve as a mirror for Spiegelman’s own work at the 

beginning of the book.   

As archivist, storyteller, author, illustrator, and concerned parent, Spiegelman’s concern for 

the past, present and future is a continual point of contention within his major works.  Taking on the 

often combative roles of preservationist and proponent for comix, Spiegelman struggles to capture a 

moment and advertise it – to make sure that the archive gets enough visitors that the dust never 
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manages to settle.  Yet, he knows that his project will be under constant attack – that the loss of 

memory and the loss of the physical space will eventually begin to overlap, leaving the project 

condemned to a forgotten history.  Physicality and the connections to the media of youth will hold 

out for some time, ensuring that the work survives, but there will come a time when a new archivist 

is required – when the secrets of the past will again be needed.  Facing ultimate destruction, the 

structure of memory, the architecture of the ninth art, will need to be re-enforced, re-made, re-

membered, will need a vigilant watch, less it be doomed forever to stand in the shadow of the past – 

an inexplicable, ghostly image that never goes away but cannot be explained. 
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Epilogue 
The Painting that Ate Paris 

When superhero adventures got too weird – cases that Superman’s invincibility cannot conquer, or 

where Batman’s skills of criminal deduction are unwound by the laws of physics, the Doom Patrol 

was there on the case.  One of the first “misfit mash-up” teams of super heroes, the Doom Patrol 

consists of Cliff Steele – a former race car driver whose body was destroyed in a terrible accident, 

and had his brain transferred into an almost indestructible metal body, Crazy Jane –– a  young, 

schizophrenic woman whose 62 distinct personalities each came with their own superpower, and 

Remis – a hero consisting of the melded bodies of a man, woman, and negative energy spirit – take 

on the cases that the rest of the DC superheroes are not weird enough to handle. 

So when Herr Niemand – a supervillain 

whose power emerged after being consumed by 

nothingness, turned to a nearly-forgotten story 

from the past about a monstrous painting that 

had the ability to consume anyone who would 

gaze upon it, to launch his terrorist attack on 

Paris.  Assembling a villainous team with 

terrifying powers, Herr Niemand forms the 

Brotherhood of Dada and sets them out on their sole 

mission - to destroy the city of lights.  Beginning 

with the Eiffel Tower, Herr Niemand turned the 

powers of the painting onto the city itself, and 

Paris – its buildings, inhabitants, and entire 

history - was instantly enveloped into the endless 

layers of the painting. 

What is too weird for the standard 

superheroes is Herr Niemand’s approach to villainy - he is a conceptual terrorist, spurred towards 

Figure 1 
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wrath by his actual, physical conversion to Dada, and with it, a commitment to his namesake – to be 

nobody, the unnoticed villain whose power is being invisible while standing in plain sight.  With his 

newfound artistic powers that allow him to appear when there should not be anything there, he fully 

commits himself to his belief in the natural extension of Dada - the absurd rules above all else. 

To enter the painting and perform their proper duties as superheroes, the Doom Patrol has 

to rely on a key element of comics and architecture – a paradox.  Something very large had suddenly 

fit into something very small, and the Doom Patrol found themselves reliant on Remis, a hero 

simultaneously male and female, in order to enter the painting and save the day.  A foundational 

element of comics, that is, the ability to manipulate both time and space on the page, to make living 

space out of the void, was called into action – the Doom Patrol utilized the power of comics in order 

to make sense of and defeat the ultimate villain – nobody. 

The victory is fraught with…unforeseen peril.  A traditional superhero team-up is halted by 

the presence of the painting itself – the bridge between their reality and the one inside the canvas, 

inside the frame.53  The Doom Patrol, as misfits, are the only ones capable of making the leap into 

this new reality, and perhaps the only ones capable of defeating a villain who has returned with his 

own Brotherhood to the one of the urban centers that spawned Dada itself. 

The Paragon that ate Paris would have made an equally appropriate title for this particular adventure.  

The painting itself is nothing more than a blank canvas – always having to be covered lest it devour 

that which it is pointed at.   

                                                                 
53 See: Pedri, Nancy. “Empty Photographic Frames: Punctuating the Narrative.”  Image [&] Narrative, Vol. 
15, No. 2, Online Journal, 2014.  “[The frame] disrupts the narrative flow, intersecting and breaking the 
seamlessness of the verbal telling and renders less operative the directive or guiding function of its 
linguistic pointers.”  The language of comics, that is, word and text combined in a specific (architectural) 
order is thrown into chaos by the painting – not only are the heroes sucked out of the main universe, but 
they are hindered by Paris’ own history as a capital of European art. 
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Figure 2 

 
“The violence of the framing multiples.  It begins by enclosing the theory of the aesthetic in 

a theory of the beautiful, the latter in a theory of taste and the theory of taste in a theory of 
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judgement.54”  The framing of the entire city of Paris allows for the city’s aesthetics, its history, and 

it’s (in)famous Parisian sensibilities to roll into an single panel, one that contains multitudes.  For the 

Doom Patrol to succeed, they have to face their own limitations, and their own interwoven history as 

a comic team that has faced multiple challenges, and not all of them great successes. 

The Doom Patrol was in its third iteration since their introduction in 1963, owing to dips in 

sales, several changes in writers, and within the comic itself – a change in the team members.  The 

Doom Patrol are, in a sense, easily expendable –– the only mainstay characters from any off its 

previous incarnations are Clifford “Cliff” Steele, aka Robotman, Dr. Niles Caulder – the de facto 

leader of the Doom Patrol, and Joshua Clay, aka Tempest, who moved himself off of the main team 

and into a supporting role as a physician at the beginning of Morrison’s tenure as writer.  The 

remainder of the team is either dead, or, in the case of the Negative Man (Remis), changed to such an 

extent that he is a brand-new 

character.  The Doom Patrol 

requires no static form to continue 

functioning as they always have – a 

superhero team that saves the day 

nearly always by the seat of their 

pants. 

Finding themselves trapped 

in the painting, along with the Brotherhood of Dada, the 

city of Paris, as well as several million Parisians, the 

Doom Patrol split up to tackle the problem at hand – how to battle and win against a villainous 

group whose nothingness is at the center of their existence.  L’art contre l’art. 

                                                                 
54 Derrida, Jacques, The Theory in Painting, trans. Geoff Bennington and Ian Mcleod, (Chicago and London: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1987) pp 69.  Print. 

Figure 3 
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Upon splitting up, the Doom Patrol makes a somewhat startling discovery, one that they are 

unable to fully process due to the dire situation of trying to put the missing metropolis back in its 

proper place – the painting is split into different levels, and within each level, the rules of engagement 

are determined by the prevailing artistic movement.  The Tower of Babel recreated according to 

postwar movements in art – the Brotherhood of Dada fight back as cubists, romanticists, surrealists, 

and, of course, as Dadaists.  Art is a weapon, and those who understand the rules are at a distinct 

advantage. 

As the Doom 

Patrol wages their 

battle against the 

Brotherhood of Dada, 

it becomes increasingly 

clear that they are 

going to lose, something 

that superheroes are 

explicitly forbidden 

from doing.  Their very 

nature, their very names rely on the succinct fact that they are going to come out victorious – the 

heroes cannot be the villains.  Yet now, tasked with defending Paris from its own artistic past and the 

relentless void of Dada, the Doom Patrol find themselves full of doubt.  What are we going to do?   

Winning by losing remains the only solution, and an always effective sort of deus ex machina allows for 

a hidden foe to play a prominent role and free the group from their predicament, trap the baddies 

within the painting, and return Paris to its former location.  All is saved – but the battle has revealed 

a change.  The Doom Patrol, the misfits of comics, a misfit genre itself, have managed to scoot 

backwards into victory, and against their greatest foe – against the literal history of art and culture 

that came before them.  The Doom Patrol’s loss is a major victory for comics, one that cements the 

Figure 4 
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ninth art amongst the major movements of the 20th century, and which proves that the new, misfit 

genre, sending in its worst heralds, can succeed against all odds.  In every sense, nothing can stop 

comics.   

Within this art battle, the hostage remains unseen but not forgotten – Paris, the city of lights, 

stands unseen but simultaneously disseminated throughout the entire story in the form of its own 

past.  Much like New York, the bande desinée culture of Paris was, and remains, central to the 

understanding of how European comics developed, both with and against the trends from across the 

pond –– not to spare the Doom Patrol itself.   

It had to be Paris that was saved.  American Comics, with their production, even in its 

earliest stages, firmly entrenched in New York, had to make the journey across the pond once again 

in order to save that which had been stolen, namely, New York’s place of prominence atop the art 

world, and ensure that the history of the vanquished foe was preserved.  Paris had lost its identity 

within the art world, but its prominence as a bastion of Western Culture needed preserving, and who 

better to save the day than comic book heroes?55 

Indeed, the attack had to take place on Paris - and not just for the sake of convenient 

alliteration, but as a capital of both Dada and European comic culture.  Saving Paris is about the 

people that live there, but also the city itself - fortress Europe that must be defended.  The 

transatlantic connections between the nobility and the United States’ earliest endeavors as a nation 

expand the vast amount of connections that Paris has formed beyond its own extensive borders, 

creating new dotted lines that traverse the oceans.  Paris is never only about Paris, just as New York 

is not just New York - these are large, specific locations whose very existence has enabled comics 

                                                                 
55See: Guilbert, Serge.  “Postwar Painting Games.”  Reconstructing Modernism, ed. Serge Guilbert, 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1990.)  Pp. 33.  Print. 
“Very early on the American liberal elite realized the importance of high culture as an anti-Communist line 
of defense, but it did not yet know how to sue it or how to manipulate it effectively.”  Also…”in the French 
art world the unity and the very identity of the School of Paris were gone.”  New York managed to 
overtake Paris as the bastion of high art, in part due to political maneuverings, and in part because Paris 
had lost its own identity in the post-war.  The city  that never sleeps feasted upon the remains of the city 
of lights and continues to grow, both in size and price, part of the continuing aftereffects of the Cold War. 
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engage simultaneously with their past and future, a medium constantly in danger of being annihilated 

as a result of its own mediality, but always managing to endure.   

The American big two comic publishers, Marvel Comics and DC Comics, have relied for 

decades on their own past to continue to provide them with a profitable future.  Even while the 

success of Superman has yet to equal its original incarnation (or the subsequent price inflation of the 

older issues, nearly all of which have become valuable collector’s items56 in their own right) the sales 

are more than enough to keep the monthly publication of Action Comics (and continual spinoffs) 

churning out, and the acquisition of the big two comic publishers by Hollywood studios ensures that 

even the oldest superheroes are not going to be in a position to retire anytime soon.  Superman’s 

100th birthday will be celebrated with his return to a spry 20-something, inexplicably up-to-date on 

the latest technologies and lingo.  Superheroes within their own stories are forbidden from dying, at 

least permanently, and the markets also dictate that their presence on comic shelves and on the silver 

screen will also never cease to perish. 

The Doom Patrol, however, did suffer the ultimate death – cancellation57.  Lagging sales, 

combined with being usurped by a more popular team of superhero misfits, The X-Men, left the 

Doom Patrol with no ground to stand on, and subsequently, the monthly publications ceased, and 

the characters were soon enough forgotten, or only found themselves in supplementary roles for 

other, more popular monthly titles.  Robotman might suddenly appear to save the Teen Titans, for 

example, in an effort to gauge his continued popularity, or simply because a hero was necessary for 

the story to continue.  But as part of the Doom Patrol, there was nothing left – like the newspapers 

that had come before, the desire to archive old issues was not yet present, and soon the weird heroes 

were forgotten, or worse, experienced the indignity of having been usurped by a team modeled in 

                                                                 
56 Most recently the internet auction site ebay served as the location for the sale of a “mint condition” 
issue of Action Comics #1, selling for a record sum of $3.2 million, an extremely large markup from the 
issue’s initial 10 cent sale price.  See: http://cc.ebay.com/action-comics/ 
57 The Doom Patrol will return!  Starting September 2016 there will be a new monthly series, featuring a 
new team of heroes, led by Robotman, as part of the all-new DC Universe. 
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their own image, only to be accused later of being the copies themselves58.  The Doom Patrol 

seemed destined to exist only in memory. 

Writer Grant Morrison found another chance to continue with his exploration of comic 

characters as mythological heroes within our own universe with the Doom Patrol, especially given 

somewhat extended absence of the team from comic store shelves.  After assuming head writing 

duties, Morrison began to explicitly seek out the hybridity of his main cast of characters – searching 

for exactly which pieces had been put back together that made them tick, and then assembling these 

pieces back into a whole.  His first four issues were collected under the name Crawling from the 

Wreckage, a reference both to the preceding events of the comic, as well as the new configuration that 

would take readers through the next three and a half years of following this new Doom Patrol. 

 By the time the new team enters the painting that ate Paris, they are mostly functioning 

together as a team, albeit with the members themselves still mostly unaware of the true extent of 

their own powers.  Yet upon entering the painting, this supposed lack of comradery and awareness 

becomes a chief asset.  After all, if they are going to fight a losing battle against Dada, then what 

better weapon than none whatsoever.  The Doom Patrol are forced to encounter art on its own 

terms, weaving together the complicated history of the publication, the natural ebb and flow of 

artistic movements in general, and the curious nature of teamwork.  In short, the Doom Patrol can 

be said to function as an architectural design firm – arriving at their latest project, saving Paris itself, 

with no weapons and a vague but sure notion of what they are coming up against.  The city becomes 

their ally in a spiraling battle across multiple levels, ensuring that, at the end, comics are the real 

saviors of the story, and that Paris can again assume its rightful place. 

The attack had to take place on Paris - and not just for the sake of convenient alliteration, 

but as a capital of both Dada and European comic culture.  Saving Paris is about the people that live 

                                                                 
58 Hydrox cookies, which are not very good, are an excellent example of this phenomenon.  The original 
crispy chocolate cake cookies with a delicious, sugary crème filling, Hydrox inspired many different 
copycat cookies, chief among them Oreo cookies.  Soon enough, Oreo usurped their inspiration, and now 
are viewed (and remembered) by many as the original, while Hydrox wallows as a mere copy. 
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there, but also the city itself - fortress Europe that must be defended.  The transatlantic connections 

between the nobility and the United States’ earliest endeavors as a nation expand the vast amount of 

connections that Paris has formed beyond its own extensive borders, creating new dotted lines that 

traverse the oceans.  Paris is never only about Paris, just as New York is not just New York - these 

are large, specific locations whose very existence has enabled comics engage simultaneously with 

their past and future, a medium constantly in danger of being annihilated as a result of its own 

mediality, but always managing to endure.   

Comics continue to be a medium that is forced to search for its own history, owing both to 

their inherently disposable nature (at least at their onset) as well as the cyclic nature of their existence.  

There must always be new comics, there must always be new films based on comics, and there must 

always be new places to house comics – whether that be in the home, the library, in digital form, or 

as official members of the archive – where the fight for prominence and acceptance as a valid 

medium of expression “worthy” of preservation continues to be fraught and fought. 

Sharing much with film, comics have a fraught relationship with their only partially recorded history.  

Large chunks of what had been a tremendous output from the first decades of the 20th century are 

lost, and only by the intrepid work of many archivists and comic historians have a fraction of these 

comics been saved from the garbage.  Like the silver-lined film stock of some of the earliest cinema, 

the cheap pulp of newspaper and early comics has a definite expiration date, and those copies that 

have managed to survive as valuable collector’s items find themselves sealed away in airtight 

containers, the oil from human fingers having become a hindrance to their continued existence.   

Guarding these new collections against destruction while preserving their own past within the pages 

is an essential task of the city, which must guard the past to ensure the future.  The lack of 

knowledge of the past becomes apparent in cities such as Paris, Kent, or even Rome, where any sort 

of public works project is virtually guaranteed to rip up the past.  The extension of the subway 

exposes hidden gladiatorial pits, or the discovery that, indeed, the bones of a King of England were 

lying in rest under a parking lot at the local petrol station.   
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The comics discussed here, ones that use architecture to broaden the impact of the space 

within the page and push the medium to its limit, additionally integrate the history of comics into 

their narratives, displaying the prominent ideas of forgotten gems out of the past, and how these 

ideas have shaped our understand of what comics are capable of accomplishing today.  Fighting 

against the more mainstream narratives that rely on a cycle of totemic superheroes forever trapped in 

death and rebirth, comix began to set themselves apart by embracing these very elements and 

acknowledging the humanity behind a medium where the bulk of the work had been done by hand.  

Highly personal narratives, biographical comix, artwork-centric comix – these previously unseen 

comix began to take seed and establish themselves as the enfants terrible of the medium, a new 

invigorating focus on pushing the boundaries of a medium that had begun to grow stale as Superman 

began the slow march into his ninth decade. 

This should not disparage the superheroes, who, a victim of their own success, remain mired 

as corporate controlled storytelling points whose real power is their ability to serve as surrogates for 

the narratives that flow through them.  Instead of re-inventing the superhero every outing, keeping a 

well-known stable of heroes, whose powers are understood and, indeed, have become as much a part 

of their mythos as the characters and costumes themselves, remains imperative.  Without the drivers 

in sales, many of these underground comix might not be able to succeed, and just as well, for without 

anything to stand up against, comix become the de facto comics, that which is riled as out of touch 

and necessary to combat. 

Yet the comic remains recognizable in its most elementary format – short stories told in 

panels – that retains the sense of architecture gifted to the medium from its origins as one of the first 

truly urban media.  Traveling away from the relative safety of the city, where buildings of stone and 

iron offer protect us from the elements, to more rural areas, such as the swamp or even the forest, 

produces either horror or whimsy – this be where the spirits go to play.  Absent of the human element of 

design, the great unknown conjures up images of dread, death, and decay –– places where man fears 

to tread but must, nonetheless, conquer in order to prove dominance over these elements.  But 
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often, as it is known to do, nature fights back – such as when the Swamp Thing is able to recognize 

its true purpose as a fighter for the soil of the Earth itself, one that has been imbued with memories 

of humanity so that it knows exactly what it is up against.  Keep your friends close – but your 

enemies closer. 

Owing much to their counterpart of 20th century innovative mediums – film – the 

architecture within comics also allowed them to function as an illustrated dream sequence –– you 

might be drawing characters and locations according to what you could see around you, but there 

remains no limit to what can actually happen within these spaces.  What had become the American 

format – 8 x 12 inch pages, cheap paper, easily recognizable characters, was carried to Europe in the 

postwar period by both the soldiers that wanted an easily transportable piece of home and by the 

American markets that were looking for a way to re-enter the Europe that had been denied to them 

by the Nazis.  Read during the scarcity of the immediate post-war period, the abundance and 

impossibility of what American comics offered was read into the new Federal Republic, a place that 

would offer the safety, security, and overall welfare of the Geldspeicher.  These new dreams introduced 

are woven into the new German national identity, one that has gone to the forest to try and find 

something redeeming – the Urgeschichte der Nation that had become lost during the national socialist 

reign.  It is in the forest where the Wassserturm is re-discovered, and matched in its lack of 

associations by the new development of the Reihenhaus.  Using the past to create a new future, the 

architectural stylings of Fix und Foxi enable children to begin anew in a world untainted by the 

immediate past, yet still full of history. 

Architecture continues to play a prominent role in the works of Chris Ware, Richard 

McGuire, and their connection through Art Spiegelman’s influential magazine Raw.  The success of a 

magazine, focused around the proliferation of comix and searching for new, innovative artists and 

writers who were looking to push the boundaries of the medium explicitly by integrating the designs 

of the past, with a higher income and perhaps even snootier crowd of well-wishers pushed comix to 

a place of prominence that they were never meant to occupy – that of “high art.”   
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Yet this position on a pedestal needed to come crashing down, and it did, in a matter of 

speaking, when the Twin Towers fell and Art Spiegelman began writing and illustrating his own 

attempt at dealing with the loss of the protection of the city and the archive in his work In the Shadow 

of No Towers.  Returning to the personalized narrative that had initially brought him great acclaim and 

fortune enough to be able to have a studio on the Upper West Side of New York, Spiegelman looked 

to the history of comics, towards the origin, in an attempt to preserve what was again at risk of being 

lost forever.  The fragility of the medium and its propensity for existing as a pulp, newspaper item 

made preservation difficult and pressing, which was remedied by re-enforcing comic pages in an 

attempt to make them indestructible in the face of ultimate destruction.  Spiegelman’s archive 

strengthens the medium not only through materiality, but by ensuring that the past is protected just 

as much as the future - the medium must endure alongside the archive. 

The medium is the massage - the ninth art gathered from the other eight to create new 

possibilities concerning the effects of space and time through the two dimensional plane of the page.  

Architecture allows the reader to understand the function of the space on the page immediately, the 

familiar structure of the panels requiring no explanation - the way we live has served as the model for 

comics from the very beginning. 

Comic Architecture is not just the structures on the page and within the panels, it is the 

foundation of the medium, the entirety of the work that is required for a team to plot, assemble, 

write, draw, ink, color, and print one of the most popular media of the past century, continually 

breaking new ground both within and outside of the boundaries of the page.  The boundaries of the 

page do not determine the space of the comic - the medium’s versatility allows it to inhabit spaces 

and worlds that are not even on display; ones that cannot be seen with the naked eye; places that do 

not even exist become real. 

So it is that the space on a page can at once contain nothing at all but a painting - but within 

that single frame there exist worlds upon worlds to be explored.  The Painting that Ate Paris, the 

smallest frame on the page, can contain all the layers of a city as old and complex as Paris, forcing 
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one city to into conversation with its replacement.  Comics explore the infinite possibilities of 

multimedia - but hurry, because the current issue is selling out fast.  Who knows when it will show up 

again. 
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